The north wind doth blow • • •

And when it does, it can cause all kinds of havoc!
However, your particular disaster may turn out to be merely an
inconvenience if you have the security of a reliable insurance policy.
So if it's your trailer or the contents (or both) now is the time to make
quite sure they're weather proof!

Ring Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to
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8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y071 HL
Telex: 587470
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THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

~LPlANES

WE REPAIR: GLASS -

.......

NOW IN OUR 26th YEAR

'"

STEEL -

ALLOY -

WOOD
RAPID
SERVICE

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE·COVERS

LLOYD'S
APPROVED

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF
SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW lel. 061-427 2488

PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES LIMITED
RE·FINISHES

FREE RE-WEIGHS

C of A INSPECTIONS

(not on bathroom scales)

Repairs and overhauls
. in all materials.
Canopies and instruments.
Spares and materials pric.e Ilists.

Gell, cellulose, synthetic,
acrylic or polyurethane on
any type or size of sailplane

Bring your sailplane by
appointment and rig it.

Free quotations

Telephone for details

PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES LlMIITED
73 High Street, Maxey, Market Deeping. Tel: 0778·347506

We are now at the

WE HAVE MOVED!

Bristo'l and Glos. Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr. Stohehouse, Glos.

ROGER TARGEIT

For all your sailplane repai.rs and
maintenance in 1987.

Sailplane Services

Tet: Office (0453) 860861:
Home (0453) 48568; (0453) 45316

I 'YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE STYLE' 1
W~hout

doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in the UJ<. The Biggest by being the best lor
Quality and Service. Over 160 built to date.
Selected lor Ministry of Defence, RAF. Air Cadets Contract

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps"

i'PROBABLY THE BEST TRAILERS OF ALL TIME!"

ADD Auto Reverse and GRP, self colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GRP Locking DV Panels, solo towing gear, trestles and our
superb range 01li1lings to order.

NEWS Our continued developmenl has now proven our new
Bonding Isealing system which means 00' more loose rivets.
Even less maintenance at no extra cost.

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
2

0488 72224
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Proud to be
the insurance advisers
to the
British Gliding Association.

Sedgwick Aviation Ltd.
Sedgwick House, The Sedgwick Centre, London E18DX
Telephone: 01-3773125 Telex: 882131
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8hoffmann
TWO SEAT GRP MOTOR GLIDER
LOW INTEREST FINANCE
BRITISH C of A
FOLDING WINGS
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
THREE POSITION PROPELLER

Contact

Airmark Aviation Ltd, 48 Crosslands Avenue, Southall, Mlddx

Tel 01·574-1603

I

SUNTIGER SUNGLASSES
• IMPROVE VISIBILITY IN HAZE. IMPROVE CLOUD CONTRAST •
• REDUCE GLARE AND SQUINTING. EUM1NATE HARMFUL UV RAYS •
• MAKE OTHER AIRCRAFT EASIER TO SEE.
- Did you see the artiCle in S & G? (Aug. p.184) - Did you see Derek Piggott's letter In Pilot (Nov. p.14) Ingo Renner tried them and then got a pair from us
Top Camp. pilots (including British Team members) have got Suntigers

*

*

*

*

We can supply glasses or clip-ons. For further details write to:
Suntiger (Europe), 5 Hampton Close, London SW20 ORY. 01·947 4870.

a complete range of airband radio equipment
T1\720 hand-held transceiver (£476.30 Inc VAT, carriage £7.00) CAAAPPROVED, 118 to 1:35.976
¥Hz (receive and transmit). 108 to 117.975 MHz (NAV BAND receive only), no need for crystals,
retains three frequencies In memory, supplied complete with nlcad battery, mains charger, hellcal
whip aerla.l.
R83a sca.nning receiver (£a24.08lnc VAT, carriage £7.00), frequency range 110 to 139 MHz, one
hundred memory channels, 12V DC operation (a mains power unit Is avaUable for home use), an
optional rechargeable nlcad pack and soft case make the R632 truly portable.
R8378 two channel plus tunable from 118to 136MHz (£69.111lncVAT,ce.rrlage£2.oo) andJ\lla8
six channel scanning (&128.36lnc VAT, carriage £2.00) pocket portables, crystal controlled,
operate on Internal dry cell or nlcad battery, crystals not Included, £4.60 each.
Al\200a (receiver £487.30 lnc VAT, carriage £7.00), frequency range 25 to 550 MHz and 800 to
1300 MHz,narrowband FM, wide band FM and AM (supplled with simple telescopiC aerial and mains
power supply).
Please send for further detaUs to:

J
••••

'e ...,.. ~._
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
••
.1 ••
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995 Telex 377482 LOWLEC G
Shops In Glasgow 0419452626, Darlington 0326 486121, Ca.mbridge 0223 :311230, Ca.rdlff0222 464164, London 01429 :3256,
Bournemouth 0202 577760.
LOWE ELECTRONICS LIMITED

.•

e# ... _:. t.

Sole importer and distributor for AOR and SIGNAL equipment

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre ox.ygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situa·ted in the one position, ,thi's control
head has been deve'loped from the Company's highly successful DomIciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff SpecificalIon 018.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylindeFs, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servi:eing being required, the company operates a 24-hout
tum-'round posta'l system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SlIMlINE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD

':fltl:f:"~~f

Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4Dl
Te~ Aldershot (0252)334581
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

1st

for air sports

1st

for flying training

2nd

for gliding

2nd

to none for information, articles on flying, flight tests
where to fly guides, pilot equipment, news and
features, colour photography

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR BGA MEMBERS - £9.00 pa

Be better informed - read Pilots International
Don't rely on picking up somebody else's copy - get your own! 'What easier way to do
that than to subscribe direct to the people who publish Pilots International!
Yes! Send me a year's supply
of youI &xciti,ng new
magazine, starting with Issue

Send your remiuance to

No. . . . . . . . .

Way, London W7 30G

Pilots International
Magazine, 12 Elmbank

I enclose £10.50 for 12 issues of Pilots International.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

_

--,-----

_

Deduct £1.50 from the
sUb. fee if you earn your
living in aviation or are a
pilot of any aircraft.
This includes
Servicemen and women
and retired persons.

If resident abroad add
£7.50

If you do not wish to cut your magazine simply send your remittance in an envelope with name and address clearly printed.

FebruaryIMarch 1987
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A name you can trust--------:,

FOR THE WIDEST RANGE OF VARIOMETERS,
FLIGHT DIRECTORS AND NAV COMPUTERS
CVS SERIES

M Na.,50

** Complete
system
Dual scale, dual damped vario
* Speed Director

* 2 sizes 80mm or 57mm
* Scale change
* Damping Switch
* WillAudio
operate either:
(AU20) or
Audio, Director, Averager (CMP150), or
Audio, Director, Averager, Nav (C Nav 50)

* Averager
** Audio
Distance and Glide Computer etc
C NAV 50 (not illustrated)

CAV50

* As M Nav 50 but no vario
* Operates from standard Cambridge

** 80mm
Integral Audio
* Scale Change
* Damping SwItch
* Averager

"arios (except CAV 50)

(This vario will NOT operate CMP150 or C Nav SO)

Cambridge
Aero
Instruments

Contact your local
Cambridge Dealer.

RD Aviation Limited

Unit 23
Bankside
Station Approach
Kidlington, Oxon OX5 1JE
Tel. Kidlington (08675) 2357

Cambridge Aero Instruments, Inc.
Warren Sugarbush Airport
RR 109A, Warren, VT 05674, USA

Credit Cards
Accepted

Telex 265871
MONREFG
(Quote MAG 10189)
In Message
Text

SUPERB FRENCH HIGH PERFORMANCE
TWO-SEATER FOR TRAINING,
X-COUNTRY AND
COMPETI'TIONS

FEATURES:
40:1 GLIDE ANGLE. AEROBATIC •
LARGE DOUBLE PADDLE AIR BRAKES •
'PEGASUS' WING SECTION FOR
EXCELLENT CUMB AND HIGHLY
RESPONSIVE AILERONS •
CERTIFICATED • MORE THAN
40 EXAMPLES NOW FLYING
(200 ON ORDER)

*
6

ALSO NEW AND
USED PEGASUS IN
STOCK

FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
Ring Steve White on 049436888 or Alister Kay on 02406 2491, or write to

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD
2 Hazlewood Cottage, Horns Lane, Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3DU

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

London Sailplanes Ltd
cd rbon I tube
door re
Id55 u
5t ee
MJ • lists '" g last/cs. &- wood.
5pe c'd forced I'
fibre re,n

Pdir

1'_

0

0

0

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents
TOST WHEELS, lYRES (inc. 400 x 4), WEAK LINKS, RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)
PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists
Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS. Most other instruments and radios available
MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS AND REBUILDS
GLI F:INN~SH BIRCH PLY in a range of thicknesses from 0.8 to 6.0mm

GERMAN STEEL TUBE for GLIDERS: Complete range
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND R~AIRS
And hundreds of other items available from stock - All at competitive prices

ne

US""

•"h °c 11 d t:
A
'"

Or
PZL-WILGA

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 2JP
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 62068

Open Monday to Saturday: 9.00 - 1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00

4 minutes to tow a glider to 1000m
1 minute to descend from 1000m
5 minute. for the whole towing operation

~
11
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GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICUI.rURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
'ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

SZO·50 PUCHACZ
Two-seater all glass-fibre training
glider
"
GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
~ FULLY AEROBATlC

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

NEW'
15 METRE CLUB GLASS
SZD 51·1 JUNIOR

F,ROM FIRST SOLO
UP TO DIAMONDS

JANTAR STD 3 S20-48-3
Glide ANGLE 1 :40
February/March 1987

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD
Wycombe Air Park· Boaker . Marlow . Bucks

(06281 39690 (0494) 40911 Telex: 848341 CHACOM G
7

SOUTHD'OWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER'S REPA,IR AGENTS
FOR THEIR LS RANGE OF GLIDERS
REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECT,IONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES
SOLE SUPPLIERS OF jAEROLENE' FABRIC
WINTER AND SECONDHAND AIRCRA,FT IINSTRUMENTS IN STOCK
SPECIAL OFFER:- NEW WINTER SENSITIVE VARIOS 0-4 KNOTS
C/W CAPACITY £125+VAT

SOUTHOOWN AEROSTRUCTURE LTO
CAA approved to build the GRP micro.light PIPSTREllE 2C

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephon~

HERRIARD (0256 83) 359

PIK 30
High performance sailplane with retractable power plant by Siren of France
PIK 30

1:5/17 metre

Rotax 43hp Dual Ignition Engine

CAA certificate for Airworthiness issued
Easy rigging

Large instrument panel

Good handling

Long range,

Comfortab'le Cockpit

LCD Engine Instrument

H hours flying

Effective AIr Brakes
Automatic propeller stO!) system for correct position for
retraction of engine
Manual extension/retraction of engine for safety, 15 secs
only
Adjustable Seat Bac'k and R,udder Pedals
Optional External Power Connection and Water Ballast
Max iUD=45 at 100 Km/H
Max Weight 460 Kilo's
Price 262;000 French Francs

Min Sink=0.54 M/S
VNE 140 Kts.
Ex works

Delivery 6 months only

THORNE ELECTRIM
Thruxton Airfield, Thruxton, Nr Andover, Hants. SP11 8PW
Tel: (0264-77) 2089
8
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Apart from
., .
As every repair by Chiltern is
increasing production and
backed by a customer protection policy
assembly facilities, Grob
with full product liability cover, it's
have overhauled their spare parts
plane sailing for all Chiltern
system. Now all spares will be channelled
customers from now on. We look
through Chiltern - and we'll maintain an
forward to showing you what
even bigger stock ofthose essentials that
we can do.
keep you flying.
Although we at Chiltern are sole exclusive
distributors ofGrob parts - you'll still be able to deal
with us through your established supplier. But whether
you require repair materials, accessories or some vital
component from our extensive stock ofGrob parts, it
will be comforting to know that our expert Grob parts
supply system is available and our fully equipped workshops are at your disposal- should you need them.

A
.!_

Licenced to repair all Grob products.
Sole concessionaires and stockist for spare parts
~
for gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft. ~

OROS =====-=--

Booker Airfield,Nr.Marlow,Bucks,SL7 3DR.
0494445854 (works) or 0865 890517 (outside office hours).
Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
Grob demonstration and sales-Tel: 049137184

February/March 1987
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PLATYPUS

TAIL FEATHERS
Alan Purnell covers more of this country than any other glider
pilot in Britain. He shuns competitions and the National
Ladder: he doesn't even set himself speed tasks. He is a
distance man, pure and simple. Consequently you won't see
him in his loca 'Lasham sk,ies very often unless you are
around early in the mornl'ng or late in the evening. That
makes him almost a recluse, ploughing a solitary furrow
around thousands of kilometres, encountering other gliders
only by chance. Platypus,. moved by curiosity, envy and the
desire to do likewise, interviewed Alan, one of the most
individualistic and single-minded of our breed (which is
saying quite a lot) one blea'k autumn day at Dunstable.

The loneliness of the
long-distance glider pilot
Platypus: How did you start?
AJan Purnell: I started in February 1956
and went solo in Marcb.
That SOunds precocious.
Not really. I was with a Cambridge Dniversitycamp at the Long Mynd and got very
concentrated training in a short time. It
took 40 launches, the same as for most people. That was with the great Ted Warner, to
whom I'm eternally g,ateful. Then I got my
Silver C in 1957. f took Hhrs to do the
distance, so I stayed up another 3!hes to get
the duration and taught myself cloud flying.
What were you reading at Cambridge?
Maths and Natural Sciences
Have ,these studies helped you as a pilot?
Only with understanding weather and
instruments

Platypus contemplates the meaning of life after
landing in a rainsoaked field.
10

Assuredcloodbase was well clear of mountain
tops.

Those are the two things that give me the
most trouble: Ox!o"d philosophy only helps
you to contemplate the meaning oflife after
you've landed in d tainsoaked field with the
crew four hours away.
At Dunstaolein the 19505 you had to solo on
a Tutor, then progressed slowly through
Grunau Baby, Prefect, Olympia, Skylark 2,
Sky, then at last, after 90hrs and two 100km
triangles, to the Sky/ark 3 - with ,a perfOf'mance inferior to aircraft that people go solo
in today! Very few gOt to that stage" in fact.
Do you think that such an enormous - and
compulsory - variety of flying was a good
thing?
Yes, I do. But the crazy thing is that now the
Tutgr's contrOls are considered so terrible
by modern standards you have to have a
Silver C to be allowed to fly one at Lasham!
I once found myself upended by a thermal
in one and just not able to level the wings.
Do you do much cloud flying now?
No, but the experience I got years ago,
when cloud flying mattered a lot more, was

He is a distance man.
useful. Once I came down from 1,8000ft at
Portmoak in the Open Cirrus and had to let
down from 8000 to 4000ft in solid cloud
without blind-flying instruments: I had an
unusable horizon due to a frozen wetbauery and a duff hun & slip which was
okay at DI.
(Refraining from an Oxoniandig at Cambridge ~cienceJ That sounds uncharacteristically risky.
Not really, the Open Cirrus was nice and
stable; through the clear patches in the distance I could work out where I was before
letting down, and from the radio I was
assured that cloudbase was well clear of
mountain tops. You always have to play
safe.
Have you flown abroad?
Yes, in Austfia at ZeIl-am-See in 1971, bUlt
not since. I went round a couple of 300s and
made a film while doing them.
Well ofcourse, there's so {ittle to occupy one
while flying in the Alps one might as well do
something useful with one's hands, mighm't
one? Have you made any other gliding
films?
Yes. I'd like to convert them to video from
Super-8, but haven't found out how to get
that done yet.
Have you ever been a contest pilot?

~ ......

~

""-

Platypus finds gaggles physically frightening.
Yes, for about six years. David Kerridge
and I won League 2 in the 1961 Nationals.
Gosh, I should have remembered lhat since 1
was in League 2 in the 1961 Nationals as
well, but all 1 remember is trying to' get a K-7
across Dartmoor late in the day with an /8
stone passenger in the back, munching bullseyes. Anyway, you gave up the rat race.,
Maybe I wasn;t good enough, but [ really
think that competitions have deteriorated.
People all fly around together in great gagSAILPLANE & GLIDING

TAIL FEATHERS

gles and don't show any initiative. I fly for
pleasure. I don't believe competition pilots
enjoy themselves as much as I do.
Do you find the closeness with which some
pilots fly in gaggles physically frightening? J
know J do.
Well, worrying, anyway. One guy's idea of
close can be a lot different from another's.
Are you less competitive temperamentally
than Nationals pilots?
No, It's just that I prefer to compete with
myself and the weather.
The National Ladder seems just right for
you.
Well, I have won it in the past, but gave up
when they started handicapping.

You need to be launched well before the first
thermals.

What is your attitude to gliding now?
Very simply, I1ike to get the most out of the
day.
Philip Wilts said the great satisfaction was to
leave on the very first thermal ofthe day and
to glide in with nothing to spare from the top
ofthe very last thermal of the day.
Well, to get the absolute most out of the day
you need to be launched well before the first
thermals have started.
Do you glide out on track hoping to
encounterlift in the first ten miles; then ifyou
don't get any you have to turn back to the
site?
Yes, from time to time. But Chris Garton,
who flew over 800km from Lasham to
Durham and back in 1976 (it's still the UK
close-circuit distance record) flew 15-18
miles before finding his very first thermal of
the day. If he hadn't got that one he would
have been on the ground and wasted the
best day of the year.

Full of water and ready to go
February/March 1987

Would you have done that?
No, I couldn't. You have to temper your
enthusiasm with caution. But he was going
for the record and was willing to gamble.
If it's forecast to be a good day the next day
do you rig the night before?
No. Hugh Hilditch and I are both there at
8arn and we rig each other (he has a Nimbus
2). So I'm full of water and all ready to go by
9 or 9.30 at the latest. Everything else is
prepared the night before: maps, batteries,
barograph and so on.
Do you worry about putting a big glider like
yours into a field?
I've only landed away from Lasham once in
four years and that was at a gliding site. So
I've never done a field landing in the Nimbus 3. It shouldn't ever be necessary with
modern performances: in that glider I can
be within range of a safe airfield the whole
time. But one thing I didn't like about
Comps was knowing that you were setting
off in conditions that made a field landing
inevitable.
Yes, and they're so much more hazardous
now in slippery plastic ships than when you
could dive a Skylark 3 at the downwind
hedge and rub the skid in the ground ifneed
be. I myself am in favour of giving pilots a
points incentive to land only at designated
safe landing sites, but have got nowhere yet!
No doubt crashery and Lloyds underwriters
will enforce it eventually.

extra halfhour's flying time at the beginning
and end of each day. (Platypus is trying to
justify having bought Hans- Werner

Maybe not quite enough rudder.
Grosse's ASW-22 last week. ED) Would
you go for even more performance if you
could get it?
Yes, I would. We're nowhere near being in
danger of making it too easy to soar in this
country.
As a Nationals task-setter J find that even in
the best parts ofthe year -June to Augustyou are lucky to get two-thirds of days that
are cross-countryable, so there is still room
for performance improvements that will
reduce the number of dud days.
Yes, though there is a limit to the number of
cross-country days because of low c1oudbase days, where the risk of landing out may
be too great. I'm a height miser, and hate
getting below 2000ft; so a 2500ft base
means a lot of little climbs - which is the
wrong way of doing things if you want to go
fast.
(Thoughts after the interview: Hans-Werner
Grosse would take advantage of the continuous lift offered by low cloudbases,
because the lower the cloudbase the closer
the thermals are to each other. On the other
hand he never tried to get a record in Britain!)

Platypus is a believer in TINSFOS.

Are you a believer in TINSFOS - There Is
No Substitute For Span?
Yes, I need all the help I can get! The Nimbus 3 and ASW-22 are ideal for English
conditions. The only people who really like
little ships are the purists who want to flip
their Libelles into a turn in one and a half
seconds.
Very occasionally J would find a 15 Metre
tucking more quickly into a strong, narrow
thermal than J could in a Nimbus 2.
Yes, but they have to fly so much faster if
they have water on board. If they outclimb
you you're not flying right. My Three has
about half a knot better sink rate, 85ft/min
against 110 to 115 for a 15 Metre. At Portmoak I can get 1000ft higher on the hill than
the rest.
That ability to use weak lift can give you an

"I can do 100km/h if I want to."

How fast do you cover the ground?
I can do 100km/h if I want to, but I find it a
bit of a strain. I'd sooner jig around, making
a detour to inspect a sea breeze front on the
way.
11
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If I set a Nationals task that took people
within 20 miles of a sea breeze, I'd get
lynched. So today's Comps pilots don't get
thoSe glorious coastal views that we saw in
the 19608 Comps.
1 still get those views: for instance, 1 like to
explore the convergence of two sea breeze
fronts going down low,uds Devon. But of
course Ul run into problems I can alwa.ys
turn back for home, which you can't do in a
contest.
Yes, so organiseFS end up setting seven
triangles all going through Husbands 80sworth, with which the pilots are always perfectly happy - if they get back.
How long ha,ve you had Jhe Nimbus 3?
I've flown the Three (or four seasons now
and have done 950hrs in it. It's ideal for
British conditions. I usually fl.y with half
water: the handling ,is hardly affected and it
goes better. Maybe not quite enough rudder, that's all.
Have you got any special thermalling tricks?
No special technique, though I prefer to
tighten up as the lift 'beg,ins to decrease
rather than opening up as the titt increases,
which is the common alternative way ofcentring.
How you fly between thermals is important.
I unerringly fly through sink, whereas Chris
Garton and Bernie fitchett seem to fly
through lift the whole time between dimbs.
I imagine you fly around in radio silence like
a trappisl monk.
No, I don't. I like to k.now what's going on
around the country. l1hough I find places
like Upper Heyford a distraction, with their
demands to know your destination. I tell
them that I am going from Frisby-on-theWreak to Hazlebufy P,lunknett, the two TPs
on a genuine 500km triangle from Lasham.
They don't bother to ask me a second time.
What kinds of instruments have you got?
Basic minimum. On the vario I have a
speed-to-fly ring: I don't bother with an
electronic speed-to-fly indicator. My audio
only sounds when I'm going up or when I'm
0\09 up .. ·

-to\)
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Audio only sounds when going up or down at
four knots.

going down at more than fout knots, so a lot
of the time it's quiet. I don't like modern
varios that bleep away the whole time.
1 like that idea! Where do you get such a
control?
I rig it up myself: electronics is my other
interest besides gliding.
What about the thermal-centring device that
12
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waS featured in S&G (June 1982, pl08~?
It was also featured on TV in Tomorrow's
World: there are quite a few videos of that
programme at Lasham.
I did it because it was possible. But it has
gr,eat potential: for instance you could leave
a thermal in search of a better core and'then
come straight back to the original core if
you weren't successful in your search.
It's not in at the moment; a five~inch square
cathode ray tube and keyboard in the panel
takes up too much space and too much
power. I teaUy want to make a smaUer version with a flat LED display and lower
power consumption.
Could it..b~.c~me
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It could be commercial if I could get the
components at a reasonable price.

G
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Yes, if I could get the components at a
reasonable price.
What next? Dare 1 mention motors?
I was local soaring at Lasham and saw some
clouds just too far away to glide to without a
severe risk of landing out. If I'd had a Turbo
I'd have had a go at it. I think the Turbo is
the right compromise. Motor gliders tend to
be flown by power pilots.
What's your ambition in 1987?
To do the 750 that has eluded me - and to
take my 300th 300. I need 20 more, which is
quite demanding, but I did 29 in 1976.
Let's pray for another 1976. Thanks, Alan!
Alan Purnell: some statistics
• 5300hrs gliding in 12 logbooks
• 171000 cross-country kilometres
.280 flights of 300-plus kilometres
• 40 flights of 500-plus
• 6 flights of 600-plus kilometres
• 240hrs in 1986 in 45 launches (av 5hrs
20min)
• 18 flights of 300-plus kilometres in 1986
• 9 UK distance and speed records (none
current)
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BELl UP

IIG .ILY
Derek says your life could
depend on those straps and
,goes on to have some
thoughts about the value of a
basic training sheet

In

any kind of flyin,g accident your life
may depend entirely on how tight you had
your harness straps and on whether they
hold under a l1igh shock load.
Recently a visit from Mike IJurns, ,the
chief technical officer for the Gliding Federation of Australia, (The Dick Stratton of
"down under"), resulted ,in a very wide
exchange of views, and experiences on
everything from accidents to the future
fatigue problems of ,the newest breed of
sailplanes, aod to the liability of clubs for
accidents.
Many of these problems remain unsolved
because the airworthiness authorities and
manufacturers never hear of them. Ta'lking
to him it became obvious tihat our communications with these people were poor
and that, in general, they were out to help
and improve their machines when they
heard of any problems.
Mike had been touring almost every
manufacturer in Germany in the hope of
getting something done quickly in the interest of safety.
He pointed out that there had been sev'eral experiences where the type ofllarness
fitted to most training machines had slipped
completely under load resulting in fatal
injuries in what might otherwise have been
a survivable accident. How often have you
tightened up the straps in your K-7, K-8 or
K-13 only to find them ioose a few moments
later?
Were you, like me, unaware that this
problem had been overcome by fitting a
small wire spring into the harness clips of
later models?
May I suggest that all BGA inspectors
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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make a JXlint of checking these harnesses
anMitting the springs on the next C of A, or
before. We have at least six gliders at
Lasham unmodified and I am sure there
must be many efsewhere.
I have written tQ the German manufacturers for a supply so that other clubs do not
have to order from Germany individually.
May I suggest that you check your machines
now and le' us know how many sets of
springs are needed. They shouJd not be
expensive and they could save your life.
I understand (but am confirming with the
manufacturers) that this mod will not fit the
much earlier type of German harness with a
fabricated (rivetted) cross-piece in the harness clip.
He also pointed out that ,the fi;"ings for a
harness in other lypes of glider were often
the cause Qf fatalities because they were
failing at loads of far less than the harness
itself. Properly restrained the human frame
can withstand shocks of up to 30g for very
short periods but if the fixings fail at 15g or
so the straps are not of much help in a bad
crash. It seems that the requirements need
to be changed to ensure that future gliders
all have stronger filings.

"There is no doubt that better
seating could save many
spinal injuries . .. "

Almost as bad is the situation where the
club has a detailed itemised list of exercises
in the logbook, Of a separate training log
and this is produced in court with many of
the exercises unsigned for. This would certainly be the cause of some criticism of the
instructors concerned, and tt might be considered negligence on their part. So if you
do 'have a system everyone must use it.
We have actually had a visiting student
whose logbook was blank apart from signatures and who turned out to be very "Iow g
sensitive". I often wonder how many
Instructors are still unaware of this kind of
problem. (I still have .oopies of the SubGravity Sensations and Gliding Accidents
booklet if Yol!J have not read it at £1.50
including p&p from me at Lasham.)
Most clubs do have some kind of training
syllabus but they often fall into disuse with
time. In my opinion tne minimum is that the
instructor should write down the exercises
done on eac'h day, preferably with a comment to assist the next instructor and the
student. However, when it comes to first
solos this alone is far from ideal. It takes
quite a lot of research to determine, for
example, how many times the student has
done some stalls and incipient spins, hew
many times he has had cable break practice
and whether they were simple straight
aheador more decision requiring situations.
For this reason during the past few years we
have changed our systems at Lasham. For
many years we used a system requiring a
signature by the instructor when the student
was considered competent at each item, hut
~'!:

On our side Dr ~ony Segal was able to
explain to him all about our spine saving
seat cushions and we had an interesting discussion on "product liability". There is no
doubt that better sealing oould save many
spinal injuries, but that there can be no
guarantee of this. For this reaSOD many
American gliding SChools are reluctant to
introduce such cushions or to sell them
because they might be involved in a "product liability" law suit.
What a world we live in. You prove something will make flying 'safer and tben no one
dares to use it or seD it for fear of being
sued!
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Getting back to training and ,legal
liabilities, I have seen a number of pilots'
gliding logbooks which really do not give
enough detail of the training given. Just
imagine trying to convince a lawyer or
coroner that the pHot had been properly
trained when you can only produce a logbook with the Instructor's signa,ture and the
odd comment such as C/B for cable break.

1.

instructors would never sign anything until
the last moment before solo, which was not
much help.
Now our progress sheet consists of a very
simple daily record of exercises done using
symbols for showing how competent the
pilot was on that day. We also have spaces
for compulsory briefing On some items and
these can be signed off by any instmctor
who has written notes 8S a guide to what
should be covered. Because we accept that
it ,is impossible to sit down with every student and cover three or four hours of briefings, they are all on tape and freely available
to members in the clubhouse.
Lastly, before sending someone off solo,
the instructor must see that the vital presolo items have been signed for.
This all seems to work for us and it does
guarantee that pilots get proper briefings if
<Doly from the tapes. This type of pl'Ogress
sheet makes analysis of the person's flying
experience a matter of seconds and is not
too much trouble for the instructors to :keep
going. It is also a help to the student who can
see what still needs to be done or improved
to reach the solo stage.
Our basic training sheet is reproduced on
this page and I would welcome comments
on it and a copy of your own club's system to
compare notes and improve ours still
further.
But if you are an instructor. may be you
should consider just how you would explain
your system, or lack of one to the coroner,
or for that matter to a new member with an
inquiring mind.
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John starts his series of
articles, intended to help you
get more out of gliding, by
concentrating on soaring
techniques.

what a thermal is. It is a mass of air, warmed by
contact with the heated ground, in which one
spot - the trigger spot - becomes much more
heated than its neighbours and is therefore
buoyant. It rises, and as it does it draws in
superheated surface air - to a depth of maybe a
couple of feet - from all around. Maybe up to half
a mile away. If it acquires sufficient mass - a
typical English thermal weights tens of
thousands of tons! - and is rising sufficiently

BaSiC Thermalling.

Every glider pilot,
from Sunday doodler la hyped-up hot-rod, wants
to soar. To climb away In lazy spirals, up towards
the clouds, challengiAg grav.ity, one with the
birds. Not all are motivated to use .their precious
neight parlicularly efficiently, content to wander
around the sky enjoying the view. And the occasional twinge 01 excitement when they rook back
apprehensively, from tfrIe apogee of their orbit
around the base airfield, to see it rather closer to
their horizon than usual. But most do want to
progress, and ,the very first step is to learn to use
your thermal.
The Skill. The actual skill required 10 fly a glider
is nol great. Relatively simple co-ordination of
hands and feet to make Clean., smooth bank and
attitude changes Is the core skill. Recognising
the feel of your craft in a well banked turn, flown
close but not too close to the stall, is another.
Knowing how· to dde the rough air of, a boisterous
thermal without losing your balance is the culminating skill. And then Ihese skills must be
brought together inthe art of soar,ing. That isyour
starting point.

"There is a Law of Learning
which states that the initial
experience Is likely to have
the deepest roots. "
When learning any skill Ibelieve it is important
to learn the right way, first time. There is a Law of
Learning - the Law of Primacy - which states
that the initial experience is likely to have the
deepest roots. First Impressions generate
habits. Bad habits are. hard to break. So it is
important 10 'learn Ihe most effective way of centring your thermal right from the start. I am going to
invite you to put down your text book and look at
the problem my way.
The Thermal. First you should understand
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quickly, it will drag against the surrounding air
and set up a circulation within itself. (Fig. 1.) The
bubble is led at its centre so that the internal
circulation, seen in side view, is like a hl;lge,
invisible smoke ring, with the core rising faster
than the whole. Experience suggests· thal it
develops this vortex form by the time it gets to
1500ft or SO. It is Ihis smoke ring effect thal gives
the "fee"" to ,B good thermal, the feel that you
must learn to interpret so as to gel into the heart
of Ihe COre as qUickly as you may.
If you ta)<e a plan view cross·section across
the smoke ring (A-A~ it will look like Fig 2, with air
rising faster in the ,centre where it is being fed
from below, and slower (ound the edges wl1ere
the drag with its surroundings is greatest To
visualise it more readily make a model for yourself. Cut the largest paperplate YOUican find-from
edge to middle; overlap the two ICut edges and
secure with a paper clip; draw concentric circles
on the resulting flat cone. You are now ready to
"fly" your hand feund and over a model thermal.
The Sensations. I have used the- word "feel"
severaltimes already. It is what you should feel in

youf thermal that leads you quickly into the fast
rising core. Let's examine these feelings. First,
you can't, unless you are ·a freak or your eustachian tubes are badly blocked, feel how fast
you are rising. But you can readily feel when you
are. being accelerated upwards. Acceleration is
the state of change of speed - in this case the
speed of the glider upwards. "F,ly" your hand
over the model. Which direction will give maximum change of vertical speed? Directly from
edge to centre, of course, at right angles to the
"contour" circles you have drawn on the model.
Do it again. Convince yourself! f you fly at any
other angle to the circles (at the same "speed",
the upward acceleration will be less. And if you fly
past the edge of the core (x-x) the feeling 01 lift
will change aCCQrding towhich part of the thermal
you: are in at any moment (Fig 3.) It will increase
to a maximum half way in towards the core, fall to
zero as you come alongside, then change to a
downwards acceleration - a feeling of sink,
although you are still actually going up!

'Wo matter what expensive
gimmicks your rivals can
afford, you've got the beating
of them right inside you • .. "
Now examine the other feeling available to you
-tilt. You will recognise the tendency to be lipped
up by the faster ;iSing air to one side. :Banked
thus you will soo/1 be turned away from the core.
Ignore this warning and yOll nave lost your thermal! No. Keep the wings ,level and feel the tipping
tendency; analyse' it; combine with it the feelings
of lift and you have the makings of the world's
best thermal ,centritlg device - the 'seat of your
pants" Absolutely tree, built in, infallible! Just
needs to be learned. No maller what expensive
gimmicks your rivals can afford, you've got the
beating of them right inSide you, at least as lar as
thermal centring is concerned. Most so-called
thermal centring devices or methods call ,for one
or more accurate circles to be flown while you (or
it) assess the lift and decidewhich way to straighten up 10 gel closer to the elllsive core. By using
the seat of your lpants you can make corrections
instantly on the basis of the tift and tilt 8S you feel
them. NO waiting for analysis and assessment.
So it;s time to study the combination. First take
the case of a fly-by about half way between the
edge and core at SOld. (Fig 4, a - a.) This is the
perfect approach! Tilt startsmoderate, builds to a
maximum. Lift starts moderate, peaks momentarily then fades to nothing or to· a feeling of sink.
At maximum tilt and minimum lift you are
immediately alongside the core. Swing Quickly
into a 45° banked turn ,towards the rising wing.
You are in. Hole in one! But 'look at the timing
requiredl Two seconds late and you are past the
best bit. Three seconds after that and you are
half in and llialf out ofthe lift. Three seconds more
and you've lost it.
Next, fly ,through the outer edge of the thermal.
(Fig 4, b-b.) Plenty of tilt but ,little· lift. Remedy,
turn through 30° orso towards the rising wing and
await results. You should have converted your
fly-by into Cl perfect approac~. Hole in two!
Finally, fly straight at tha· core. (Fig 4, c-c.) Bags
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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turn is critical now, and' goes up in leaps and
bounds if yOl:l fly too fast. Ten knots toomuch and
ten degrees of bank too little and your radius of
turn doubles, (Fig 5) and the "thermal" turns into
a vague burbling mess of turbulence instead of a
solid tour knots up. So practise your basic skills
until they become second nature. And relax!
Only then can you oonoentrate on the feelings.
Make no mistake, they can be elusive, especially
as you pull up and wave the ailerons about
maskinglhe relatively small forces trying to gUi~
you.
Re-centring. Assume you did it right and got
centred. Now the trigger source way bel'oW shifts
a bit and a new burst of energy pulses into yoor

LIf~

Sink

~
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}c-c
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Fig. 4 Thermal Centring
of lift but no tilt. Which side is it? Answer - it isn't.
It's straight ahead. So don't hesitate. Turn one
way to convert to the perfect approach, then
reverse your turn at the maximum tilt, minimum
lill point. Hole in two! And now, for the first time,
rw let you look at your variometer, but only to
confirm that you are well centred. 11 yOlJ can keep
that up all day you'll soon be Champion!
The Tum. ¥ou may well need to vary the bank
to optimise your radius of turn to the ,particular
core you have located. Generally no thermal turn
should be banked less than 40 or more than 60°.
Your early training turns were probably less than
30". Time to unlearn thaf bad habit. You may not
find it easy. And slow down a bit. 'Your radius of

Fig. 6

,
Recentring

thermal, a bit to one side of your core. (Fig 6.) No
longer centred, are you! Never mind, the seat of
your pants will soon put that right. As you circle
watch out for any increase in "lift". Try it on the
model, with your circle a little off centre, and
imagine where you would feel lift - that is, where
you are crossing contour lines in the direction of
the core. As the feeling of lift increases you
s~ould be straightening up a little, or at least
Widening your turn. As the "lift" dies - you are
now coming back intG the core - you should
tighten up, and resume your 45° banked turn.
When you next get the chance to share a thermal
with a, real expert you will notice him making
frequent small adjustments 10 his cirCle. He Is
constantly responding to the feelings I have
described above. And he is probably outclimbing you as a result!
Pressing ,On. As you get better at it you may
find the lift decreasing in spite of your efforts to
re-cenlre. This:is possibly l)ecause you are now
sitting on top of your vortex ring, being drifted
outwards 'by the circulation. Time to straighten
up, press on and find a better thermal on course.
HaVing successfully risen through the core in the
best of the lift, no point in tolerating a slower climb
by sitting on, lop of the fountain while 'it rises
relatively slowly!

*
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In my next article we will discover what nappens when we have pressed OA, and how we
might optimlse our progress cross-country. tI

MARY MEAGHER

SO EARLY

IN THE
MORNING•••
Mary faces the challenge of
Aboyne and tries for Gold
GOing to Aboyne for the first time? It's
important to attend the briefing where you will be
told what to expect and how to behave. "Yes, the
runway is narrow (17ft!) but it is nice and long"
Dave Richardson told us. "Shouldn't give yo~
any problems. You must aim to touch down half
way along and roll to the end to leave room for
somebody landing after you." Dave said that we
must all rise early and be at the launch point
before first light to beat the RAFGSA. Barographs smoked the night before. Everyone must
pitch in and do their share. Be on hand when a
Booker glider is ready to land to push it out of the
way. Look after the tug pilot, knock politely at his
door at dawn's early light and bring him mugs of
tea.
Be kind to the tug pilot? Now that is a startling
new id~a. More often we are rude t<;> the tug pilot.
Espe~lally when he or she has dropped you in
the middle of a large blue hole. As for bringing the
tug pilot a mug of tea at Booker, such an idea had
never occurred to me. They were always sloping
off f~r tea enough already, just when things were
looking good and you were stuck in a queue of
impatient pundits.
"Wonderful weather we've had, last week,"
Dave told us when we rolled up on Saturday.
"Everybody got a Gold height. No, I'm not going
to fly with you right away, I need a rest. Mike
Cuming will take you in ECZ." Okay by me. Good
old Cu-nim knows his way around these Highlands, he won a cup last year soaring in wave at
Aboyne. "Wait till the air becomes smooth, and
the lift is steady. Don't pull off too soon."
Presently we were rising effortlessly in the
K-21 along the flank of a smooth white whale of a
cloud in the lee of Morven. ''Treat it like ridge
soaring" Mike advised. "Turn into wind, and beat
back and forth along the leading edge of the
wave bar."
!he cloud dropped away beneath us, we had
gained 800?ft. "Time for a bit of cross-country"
chortled Mike, and we toured the Highlands
streaking from bar to bar over Lochnagar:
Braemar, Loch Muick and back to Morven, that
splendid hill overlooking the twin lakes of Dinnet
leading home to Aboyne.
'
"Two thousand feet over the lochs" Mike told
me "for beginning your downwind leg. One
tho~sand feet over that little hill there, and plenty
of alfbrake. That's it." The wind, thank heaven,
was more or less right on the nose, and I made a
15
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decent approach and coaxed dear old ECZd0wn
on the right spot in a reasonably straight line, and
only had spot of bother with the rollout, lurching
somewhat from edge to edge of the larmac as
the on-lookers scattered. Not bad for a beginner.
Next day promised fair, with a hint ola southerly gale. At the lodge near Glen lalilar the wave
bottomed out, the tree lops thrashed widly about
and the wind howled down the chimn~y'. At the
ah1ield it was straight up and down the flagpole,
nota brealh!Amazing. We rolled out Ihe Booker
gliders first as usual; Ken I-lenderson went olf
with Mike Cuming as guinea-pig in thel<"21; Dick
Bailey in Pegasus 316 and lan Griffiths in
Pegasus 318 followed shortly after, while the
lads from Bicester gazed! in bleary-eyed
amazement at the eager active Booker learn.
Safely laURched, the ground crew adjoumed with
our little radio to breakfast at the Sal'nacoil. Porridge, kippers, bacon and eggs, white tablecloths
and silver service, lounging laidback with our
second cup of coffee while the elderly guests at
neighbouring tables evesdropped happily.
"Charley Zulu 12000, six up over Ballater."
By the time we got back to the airfield not a lot
of gliders were left on the ground. I decided to do
my bit and take a mug of tea to the tug pilol.
Worked out an impromptu thermos by filling a
large jar with hot sweet tea, wrapped in a sock
and stuffed in a moonbool. Took along a couple
of rolls as well. lan Trail, the tug pilol, was
amazed and grateful. I said I was only doing what
they told us to do at the briefing. lan said all the
same it didn't happen very often.
Young Matthew Hill, who has been tugging at
Booker all summer and is truly one of the best of
the breed, has been curiously infected by the
soaring virus (usually professional tug pilots are
immune). Checked out at Aboyne by Dave,
Young Matthew was strapped into the Pegasus,
went up and got his Silver height, duration, Gold
height and possible Diamond too, all in one go
first time in a Pegasus. Piece of cake. His fingernails were a bit blue when he came down, butthis
was soon cured by the administration of free
booze at The Boat. The prpprietor was so impressed by Matthew's achievement that he awarded
him a large bottle of Lochnagar.
Meanwhile, it was my turn to go up with Dave
Richardson in the K-21. "Going to be a bit rough
on the l'lerotow tOday", Dave advised me. "Wind
from the south means there is rolor just over the
field." I'certainly had to devote my fun attention to
that aerotow. Both hands. Eventually we won
throoghlo the creamy smooth power ollhe surging wave, and Dave was. pleased. "Keep on like
thal and we may have to lel you go on your own"
said he. Certainly the circuit was equally exciting.
All over the place! Boing, boing', up we go' and
down we go, and open the brakes and close the
brakes, and dive for the ground, line ,up, set her
down, and keep right on to the end of the rOadl "1\
wonl't be any rougher than this"said Oave "or we
wouldn't lbe flying atall." I was glad to hear thal.
What we Iilad just been through was about all I
could nandle and a bit Il1(i)re exciting than I
wanted wfthoutsome expert company in the
back seal.
Next day was a bit easier '~lnd Dave said it was
lime to become acquainted with the use of
oxygen. "I don't want to wseoxygen" I1 said. "If
you go over 10 OOOft you must use oxygen" Dave
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insisted firmly. 1"00 moment I had been dreading
had arrived. Last time I breathed into a black
rubber mask it was ether. Screaming for help, in
the last stages of labour. They shoved that black
rubber mask down over my face and I spiralled
down inlo infinity. Irrationally, I expected the
same thing to happen IlOW. I moaned and grumbled and stnl,lggled with the straps. Horrid thil19.
Once I had the mask in place I didn'l pass out.
Bu\: it pushed up tlile bifocals so' all I could Sal!
was the inst~ulli1ent panel. Big help. "The mask in
the Pegasus is a different shape, it might be more
comfortable" said Dave. Not likely I'll be needing
it anyway, , thoughlto myself. len thousand fee\:
will be lir1e. Who rteeds more? Certainly I wasn'\:
expecting toga for Gold, not likely!1
Despite a rather low turn onto finals with
Graham Ihe (allowing afternoon, he agreed wilh
Dave that it was prObably all righ! for me to fly
next day in the F'egasus. Nollirst: flight: but sec·
and. You bet ,I was there promplly when Mike
Philpott landed and walked the long mile- back
with trepidation. It was completely unnecessary
for Mike and! Manny, who was driving,lhe towcar,
to keep,on aoout how rough it was, and possibly
too dangerous for my first solo, and about the
funny noises the glider was making"and did I
think:1 was, ready lor it? I began to I.ose my sense
01 humour and snapped "I dOlil't fleed any more
advIce, tnank you. Please shut up!" Well that set
them oft worse ~ha", ever, they found cracks in
the D box, andi ripples in the fabric, and frayed
wires and' lIat tyres and wondering whether 316
should be declared u/s. I closed the canopy,
covered my ears, and of course there was
nothing wrong with the glider, was there?

The panic subsided
as the vario began
to chirp cheerfully

_

There was nothing wrong with the glider, and
nothing wwng with my flying, either, despite a
few nervous moments streaking down under
some very heavy sink to the forward edge of a
frothy wave bar over Ballater. lhree thousand
live hundred feet didnrt seem much at the
memenl, and I su~e didn't want 10 land oul on my
first solo at Aboyne. Never hear tirle end 01 it;
fortunately tirle panic subsided as the vario began
to chirp cheerfully just in time.
Nex1 morning Graham said "'{ou'II' be firs\: in
3.16, Mary." Qh boy! Here we go! Long johns,
moonboots, heavy sweater and head scarf. A
quick word with the tug pilot. Every day I had
brought tea in the iboot to lan, and he was more
lhan willingl to help wherr I1 asked him please 10
wave me off In the best spot. 'TU wait for your
signal. Alter all, you know this place a lot better
than I .do;', "Okay," said lan, "I'll do my bes\:."
Also, to baffle Ihe bads from Bieester, we had
agreed a secret code - "Quack: Quacl<, Oink,
Oink, Tweet Tweet" meant ct:1ange to a prearralilged channel to impart useful information.
(Not that this did us much gOOd, the Bicester
bads did better than the Booker bumblers that
week, anyway.)
Graham went off lirst in ECl, towed to 4000ft
but didn't lind wave, and came down. Ken Hen-

derson was nex1' irt 318.1 hung backa bit. Maybe
it was too soon to connecl: with the lift? "If you
don't want to go, I'll have the gliderl" said Mike,
so I got strapped in. Graham came round. "Tow
to just behind Morven" he told me. "11'mgoing to
go where the tug pilot takes me." "Do what I tell
you, go behind Morvelil" Graham insisted. "I've
agreed to be advised by tne tug pilot" I was
stubborn. "Well, if you fall down, don't blame me"
said Graham. "If I fall down, it will be entirely my
fault" I replied, and with thal parting remark was
launched into the cold bright morniflg.
"Very weak lift" lan reported' over t!'le radio
before we went. "Do your best", I replied, "I have
faith in you!" Over Glen Tanar we went, and lan
waggled his wings and I pulled off, but there
wasn't a lot there. Zero sink was all you could say
for it. I hauled up on the wheelleverbul the damn
thing woudlA't lock. I had to fly with one hand on
the wheel lever and the other on the stick. Back
and fonh. Back and forth. Eventually after ten or
fifteen minutes the lift began 10 improve. I began
to,sortoutthe lie ollhe lift and it gol: better. Steady
two up, but still didn'l dare heave upon the wheel
again. After forty minutes and Mary was still up in
the air when better men fell down, they began to
transmit barnyard signals. Obviously' I had something significant to tell them. "Quack Quack". "I
can't oinl< oinl<!" (No hands left to change channels. lioo busy holding up the wheel,) "Where
are you, Mary?" I told them. In tile clear. Several
times. Just south of the airfield, over Cl hill with
three white spots. "She must be talking through
her scarf" I heard poor Ooug Edwards groaning
in disgust. "Can't understand a word."
Finally got the wheel locked up at 8OO0ft. A bit
of sunshine crept in at last and I began to get a bit
warmer. Stayed right in th.e same place until at
last it seemed to be levelling al about 10000ft.
Not until then did a wave cloud suddelilly form to
mark the spot where I had been .climbing for
nearly an hour. Over in the lee 01 Morven a bigger
better cloud also formed. Time to shop around. I
went down behind MO(\len, and sure enough
passed 10000ft againl in, 4 up. Triumphantly
announced that fact. And 11 oooft. Artd 12000.
Graham intervened. "If, you go above 12000, yoo
must go on oxygen!" Bolher. Oh well. I slruggled
with the equipment. Turned on the valve. The
only way I could manage the mask was holding it
over my nose with the left hand, that way it didn't
push up my bifocals. Breathing deeply, I wondered if it was possible to distinguish between
panic and anoxia ... palpitalions? cold. sweat? I
kept on breathing through the horrid device and
eventually settled down and worked my way
back up to something over 13000, but by this
time, alas, tha\: moming cup of coffee insisted on
a return to base. Never mind? Super flight! I
dropped the mask, loweredl the wheel, opened
the brake and drove for home like a bal out 01
hell.
Just as well, too. Found out later that I hadn't
properly turned on the oxyg.en at all, and' so was
breathing deeply of the ambient aif at 13000ft.
Was it a Gold? Still don't know. Somebody
brought up the wrong set of barographs from
Booker. Ttie ones with calibration charts were
left behind.
.

On going to press Mary found she was 400ft
short of her Gold height
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George Thelen's article in the October issue,
"The Mortality cf Gel Coats", confirms the suspicion of many of us associated with inspection
and repair of gel coat structures - all is not well
with what we have always believed to be a beautiful, virtually maintenance free, surface. Believe
me, we have got problems with a capital P.
Having experienced all defects - crazing,
checking, cupping, delamination and blistering and been concerned with the re-finishing, the
following advice may be helpful.
Many of you will have seen John Glossop's
ASW-17, re-finished in acrylic. Because of its
size and the enort of derigging, it had been left
picketed down on the airfield where it was
exposed, for long periods to the weather. This
caused extensive cupping and delamination,
mainly adjacent to the manufacturing joints such
as the leading edges of wings, tailplane, control
surfaces ,and fuselage back. The underside was
virtually perfect, confirming that ultra violet light
and water were the prime enemies.

Have you ever wondered why
a four year-old glider will be
about 30lbs heavier than the
manufacturer's calculations?
Fortunately dry gel coats abrade without clogging and 'iI is possible to use a random orbital
sander. Obviously great care must be taken not
to abrade the primary structure. It wasn't necessatY to remove all the gel on the ASW-17 but it is
always vital to make sure every crack is located
and dealt with. I1 is essential io use an air line to
remove any dusI which can conceal a crack and
you need 10 work with a magnifying glass.
Now is the lime to remove the water. Have you
every wondered why it is that when you weigh a
four yearrold glider it will be about 30lbs heavier
than the manufaclurers' original calculalions?
And 30Ibs is ttiree gallons of water. A word of
caution here: don't attempt to drive out four
years' ingress in five minutes. You need good air
circulation, gently raising the temperature over a
12hr period to around 50°C. This will ensure that
no undue pressure is created which will damage
the structure. Allow to cool gently. This treatment
wiU also reveal any further defects.
AA etch primer, followed by hi-build acrylic
primer levelled to profile and finally finished with
plasticiser added ,to areas subject to flexing, produces a high quality, non-permeable low drag
finish.
Of all the defects, the worst to deal with is
hair1ine cracking - the sanding makes them virtually invisible. Don't be fooled, any area that
shows this defect must be taken right back to the
structure.
Hair1inecracking. These cracks seem to be
concenfrated ·aroond the points of maximum
bending and twisting, ie on the ASW-20 chordwise for approxirnately two feet from each root
and from the point where the leading edge starts
to rack back, an area approximately 12" wide,
wtth cracking and some crazing (indicating torsional twisting). The tipped version will show
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GEL COATS
Do you realise that your gel coated glider is a flying sponge
soaking up pounds of water from the atmosphere? This is the
conclusion John, a BGA senior inspector, has come to as a
result of advising on the refinishing of gliders
crazing approximately 4" either side of the
extension joint.
To date ,I haven't found this on the ,rigid structure of ,a tuselage ()r the underside of wings or
tailplanes which makes me to suspect that the
gel becomes brittle with a~ and exposure to UV
light.
Blistering'. This has occurred in,numerous new
aircraft whid\ are not gel coated In the mould and
should not be confused with this problem. Gel
coal blisters are clearly visible, gently rounded
and 'U$uaJly about 6mm across. Lifting off will
reveal B level structllre beneath. It does not
.appear to be associated with crackingorcupping
and has a random distribution. It may be a tailure
to bond due to contamination during the manufacturing process. A local remedial repair may
lbe successful, hOwever if removal of a blister
reveals moisture discoloration or mouldyoo
have 'Iosmosis", a common ,problem in boats. If
advanced the damage to the structure could be
beyond repait.
Cupping and Delamrnation. I am not convinced th.at this is the next stage on from cracking, .as George Thelen suggests in his article,
appearing as it does mainly Over leading ~ges
and ,on. upper joints. T,he explanation could be
that these ar~as are regularly subjected to wetting to remove flies etc. Also, since ,the wings are
stored leading edge down, condensation would
drain to the low points. I have certainly seen
beads of water hanging off the entire wing r~ngth
and dri ps on the trailer floor atter a sUdden rise in
ambient temperatures.
So we have a problem.
Can we avoid it? On the evidence the answer
in the long term appears.to be 110. Can we extend
the life by really looking after our gliders? Yes we
can.
1. Avoid water as much as possible.
2. Don't use wetting ag.ents (washing up liquid)
etc.
3. Use natural beeswax mixed with white spirit
to clean, polish and protect.
4. Never leave the glider rigged in-sun or rain for
any longer than necessary.
5. Don't use covers that can sweat or retain
moisture.
6. Make sure your trailer is well ventilated.
7. Insulate your trailer to protect from rapid
temperature changes. It's not just coincidence that the very worst examples I have
seen lived in aluminium trailers.
Before you go off in,Sherlock Holmes' hat, pipe
and magnifying glass at the ready to study your

glider, be honest. Have you really looked after it?
Or are you guilty of splashing on water to get rid
of the flies? Put it away in the rain and left it till
next week. Waxed it as an annual event? Used
silicone polish? Stored it in an unventilated and
uninsulated trailer? Yes, it's the portrait of us all.
If you have got cracks, do get it attended to and
make sure that you select a company that has
the equipment, facilities and expertise to do it
properly.
Any aircraft over five years-old, unless it has
been scrupiously cared for, must be suspect.
Refinishing before it cracks will halve the cost
and should be seriously considered.
Will acrylic finishing cure the problem: There Is
no evidence to suggest that acrylic finishes suffer
in the same way as gel and they are relatively
easy and cheap to replace. The surface is easy
to maintain and abrasions can be retouched
simply and virtually inVisibly. And most importantly, it is totally impervious to water.
Finally, have you ever seen the ge.1 falling off a
Vega'? It is finished in acrylic! It was a pity they
used spot glu~ing to fix the foam core hence the
pretty dOl patterns s,poiling what would otherwise
be a perfect surlace. 'Incidentally ,the Vega will
also, weigh about the same as when ,it was man-
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ALAN SANDS

No

need 10 switch off your set. This isn't
another of those dare devil ridge, wooing sagas
complete with death defying leaps between one
section of ridge and the next, Just to eliminate
stress and tension at the outset it can be
revealed that a mere 110% of the flight used ridge
lift at all, and I didn'Urighten the hell out of myself
once'. I: can't remember a more relaxed flight.
As usual, it started at four in the mOl'ning; or it
should have but nobody else ,turned ,up', not even
a tug pilot. Assuming thal Murphy's law had got
in amongst the weather again, I went back to
bed, waking at six tathe 'unrTllistakable sound of a
DG400 taking' off. Mike Stevenson and I had
agreed ,to declare Chilhowee Gliderport in Tennessee as a goal and 10 fly together; now he was
in the wave and, heading south. By the time I was
able to launch it was well after eight I declared
Chilhowee, but said I'd be back before long
unless conditions were exceptionally good. In
the event they were.
From 2500ft I did'n't quite make the wave, but
bumped along in rotor for 7Qkm and over the first
ridge gap at Altoona. With a stron9lailwind comPQnent it wasn't worth going down on to the ridge
for just 3Okm, $0 1used thermals and was soon
across the Bedford gap. staying high above the
ridge at Hyndman (140km out) where the wind
direction was briefly parallel to it. Twenty
kilometres on at Cumbefland I stopped to make a
determined effort to get into the wave so as to
avoid ,the ridgeless Knobbly Mountains. Speed
up IQ this point was 160km/h, whioh had risen to
t 66km/h by' Seneca Rock, 25Qkm out; where I
transilioned 10the next wave downwind al8000ft
- as it was very cold more height didn't seem like
a good idea witb ,only 10% antifreeze in the 'bal-,
last.

APPALACHIANS
REVI,SIT, D
Alan returned to his favourite gliding country last spring and
collected' another record with his Nimbus 3, the British
National goal distance, with 859km though the actual flight on
April 23 from Ridge Soaring Gliderport was 945km. But the
retrieve wasn't as straightforward.

"From here on the sky was to
be completely blue for the
remaining 550km. "

South of Cumberland the cloud cover had
become broken and.cloud shadows showed that
the next part of the ridge would be working
strongly. From here on though the sky was to be
complete'ly blue for the remaining 550km.
Gliding down on 10 the ridge some way along
Peler's Mounlain my mind turned to the subject
which recently absorbed the Platypus column for
some months. I couldn't see Ihe problem, as my
,tube ,(with the outlet cunningly positioned in an
area of negative pressure) has always worked
faultlessly. Now I can. Inadn't bargained on the
effect of a cold-soaked ail'frame travelling at
120kt, which froze the tube instantly and left me
holding Ulis with one nand and that with the other
(and wishing I had a Ihird to fly with!). Before I
could muster something absorbent, a surge of lift
followed by the 'inevitable airpockel (as I think
they used to be called) disposed of the problem,
if not exactly solving it. In future I plan to emulate
the most distinguished Appalachian pilots in the
use of a Ziploek plastic· bag filled with diaper
liners (nappy liners 10 you!').
Anyway, back to Ihe ridge. With lift this slrong I
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"The Narrows

had no wor,ries about the unlandable area before
Bluefield, where the Flight Service Station
reported mUCh lighter winds to the south. After
the Tazewell gap (54o+<m) ldolphined above the
ridge rather than soaring it, occasionally circling
after Gale, City y.ohere outlanding possibilities
become minimal. I left the ridge allOgetherbefore
luttrell 'after 715km al an average of 13t'km/h.
Flying south past Knoxville, I' made for another
section Of, ridge some 50km away which I' hoped
would offer better thermals thall the nat land in
between, although with the flat calm reported by
Knoxville tower it wouldn't provide ridge lift. hi
fact the thermals were disappointing and I
dumped half my ballast while admiring from afar
the impressive peaks of the 6600ft Smoky Mountains - ,only 20km to the east and quite unattainable.
After flying SW along the 35km of this ridge,
I hadn't got high enough to fly the 40krn over
forested ,hills 10 the ridge beside Chilhowee
gliderport. I would have 10 detour 20km to the
west and over the huge Tennessee river, hoping
to find lift in the valley to its south. The valleyitself
is good farming country, with plenty of fields and
two airfields before Chilhowee. so final gliding
wouldn't be too bad.
In tne event gentle lift appeared at about
10oat! and as I dumped the rest of the water, the
other side of the Nimbus 3's personality returned.
I haven't mentioned the glider before, but 1
should. Even when ballasted to the gills, it combines the docility of a club trainer and exceptional
ride comfort with the performance of a cruise
missile. Without ballast it will climb on the heat
from a good-sized cigar (well. almost) and still
glide like a magic carpet. In this guise .and making use of every scrap of lift she carried me along
the valley, past the railroad marshalling yard at
Etowah and over the Hiwassee river to arrive
over Chilhowee with 14000 to spare.
Decision time - to land or nollo Iland; although
I could see a DG on the ground I couldn't be sure
if it was Mike's or another one as I cou'ldo"t raise
anyone on the radio. (In fact he had arrived j'ust
an hour earlier after quile a s~ruggle with the
weak Ihermals.) I had been circling lower and
lower over the field and finally decided that if I
could climb back up I would try for a private 'strip
30km on and just over the Georgi~ state line.
I never did spot it, blJt by then had enough
height to go for the field at Dalton, and: from there
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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APPALACHIANS REVISITED

to Calhoun, 90km from Chilhowee. For 150km
each thermal had topped out lower than the last

one and now it was

a grudging 1500ft. With the
nex1 airfield at Cartersville 45km away over heavily wooded hills and the certainty that wherever I
landed the glider would have to stay there for
clays, I decided to call it a day and to land at
CalhQun, 945km and 9~hrs from Ridge Soaring
Gliderport. 'I did so quiCkly - it was 5.30 and small
airfields can gel amazingly deserted in the even-

ing.
Having slXCessfully dodged the runway lights
(a oontinual problem 'Ior 24m gliders!) and pushing the Nimbus on to the only taxiway lest a
sleepy power pilot should land on it. I went in
search 01 the figure I had seen moving near a
hangar. It turned out to ,be the airfield manager,
Bill Swart, who was surprised; he hadn't heard
anyone landing. He peered doubtfully at the
Nimbus. Where did I come from? I said "Pennsylvania" rather than "Ireland", thinking 01 the
pilot who had landed not far from Ridge Soaring
and had'replied "Iceland" to this question. "My,
blJt you must be hungry after such a long llight
over the ocean," said the farmer's wife.
Bill, his wife and several others came out and
looked at the glider, sleek and tean beside all the
C9Ssnas and' Pipers, and helped tie it down.
Nearly 600 miles in a glorilied toothpick with no
motor was obviously kinda hard to believe.
Even more so was my conlident assertion that
I would be back in a couple 01 days with the
trailer. The.y were right there. The intended flight
back Irom Allanta turned out to cost more than
from London to New York - US Air travel is not
always. as cheap as we're led to believe. Dual
and even triple aerotows have been discussed
for straight out retrieves, but again the cost is

right over the top lor one glider. So, after a night
in the nearest motel, it came down to a 9.30am
start on the GreyhOUnd bus to Chattanooga, and
thence with occasional changes to Knoxville,
Roanoke, Washington DC, Baltimore, Harrisburg etc, and all points between.
And the points between are Ihe worst part 01
travelling by bus! It stopS just everywhere, enabling you to see the country In great detail. (It
occurred to me that I'd be seeing it again twice
over in the next lew days.)
In the·lullness 01 time (27hrs, to be precise) I
woundi up right back where I had started and
compared hOtes with Mike, who had flown the
DG-400 back the previous day - a motor has its
advantages lor sure - having exceeded the
motor glider world goal and distance records.

"The car got Its Silver C
height but I didn't pass a
single place I'd want to land
a glider."
As the forecast didn't look that exciting for
some days ahead there wasn't any urgency to
get back, so I decided to drive part of the way on
the Blue Ridge parkway, joining it at Roanoke,
Virginia and following it to its southern end. The
parkway is purpose-engineered with gentle
slopes and curves to take one through 575 miles
01 breathtaking scenery at up to 6000ft. The car
got its Silver C height, but driving the southern
350 miles 1didn't pass a single place I'd want to
land a glider! Despite this the local pilots make

good use of the excellent wave in the lee of
Mount Mitchell (6684ft) and thermal over the
Smoky Mountains when cloudbase is high
enough.
When I arrived at Calhoun in the early morning, the airport's chief engineer came to help to
derig. He expressed an interest in CRP construction methods, having done a little homebuilding
himself, he said. "A little" turned out to have been
ten Pitts specials.
After the inevitable prool-ol-Ianding forms had
been filled in and signed in quintuplicate, I
checked the milometer (750 road miles) and set
off on the long trek north, anticipating a hot and
tiring drive up the Ireeway compared to the much
cooler temperatures in the mountains. But in fact
there was soon steady rainfall, increasing to 8
deluge around Chattanooga (the I()cal radio station was talking about light showers - ,these
weathermen are the same everywhere!) which
persisted lor 200 miles and certainly took any
boredom €lut of driving.
And.' so back through Virginia and Maryland
and on into Pennsylvania, Six days after the
flight, which had been so enjoyable I'd do it all
over again tomorrow.
But every silver lining has to have a cloud;
arriving back at Aidge Soaring I learned that
there had been a mid-air collision (in perfect
visibility) the day before, and that while one pilot
had survived against all the odds havi1lg spun,
upside down through SQme trees and into the
gmund Irom 4000ft, the other person involved!
was Mike Stevenson, and he had not. Mike was a
pilol 01 great character and experienCe (t OOOkm,
motor glider world height record etc) whom I had
known since I first wernt over there. 11 it can happen 10 him it carn happen to any of us.
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FIRST SOLO SOARING FLIGHT
Al

2500ft, flying at 60kt, the K-8 was not
losing height. II was a situation I had not anticipated, been trained for or dreamt 01. But the rest
of the flight was.
My first $(llo was nerve-racking and the subsequent five and six minute flights had their
charm. But they' were also dissatisfying.
The short and ur'lsuccesslul search for "the
force" proved there was still a major mystery to
grasp, as yet beyond my reach. Oh for a 30
minute local soaring Ilight!
I applied myself. I listened and asked questions, sat in on Detek Piggott's lectures and read
Bill SCull's book.
"You can learn ~oout thermalling on a bicycle," they say. I,f you can, it's beyond me how you
get lift. I lell off my son's racer and was banned
from trying again.
"Did you feel that bump?" asked the instructor.
Perhaps the seat of my pants was more insensitive than most.
On July 9 I got the K-8 into line at 3pm. The
launch took me \!JP tQ 1400ft into a clear blue sky.
Upwind where there had been ample lift in the
morning I found 2kt down. It was ever thus.
Using Murphy's Law, which states that thermals find inex,perienced pilots at 400ft near the
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base leg, I set off in that direction.
I felt the bump at 700ft. My bottom said turn
and arms and legs moved belore I had time to
think. It was at best 2kt up but I sat tight. By the
second turn the trees were just a little further
away.
At1 OOOft, taking a deep breath, I took a chance
to try and centre. "Leave the worst lift. Straighten
lor three seconds and back into the turn." It
improved to 2 up and 4 up and I began to hope for
2000ft.
And up it came! It was worth one more correction. Was it possible to get even nearer the centre
of this beautiful scary thermal9. One more correction and there it was. Between 3 and 6kt up all the
way round. I could not believe my luck. This was
turning out to be a dream. The force was with me.
Ta find and \!Jse thermals is tile essence of
gliding. Without it you are left with Six minute
flights. But when you have it, what new horizons
become possible.
At 3500ft I was higher than I had ever been in a
glider. I realised I was hurting my left hand hanging on to the framework. It was time to 'rel.ax and
enjoy myself until I realised I1 had no klea hOw
long I had been up.
I nad 10 stay up lor 30 minutes. I looked al my

watch, tried to convert height lost into time, guessed the take-off time and set an objective 01
another 25 minutes.
Back to the instruments then at 4300ft above
Lasham it was goodbye thermals. I straightened
up and looked at the new horizon. Didcot cooling
tower to the north, the Solent and the Isle 01
Wight to the south. It was magic. The pre-stall
buffet reminded me to re-set the trim.
But what to do with all the height? I flew for fun,
manoeuvring and visiting villages with the freedom that flight gives you until I saw I had live
minutes left and it was time to get back.
It was then I realised that at 25001t, flying at
6Okt, the K-8 was not losing height. All those
mooths of 'learning to conserve height creates a
resistance tQ throwing it away. With an effort of
will rather like stealing your lirst apple, I pulled lull
airbrakes, dived towards the circuit and landed.
Getting stiffly out 01 the cockpit, a helper tord
me I'd had 45 minutes. "Are you going again?"
"One day soon,'" answered, "becaUSe I have
to do it again. It may have been a freak flighl and I
want to 'be sure it wasn't." And there are those
cooling towers to go and see.

a
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IAN STRACHAN

lis'is by way of being an update on the; article
in the June issue, :p1'29, and gives an accounl'of
Schempp-Hirth's developments on ,the self~
sustainer engine (Photo 1). Latest models now
have a manual'decompressor ,handle, a Max rpm
limiter, an improved indication of engine rpm,
and a stronger, metal ,fuel tank. The mOst important of these is the decompressor (Photos 2-4).
PreviOus models had an automatic- system but it
required 65-YOkt t>efore, 'he valves closed and
starting became possible With the new system I
found that starting occurred at about 55kt. Height
losses were therefore reduced, and were 140ft
when "clean". 160ft wings level in the landing
configuration and 180ft when turning "fina'ls".

No, 1. David Innes holding the fuel tank on his
Nimbus3T.
On a 'cross-country, you use the engine

as

soon as you have realised Ihat you have, "pushed
it loo far" and would otherwise have had to land
out, but the sman height losses show how low
you can 90 if there is still a chance of soaring and
you have some nice big fields selected in case
there is a ,problem with the engine. Incidentally, I
measured the glide angle with the engine out (but
not running) at an incrildible 1:34 at 45k1 (clean),
and 1:25 in the landing configuration. This shows
you that you are not exactly coming down like a
brick even if the engine doesn'tstart. and is better than the Max LID of the gliders in which I flew
my first cross-countries!

No. 2. Decompressor handle.
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LATES ON
THE NIMBUS TURBO

No. 3. Decompressor valves open.

No. 4. Decompressor valves closed. Photos:
lan Strachan.

While you are grovelling about in your last
thermal and iit becomes clear that there is a distincl chance of winding up on the ground, you
select your field, turn 011 the fuel and prime the
engine by pumping the plastic primer bulb with
your right thumb. Check that the engine electrics
are ON and the ci rcu it'breaker is made, then turn
on the ignition. '(ou have then set yourself up for
the earliest possible start. should you actually fall
,out of that grotty lift. If you thermal away you
simply turn the luel and electrics ofl.
However. il you do fall out oflhe sky, you plan
your circuit to ,the field. lower the undercarriage.
and when you are ~ertail"ll thal your landing pattern is OK, casually, stretch eut your right hand
and fliCk the engine EXTEND switch. Vou don't
have to !hold the switch on, and meanWhile you
lower the nose a 'bit and concen.trate on the field,
You glance at the rear-view mirror and after
12sec you see lhe engine appear, then after
20-25sec a green light ,on the panel tens you it is
fully up,. You pull the decompresSOf handle with
your leftl:1and, lower Ihe nose and as. the speed
increases. ,release the handle at 5Skt. A satisfying roaf from behind you assures you that all is
well. and some 40secafter flicking the switch you
arE:! climbing away.
Ilf' it doesn't start, pull the decompressor again,
increase speed and then, releaSe it. Monitor your
flight path very carefUlly and have more fields
selected in case of engine problems or downcurrents. If the engine, does not run smoothly. 'reprime by pumping with your right thumb (this

shows the need for thorougt>! priming in the first
place). Retract the undercarriage and any flap
that you had used, and don your ear defenders 01'
headset (Ihe engine is very noisy inside the
cockpit). You nave once more avoided a field
landing with its attendant risks and inconvenience. You should be soaring again in 15min.
The manual decompressor gave much better
control over starting, b\Jt at ,the cost of needing
specific pilot actions at what could be a critical
time. The automatic decompressor fitted to previQus models was easier 10 operate but heig'ht
losses were greater. A good compromise would
be both the manual lever and the automatic system. However Schempp tell me that this is not
technically possible. Pity. Of course the best solution would be a small starter motor, cutting in
automatically when the plyon UP microswitch
was actuated.
However. when I measured the rate of clim!> it
turned out (when properly averaged over several,
minutes) to be only 162ft/min at 200011 asl, and
130ft/min at 300011. This was very disappOinting
since on the earlier flight test (see reference),
237ft/mIn was recorded, averaged over 5~min. It
is true that these figures should be treated with
caution ,because many well-documented climbs
are needed before a statistically significant result
can, be claimed. However they were achieved by
drawing the best line through several points plotted on a graph, and should be a good guide even
though nol exact in a scientific sense.
I therefore rang Schempp and found out that
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later inOdels have been de-rated to climb at
some 2oo-3OOrpm less than before, to comply
with LBA" (the German Certification Authority)
regulations in order to avoid ,Qverspeeding at
higher speeds. Indeed' the Flight Manual now
only quotes, 134ft/min at 1500m asl (4900ft), and
an incredibly low 73ft/min at Max weight.
Although the latter 'shQuldoot be a practical case
because ballast will have :been jettisoned before
the engine is used, I believe these figures are too
low for romfM and, if downdraughts are about,
for safety. The engine shou'ld be uprated to its
original' (or better} power and the Maxspeed with
engine (presently 861«) reduced. After all it's
climb rate that really counts. Ruooing the engine
in level cruise is -very noisy in the cockpit,
reduces engine life and halves the range compared to a "saw-tooth" profile where you successivelyclimb and then glide with engine in. The
design aim should be a climb of at least 2kt when
ballast is jettisoned. Another answer would 'be a
small throttle control and' an rpm gauge which, as
a power pilot, I would prefer.

THREE SEASONS
WITH A DG-400
Have you ever fancied owning a self-launching sailplane? The
JUllet Delta syndicate from Lasham give their opinions and
experiences of Ufewlth their DG-400

UI understand that my
solution of keeping the high
power and reducing the
Flight Manual speed ;s not
acceptable to the LBA ...
If

The\;oorce of this problem is that the engine is

not certificated for contiliuous operation at rpm
c:Ner 5500ft and at its original power this can be
reached at 65kt. However, its Max (pm of 5800
(limited to short periods} corresponds to a speed
Qf76kt. I understand that my solution of keeping
the high power and reducing the Flight Manual
speed is not acceptable to the tBA because at
65kt you are still climbing, and they insist that the
Umit must apply to level cruising flight. Although
latermodels have a Max rpm limiter in the form of
an intermittent ignition cut, it would appear that
this is not enough to satisfy the LBA at the higher
engine power setting. This problem should be
solved to avoid climbing at ooly 150ft/min or so
(less in a downcurrent) when fhe engine is capable of being tweaked to give 2ooft/min or more. I
befieve Schempp are working on a solution.
Despite this criticism, the concept is very exciting and there is ,now tremendous interest. Very
few pilots I have spoken to would not like to own a
Nimbus or Ventus Turbo. Two-seater crosscountry training could be revoluliOClised by using
the Janus Turbo and 1 hope that the BGA will
purchase one for the national coaching operation. Cost, of course,is the problem. Maybe ProfesSOl' Ohlef's patent (held by Schempp) could
be used by other manufacturers under licence, or
perhaps other firms might achieve the same
result in another way. Either way, it will be advantageous to the movement to see some healthy
competition, and there should be spirited
attempts to reduce the price. Ideally .an engine
should be used which is in world wide operation
and for which spares are readily available at the
local motor-bike shop. And I still believe in fully
automatic "single switch" starting. When is the
first manufacturer going to take this significant
step?
"LultfshTt BufldesAmot

February/March 1987

Julian Temple, on the left, and David Innes rigging the Do.-4oo. Photo: lan Strachan.

A

great deal has been written on flight
evaluation reports on self-launching motor gliders, but this one is somewhat different.
We collected GBWD from o.laser Dirks factory
near Karlsruhe at the beginning of June 1984
and started flying ,the following weekend. This
article describes 'our experiences and opinions
as owners of a self-launching sailplane, happy
and otherwise since that date.

Question,1
TI'le first question everyone asks is "What is it

Personally I still prefer the increased versatility
of the self-launching machine. I, note that
Schleichers are advertising an ASH-22 with
self-launching capability. P,erhaps Schempp"Can
be persuaded 10 resUme production of the selflaunching Nimbus (of which ten were made in the
1970s). Hopefully other manufacturers will realise that they too must offer motorised options to
their designs. T'ne motor glider, after conception
in the 1930s but 8 prolonged and somewhat
agonising gestation periodl, has slJrely finally
emerged into the light of day and will in the future

llike as a glider?" The answer 'is "Superb!"
In its 17m form ittlasall of the crisp handling 01
the 1)0.-200 series, That is to say very good
I'ateraland directiona] characteristics without the
rolVyaw cross coupling associated with 'longer
span aircraft and a rate of roll that appears only
marginally worse than the 15m ships. Pitch feel
augmented by spring trim and stick gearing is
well harmonised with aileron and rudder. Air'
brakes and wheel brake are' extremely effective.
At the more extreme ends of the envelope. it is
fUlly aerobatic as a gliQer even to the extent of

grow to be a mature adult, ,recognised by all to be
a creditable addition to our soaring lamilyand not
a'wayward child. After all, sports that have been
around longer thanr us, such as sailing, have for
years .had outboard motor's to lessen inconvenience and hazard withouf detracting from the
main element of the sport. The principle is no
different. The "outboard motor" is here to stay!
References
"Testing the Turbo", S&G June 1986, p129;
"The Janus CM", S&G. April 1986, p76.
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THREE SEASONS WITH A DG-400

flick manoeuvres if you are of that mind. In this
area it also seems to have a minor aerodynamic
quirk which results In a slight somewhat unusual
and. steep· spin followed by a "snappy" recovery.
In its 170'1 fonn the pel'fonnance seems to be
slightly better lhan the 20m Kestrel (itself a
noticeable improvement on ·the usual 190'1) that
one of us had just left. The bUilt in engine and fuel
"ballast" of abol,lt 140lbs shows itself principally
in a nonnal cruising gait ofaround 65-701<1. GoQd
flaps allow tight circling at 48kt or so with a docile
stall at 41/421<1, Ilndeed, the only time you are
even slightly oooscious that the 400' is a rather
different sailplane is on landing where the nonjettisonable :ballast makes an approach speed of
55-60kt desirable, rather higher than the usual
"dry" glider. Climb perfonnance in thermal's with
the 17m tips seems indistinguishable from oticler
contemporaries. But, with the 15m clip ons with
the engine installed on poor to medium days, at
least there' is a moderate but noticeable gap in
rate of climb with comparable 15m sailplanes. If
the engine is removed it is a highly competitive
15m as Chris Rollings has already shown ill
competition flying.
Translated into cross-country flying tenns it
means that the aircraft is an extremely good
cross-country sailplane and in our hands has
flown several times over 300km in the UKas well
as a number of s00-600km flights in Segovia.
One can also point to other DG-400 achievements ~gainst non-powered gliders which
include currently holding the 300km sailplane
spee'd record as well as victory in a number of
different countries' Nationafs.

Question 2
So first of all it is a really good sailplane with no
adverse perfonnance effects from the engine.
But what does the engine do for you? Surprisingly, the principal answer is not that it does
away with retrieving. Insteadl, we would put way
ahead of any other characteristics the self'Iaunching capabilities which make you 'independent of' launch queues,launching facilities and
other site problems. This independence has .got
to De experienced to be ·believed. We regularly
do a five minute "pitstop" for a driver change. As
a result we can plan for two ,pilots to do say, two
200km flights, when the normal type sailplane
with dependence on 'launch facilities etc would
probably only achieve one. So we ail get a lot
more cross-country flying.
Secondly, it enables us to go to the part of the
sky that most interests us. This is of course
mostly of interest in wave conditions. A 14 SOOft
asl altitude has been achieved on engine alone
dead in line with night manual perfonnance.
Thirdly, it obViously eliminates the retrieve
problem. However, this is more in the nature of
increased pilot confidence, rather than.by engine
use, We tend to make it a "point of honour" not to
use the engine but to rely on our thermalling
skills, though we would obviously use the "donI<"
if these or the weather fail.
Lastly, cross-eountry transit flying is possible
using saw tooth power climb, engine off glide
techniques IJP lo a range of 500 miles, if you can
stand it.
It is also possibl'e to fly straight and IJevel at
constant altitude, to transit control zones 'or fly
under thick overcast. Under these circums.-
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tances, the aircraft gets along at about 75-80kt
but with what most of us feel to be an uncomfortably high level of noise andJ vibration; quite unlike
the Climb which is a smooth, a'lmost armchair
type of ascent. The range in straight and level
flight is about one-third of the climb' glide techniQue and this reduction, together with associated
shake, rattle anareH, makes it a method of progress which we only use when strictly necessary.

Question 3
So what about the disadvantages?
Apart from the additional first cost, engine
overhauls at 25hr intervals will cost you some
£75 to £1 DOpa. Other Cof A costs seem similar to
an unpowered aircraft. but spares, etc seem to
consume some £50-75 extra pa compared with
an ordinary sailplane. Fuel consumption at
around ~ -1 gallon'launch is much cheaper than
aerotows, and represents a very positive saving
in the balance sheet. Engine hours to date are 58
for an airframe time ot some 260hrs. In good
conditions 4-10min eQgine/launch is the standard usage.
The principal problem we have found· is, we
are sorry to say, in the standard ofconstruction of
the installation aspects of the power plant in the
earlier models. The sailplane construction is
good and solid, the Rotax engine very reliable,
the electrical retract mechanism no problem, but
the detailed engineering of· some of the installation of the earlier models COlild OIlly be described
as "inadequate".

G/aser Dirks appear to have
learnt by the early owners'
experiences and
incorporated a number of
necessary modificaf·;ons
In almost all ·cases these inadequacies stemmed from the use of domestic ql,lalityferrous and
non~ferrous materialS .in a very high Vibration
environment (2 stroke engine at 6OOOrpn;) with
no proper ·account taken of fatigl,le characteristiCs. However, it is only fair to stress that Glaser
Dirks appear to have 'learnt by the early owners'
experiences and that the present production
model (and with an eye to eventual resale, I
shOuld add.also·our GBWD), has incorporated a
number of very necessary modifications which
appear to have Gvercomethe earlier problems.
Our two most worrying defects, both caught
before catastrophe occurred, were a fatigue
crack in
proPeller shaft mounting (attributed
to faulty manufacture) and two fatigue failures 01
the main generator and battery earth lines
attachments to the power plant mounting. Both
these faults have been put right by Glaser Dirks
in the presenl series, but they cou'ld have had
dire consequences. The earth cable failure
resulted in generator and starting currents passing via the metal braiding on the fuel lines to the
power pl'ant assembly with.no indication of failure
on the several electrical warning systems. Other
prdblems were a persistent air duct failure,
replaced by a home built stainless steel version,
and a recurring starter mount failure. .A new type

tne

of starter has been introduced in current models.

Question 4
And the last question to be asked is "What do
you do if it doesn't start".
When we started writing this article, that had
never happened. HOwever, subsequently a
hasty relight at low altitude over Segovia in the
circuit gave the pilot il'lStlfficient time to ·explore
the choke position ooeded to get It going. Subsequently, we reproduced the effect again in the air
and started with very little difficulty. And if you
have SOOft of extra height, it will alWaysrestart in
a diVe/ pull out if the very unusual starting failure
occurs.
The flight manual recognises the need for
some caution In restarting and advises a
mInimum height of 1400ft to allow for the possIble contingency of a dive start. It also suggests
that you should restart over landable territory, but
our experiences would suggest that this is in the
nature of a belt and braces apprQach. There has
got to be something very seriously wrong with the
engine for it not to start in a steep dive and pull
out. However we alWays .bear in mind the fact
that "prop stopped, engine out" the LID is 1:13.
So give yourself some sort of margin.

For the Future
Since the DG-400 came on the market, the
self-sustaining turbos have made their appearance. We cannot yet comment from experience
how successful they are in the air, but tt:ley obviously lack the self-launching capabilities which
have given us such excellent aircraft utilisation
both on our own site at Lasham and in theUK and
Continental sites which we now regular'ly visit (by
road trailer by the wayl).
One cannot stress too highly the fact that the
DG-400's ability to t~i ,under full control with its
steerable tailwheel and new improved larger
wingtip wheel's is a fundamental part of its independent ~ans of airfield operation.
To be able to prepare the aifcraft 'by oneself
away Irom the launch point, climb In and taxi to
the take-off position with no assistance from
wingtip holders, ropes, tail dollies, cars and the
like, takes so much sweat out of gliding that it
becomes almost pleasureable.
This remark will raise all sorts of self-righteous
howls of criticism from the hair shirt brigade that
such attitudes will ruin the sport All we can say is
that It is unlikely that most pupils will meet a
'00-400 'type of machine until qu~e well on in
their training and that we ·cannot see that the
ability to "drag that wing, hump that taU" has got
anything at all to do with the perfection of flying
$kills. If it had, we would have the Red Arrows'
pilots pushing their aircraft out OA to the runway
and polishing them everytime they f1ewl
However, if your object is to fly frequently and
far in as many different soaring conditions as
,possible, without dependence on the availability
or goodwill of other' people. then the OG-400 is
the aircraft for you. They currently cost 89000DM
or·sosans flight instruments and some 200 have
been delivered so far.
To the very lastquestion we are usually asked
which is "What aircraft would we buy to replace
the OG-400?" - the answer is obvious - another
DG-400, of course.
a
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n the early stages of learning' 10 glide everything is straightforward. The inslri:lCtor Shows the,
student what to do (demonstration) and gives the
student control for his attempt at'the exercise. It
is unusual tor there to be any misunderstanding;
the instructor's words "you have contro'" and the
student's response "I' have control" practically
guarantee that the situation is clear-cut with little
Or no likelihood of confusion.
Who has Control? As a student gains experience various situations will arise in which the
ilstructor "assists" with one or more control;
"assist" will I;Je his word for it - the student may
well regard .this assistance as interference. The
circumstances ,in which assistance or interference are likely need explaining. Typically such
"Ilelp" will be needed during the ground run for
take-off or landl'ng.
Take a simple example. The student fails to
either keep the wings level or, perhaps, to keep
straight. There may not be enough time to
prompt and get 8 reaction quickly enough for the
silIation to be contained. If the glider veers too
lar from the right line the only option will be to
ebandon the take-off. So the instructor supplies
the necessary oontrol input to keep the glider's
take-off (or, for that matter the landing run) path
within reasonable limits.

In the heat of the moment the
situation will not be rationalised
because the student may not
know anything is wrong
Problems. The only problem in the circumstance described above is that the student may
be confused by the control input which the
instructor has made. In the heat of the moment
he. or she, will not rationalise the situation
because, of course, the student may not be
aware that anything is wrong. That being so the
reaction may be to resist the control input which
the instructor has made - and, possibly, cancel
its effect and'the take-off may have to be abandoned. Alternatively the instructor applies more
force to achieve the desired effect against which
the student may still react and the nett effect is
not to Influence the glider at all.
This is the sort of confusion which leads a
student to ask "Did I really do that landing?"
when he has a suspicion that the instructor
"helped". The instructor may admit to a slight
tweak on the controls or, perhaps, claim that he
didn't in the hope the. student will believe that he
coped and gain oonfldence as a result. But this is
all routine stuff. More to the point, and the main
purpose of this article, are the critical situations
where failure to take control in time results in
broken gliders.
l1te landing. If an instructor hasn't flown with
a particular student for sometime (or at all) then
his assessment of the student depends on the
evidence of logbook or training progress card
and how well he flies before this critical phase.
Sometimes there is no indication that the landing
is going to be a bad one and it is easy to be lulled
into afal$e sense of security. The maxim is "treat
every landing as your first" but it's not easy to
maintain this discipline.
February/Mareh 1987

WHO HAS CONTROL?
One of the more common causes of accident is failure of the
instructor to take control 10 time. Year after year It accounts
for almost 10% of all accidents; in 1,985 it was 13%. In this
article, the first ,In a series, Bill Scull, BGA director of
operations, looks at the critical situations and the factors
involved

But then the student fails to round out or opens
the airbrake further. The consequences may be
serious - at best a heavy landing without any
damage and at worst a broken glider and damaged backs! The instructor should have been
prepared; ready to check the descent with the
elevator and to stop the change in airbrake setting. Such a state of readiness is a requirement
for every landing. From a relaxed posture - arms
folded perhaps - the right and left hands should
be close to the appropriate controls (stick and
airbrake) in readiness to make the necessary
input ("assist") or take control.
One note of caution. Some students when they
feel the instructor "interfere" with the control may
relinquish control. They may be SUfficiently drilled in the discipline of handing over control not to
need the magic words "I have control". In the
event if you, the instructor, want the student to go
on controlling the glider say so - "You still have
controll"
There are other potentially critical situations.

The instructor should guard
against critical situations
with a hand in readiness in
fronto! the stick
The launch Failure - on the wire'. The
most critical situation is probably in the first 30ft
or so. Suppose your student has only had cable,
breaks (real or simulated) at a height where it. is
necessary ta markedly lower the nose. What will
he do in the low-level case? Lower the nose of
course and, maybe, when tllere is neither the
need nor the height. The result is a broken glider.
The instructor should be guarding against such a
possibility literally in this case - with a hand In
readiness in front of the stick.
There is another possible fisk in this situation.
A student may open,the airbrakes because doing
so has become a reflex action ~he always uses
the brakes when going into land!). In some .gliders (K-?, K-13) the air'brake contrQI rod is aoomfortable place to rest your arm; it also has the
advantage of an immediate indication that the
control is being used.
The Aerotow launch. Often, in learning to

aerotow, the student has difficulty in maintaining
position. Time after time the instructor may have
to take over control and put the glider in the right
place behind the tug. There are two problems
here. The first is that the student lacks a basic
understanding of how to control the glider - he's
probably over-controlling. Perhaps more critical
are the take-over-control considerations.
If the glider is allowed to get too far out of
position then it may prove difficult to restore it to
the correct place - especially if the rope goes
slack. However good you are as a pilot there are
limits; in this context you should consider the
places to land if the rope breaks as it may well do
as it tightens. The exercise can also prove to be
very exciting for the tug pilot. He may well be
nervous of a glider getting too far out of position;
he has every right to do so given the known risks.
If a glider is seen to get out-of-position time
after time then the chances are that the instructor
is over-confident and not good at fault finding
either.
Spinning. OCCasionally gliders are damaged in
the spin recovery itself - rather than by hitting the
ground. For example; the instruction "move the
stick forward until the spinning stops" may result
in more control movement than is necessary
(relaxing the backward pressure may be sufficient). The consequence is a steeper dive (and
more speed) and possibly an over-controlled
recovery from the dive which may be enough to
break the glider. To guard against this the
instructor must be ready to limit the control
movement - both forwards and t!'len baCkwards;
the guard in this case is literal.
Motor Gliders. Motorgliders are a 'Very useful
for training - especially for some exercises
(simulated aerotow rope-breaks, field landings
etc). Takingcootrol is complicated ifthe engine is
idling because tllere may 'be three oontrols to
grab - elevator, spoilers and throttle. But with
only two hands the order may be critical. Consider the final stage of the approach and landing;
losing speed in the gradient. The motor glider is
well nose-down. Applying power only hastens
the descent unless you change the attitude; closing the spoilers reduces the descent rate - but
will this be enough? Closing the spoilers and
raising the nose may only mean 'a heavy landing
in a level rather than a -nose-down attitude (at
(Continued at the foot of the next page.)
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circuits planned and flown right down to the
approach. We don't land, of course, but overshoot aftergoing as low as is prudent and permitted. Then an engine-off final glide, using the
calculator.
This course is valuable to everyone, and
6ronze C badge pilots1ind it especially helpful.

BGA
SOARIN'G
COURSES

Soaring and Cross Coun1ry

Each year we run a number of soaring
courses. Each year we meet wistful pilots. "If
only I had known
- what was available."
- what it entails."
- what it could have done for me!"
Others, who have heard the whisper (or spotted
our half-page ad!) are ecstatic. "The best week's
gliding ever!" "Marvellous. Thoroughly recommended!" This short piece is meant to get the
message to all of you, so that you can decide
whether we could get you up and running with us
this year.

The only rule here IS that we fly cross-country
whenever and wherever we can! Days which
normally might not even rate the effort of rigging
tum out to be surprisngly benefICial. We all 'learn
whatcan be done, given the initial impetus. We
proVide the impetus! And of course it's much
more fUll to go cross-country in small gaggles.
We use lead-follow extensively. Up to three followers, who leave the initiative and navigation to
the coach and j,ust enjoY themselves. One seasoned eX-jet fighter pilot claims hiS out and notquite return from Lasham to Brighton Marina in a
four-glider gaggle still rates as ooe of his most
memorable flights - and he used to be in the
Treble One Squadron sixteen-Hunter Aerobatic
Team!
We also have OI:Ir two-seater for one-to-one
instruction in soari"9 and advanced techniques,
inclu4ing cloud nyingwhenever possible, and the
Super Falke at the start of the course to brush up
field landings. Naturally the €Ourse is supported
by a full range of briefings, lectures and talks.
The twooourses in 1987 wi:I be in May and
August, at Husbands BoswOrtl; and Lasham
respectively.

Field Landing Training

Competition Training

Starting in March and through to May we offer
one-day courses to sharpen your field selection
and circuit planning skills. First a full briefing is
given, then a flight of about 45 minutes in our
Super FaJke. We include a short triangle so an
element of flight planning is necessary. TPs have
to be found and "photographed". Inexperienced
pilots frequently get this wrong, by being in the
wrong sector! Four or five fields are selected,

This course is for those whose soaring is
already developing and who are aiming at competition entry In the near future. Now the
emphasis is on racing tactics and the special
techniques of starling, TP photography and final
gliding. Again, a mixture of lead-follow and twoseater f1ying.is available. The young pilots in the
Squad Training scheme undergo this course as
the first step in their training.
The April course will be at Lasham, the May
one at Husbands Bosworth.

Is there one for you? asks
John and Ken, national
coaches

(Continued from the previous page.)

least this saves the propeller). If a heavy landing
is inevitable then the failure to take control was in
the late stage of the approach rather than a
roond-out height. Compared with a glider the
margin for error may be less lin any given set of
circumstances as far too many instructors have
found out to their cost.
Safety Awareness. Failure to take control in
time requires the instructor to be alert and have a
good awareness of the situations whiCh are
potentially critical. Only by rehearsing them in
your mind and being in a reasonable state of
readiness will you be able to avoid or avert
becoming a statistiC. It is important to qualify
reasonable in tnis context. Being too keyed IiJP is
both stressful and tiring and YOlJ may cope less
well with a tricky situation because of it. Being
poised to take control also incurs a risk. It willl!le
easy to justify in your own mind jUst gently holding the controls; not ,interfering of course - just
reasonably safeguarding the gilder. It Is a :habit
which, once formed, is seldom broken - and we
all remember the instr:uctor who never lets go
don't we?

a
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Special in-house Oourses
Many clubs have sought our help in running
soaring courses at their sites for thei, members.
All the ingredients -.of the normal cross-country
~

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior Inspec:tor

~!d'3
liIusbands Bosworth Airlield, Near Rugby
Tel'. Market Harborough 880375
lutterworth 57544

course are available, except that usually ttiQ
coach can bring only one aircraft. Lead-followor
two-seater tuition then may depend on being
able to use a local aircraft in the alternative role.
'these courses are very good at demonstrating
that many opportunities exist 'or cross-CQuntry
flying if only there is someone to show the way.
At ,the time Of writing (November) courses had
'been booked In 1987 for the Army Gliding
Association and Coventry, Rattlesden, Ulster
and Wellend GCS.

Mountain and Wave Soaring
This course was introduced in 1986 at Feshiebridge in the heart of the Grampian Mountains.
The site offers straight hill soaring, but on the
grand scale; transition from hill into' wave, whicm
isn't always as straightforward as suggested in
the text books; and the possibility of really good
heights once the wave is properly located.
We take our two-seater, of course, and the
ASW-1;9 for use by course members who feel it's
a bit far to take their own aircraft.
The four 7-day courses will be held in October,
and inexpensive full board accommodation will
be arranged by us a few minutes walk from the
airfield.

Soaring Instruction
New in 1987, this course will train existing
instructors to pass on the vital knowl~ and
skills so necessary to the soaring pilOt In this
way all club members will indirectly benefit from
the coaches' expertise.
The 1987 course will be at the end of May, at
Lasham.

You and Your Equipment
For all but the Field Landing courses, and
possibly Feshiebridge, you should bring a gIlder.
Most find it ideal for two to share one glider, so
that there is at least a chance of the ooaches
being retrieved the same day if the unthinkable
happens! Your equipment should be complete;
each should aim to be self-contained. Acoommodation can often be obtained at, the host dub,
but many prefer to bring a caravan. The roca.l
pubs (and some not so local!) benefil from our
custom and everyone has a memorable time.
Perhaps we can look forward to seeing you this
year!
Drop a line to, or phone, the BOA office tor
more informatiOn and a booking form.

a

Anglia Sailplanes
C of A Inspections and
repairs to all sailplanes
and motor gliders.
Phone or write to:
Stu Ho)' (BGA Senior Inspector)
The Briar., Plxey Green, Stradbroke

EYE, Suffolk 1P2.1 SNH
Tel: Stradbroke (037984) 306
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COLlN ALDRIDGE

l i s article is written to hy and help any club
operating a winch which suffers cable felated
problems during launching.
I began gliding in 19800 at Shalbourne Soaring
Society's Rivar Hill Airfield where we now ,use a
twin drum winch and stranded cable. We were
suffering a relatively poor launCh rate due mainly
b cable breaks, but also a few snarl-ups. When
giving the winch a 01 one morning I checked over
the paying-in assemblies where. the cable enters
the winch. What a mess! The lot looked clapped
out, was poorly'constructed Md of inherently bad

design.
The problems were identified as:.
1. Insufficient attention to bearings.
2. Materials used were in their 'raw state, ie not
heat treated in any way.
3. Inadequate strengtll thanks to the poor
design.
4. The pulley grooves were too narrow to allow
easy passage for cable knots.
Let's .Iook at what happens to the revolving
components in the paying-in box during: a typioal
SOkt launch, assuming no head wind~(;omponent.
At some stage during'the launch, and possibly for
much of the launch, the winch is recovering cable
at SOkt. If we assume that the pulley diameter tile
cable runs on is 4" (lOOmm), then it is revolving at
4835rpm! Now look at the vertical guide rollers in
front of the pulleys. Being, 1.5" (38mml diameter
they are whizzing round at 1:2894rpm. And the
original guide rollers were only 1" (25mm) in
diameter and running as pieces of tube straight
on to shafts with no bearings. All this trying 10
rotate under load albeit intermitently - with
inadequate lubrication at 19342rpm or nearly
323 revs/sec. No wonder then the cable wore
groovesJn them andcon more than one occasion
cut them in half when they seized on their shafts.
Thus anything less than proper ball-bearings
will not do. Further due to the hostile operating
environment ie open to the elements and ,the
potential for the lintroduction of dirt and small
strands of cable etc, the bearings used should be
protected by rubber sears and metal guards.
Bear in mind also the considerable pressures of

SOLVING
CABLE PROBLEMS
Colin, now in a Plrat syndicate, Is a precision engineer and
after taking a, critical look at his club's winch decided that
mprovements could be made to help eliminate cable breaks
launching a heavy two-seater with a cable that
has a few lumpy knots in it and you'llr begin to
apPfeciate the need for equipment that can cope
continuously with these conditions. Add intensive use and possible winch driver hamfistedness and the problems become more acute.
Finally it all gets worse at 60kt!!
Being a precision engineer I began looking at
ways of resolving these problems. These are my
findings and the solutions to problems mentioned earlier.
1. Use a heavier cable. We now use 5mm (6/7
strands).
2. To accommodate the heavier cable and correspondingly larger knots we doubled the
overall pUlley width to 2" (50mm).
3. The pulleys revolved on a pair of rubber sealed ball-bearings.
4. These pulleys were designed to incorporate
metal bearing shields.
5. The pulleys were recessed into their mounting plates in order to prevent the cable becoming trapped between the plates and the pulleys.
6. The pulleys were case-hardened to a depth of
.030" (.76mm).
7. The vertical guide rollers were casehardened to .030 (.76mm) and fitted with rubber sealed bearings, but the metal shields
proved impractical due to size limitations.
We opted for case-hardened components

instead of hardening and tempering for three
reasons. First, the tempering process reduces
the absolute hardness of the surface. Secondly
steels which harden and temper are much more
expensive than mild steel which lis casehardened. Thirdly; when wear has taken place
due to cable friction a case-hardened pulley can
be easilyreflJrbished by machining through the
case and then again case-hardening.
Since we introduced these measures our incidence of cable breaks has dropped to negligible
proportions. We enjoy smoother launches and
Ithe paying-in boxes require Virtually no maintenance. Also the life of the cable has been dramatIcally extended, due not only to less arduous
operating conditions but also because the friction
with the hardened faces tend's 10 slightly work
harden the outer surlaces of the cable.
Precision engineering, is not cheap, but compared to garage servicing charges for example,
it"s certainly not expensive. The problem for most
clubs is a lack of suitable knowledge. concerning
the availapilily of precision engineering companies willing and able to undertake such design
and construction.
I would be l1appy to give any further advice or
information shOuld your club wish to make. use ,of
it My address is 3 Longacre, Oaken Grove,
Newbury, Berks AG14 60)( and works' telephone No. 0635 45450 and home No. 0635
~~~
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Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . . .
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

fJ.:.

FACILITIES AT LLOYD"S
Member 01 B.I.BA

February/March 1987

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283·2000 Telex 8814631
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MALCOLM MURDOCH

A YOIE FOR
ASWIM?
While the nation is preoccupied booking holidays the glider
pilot schemes to feature flying somewhere in the family plans,
though it is doubtful thelie are imany wives as understanding
as Malcolm's Margaret. She isn't a pilot and suffered an
ordeal last summer that would put most women off gliding for
life but is happy to do the trip all over again, though will leave
out the dip in the water next time.

Margaret and I had arranged to fly to the
Scilly Isles in our G109a for a few days holiday in
July with Ken and Annette Barton. We flew in
company with Ken's K-16, soaring the last 30
miles along the Cornish cliffs at 600ft, using the
engine only briefly to cross from Gwithian Sands
to St Ives.
While in the Scillies we flew several times
around thtl very picturesque islands, over the
tropical gardens of Tresco, out to the Bishop
Rock lighthouse and around St Mary's.

Margaret and Malcolm.
Ken and Annette flew home a few days before
us. On the day we were due to leave the weather
was fair, cloudbase at 3000ft, about 6 octas, with
a light north-westerly breeze. I gave a short flight
to a keen pilot we had met during the holiday,
then Margaret and I put on our life jackets for the
sea crossing and waved farewell, saying we
hoped to be back soon (not dreaming it would be
in less than one hour!). We toOk off and climbed
over the islands to 2500ft before setting course
26

for Land's End (I knew that we would necessarily
be out of glide range of land for about four
minutes, but such a short period should not be
critical in a reliable aircraft with only 150hrs on
the clock, should it?)
I estimated the crossing time to be 16 minutes
al 9Okt. After eight minutes I called Scillies Air
Traffic ContrQI to advise midway, as requested
... within seconds the engine had failed, leaving
the propeller windmilling silently. Stunned for 8
moment by the abruptness and cruel timing (If
the failure, I gave the engine full throttle, full
carburettor heat, switched on the auxiliary fuel
pump and c'hecked fuel "on" and sufficient. Still
silence, so with a heavy heart and recognising
the inevitable, since we were lust out of glide
range of either the Scillies or Land's.End, I called
Scillies ATC to advise engine failure and'lurned
back to the isl'ands (I could not see Land's End as
the visibility was less good towards the mainland
and so, given the timing of the engine failure, the
urge to turn back to the islands in sight was
irresistible!)
We were gliding foe ten minutes and during this
time kept ATC advised of our height and position.
We spotted another aircraft, an Isles of Scilly
Skybus, circling two miles ahead of us and gave
him our relative position.
At a 100ft above the waves and about foor
miles from St Mary's I gave up efforts to restart
the engine, feathered the propeller and told Margaret 10 tighten her seal harness but not to inflate
tier li'ejacket yet. She was very calm and did not
panic at any stage though naturally very frightened. All that was left to do was to make the
slowest possible touchdown and avoid touching
either wingtip (which could cause a violent swing
and possible break-up of the aircraft). As we
touched the sea, a wall of water came over the
canopy, and a moment later we were upright and
floating on the surface, with Skybus circling
overhead.
We sat tight for a few moments to see what
would happen. After about two minutes water

ANYONE FOR A SWIM?

began to appear around the rudder pedals but
rose relatively slowly. We inflated our Iifejackets
then in case we Ihad to get out qUickly and Margaret started baling oul with a thermos flask while
I attempte<:l to climb out 00 to the 'tail to counteract the increasingly nose-down attitude.
However, the pitching of the aircraft in the four to
'ive foot swell threw me off Into the sea. I: swam to
the trailil'l9"edge of the win,g but found it impossible to climQ back on ,unaided. So, in the calmest
voice I could muster in the circumstances, I
shouted to Margaret to t:lelp me back on to the
wing. With thE) strengtl1l of ten $I1e hauled me in
like a beachedl whale!
We had been 30 minutes in the water when a
Royal Naval helicopter a~rived from Culdrose
and winched us ;\0 safety. Margaret, resourceful
.as ever, had ,the house keys and car keys
clutched tightly in 'her hand! lmoments we were
back at St Mary's airport, having seeA the lifeboat
pass underneatn on its way to the aircraft, and
were whisked, Into hospital and a hot bath almost
before we had time to thank the helicopter crew.
Aboullwo hours later I was one of hundreds of
spectators on the quay as the lifeboat towed the
aircraft into harbour. The local boatmen were
qUick to offer trips to see this unusual sight!
There were willing hands everywhere as we
beached the aircraft, folded the wings back to the
tail and: towed it the 1 ~ miles along the island
lanes to the airport.
In the evening a marine engineer and the Fire
Service worked with me for several hours to hose
the salt water out of the wings, fuselage and
engine and thelil spray all metal parts with oil.
Incredibly the aircraft sustained on'ly superficial
damage and there was novisible corrosion when
inspected two days later.

'n

Maximum survival time in the
waters around the Scillies is
said to be one to two hours

While this was going on Margeret was recovering from hypothermia inl hospital (the waters
around the Scillies :change temperature. by only
2°C winter to summer, and maximum survival
time is said to be one to two hours}.
The way everyone rallied round to help us and
to look after the aircraft touched us very deeply
and we have developed· a strong friendship with
many people ,on the island as a result of the
incjQent. We were very impressed with the way
the reSCtJe and hospital services worked so
quickly, professionally and. caringly in lhe
emergency. I' am very proud of Margaret especially, for her bravery. She wants to return to see
everyone again ... by air!

NB
• The accident was investigated by the AIB and
found to be due to failure of the magneto.
• The. registration of our aircraf1is G-WAVE;
perhaps this is tempting fate!

• It happened on the third anniversary of the British Airways helicopter crash and in the same
sea area.
• I had intended ta switch off the engine about
five minutes .after the time of' failure, when in
sight of Land's End and in <:omfortable gliding
range, SO that we could descend to soar the
COrnish cliffs as we had done ·il week earlier.
• If the engine was destined to fail at that lpoint of
its life, Md had I not given a last flighuo a friend
perhaps ,it woul'd /:lava failed over L'and's End.
But then you .would not naYe read about it!
• G-WAVE is now back in service again, having
Dean superbly refinished by GROB at the factory in Mindelheim. There are not many aircraft
that <:ould survive a ditching and be salvaged
fOllr miles oul at sea. Thismust be a tribute to
the construction, strength and seaworthiness(!)
Of the Gl09B.
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For

the most part, Glide Aid '86 took place over
the August Bank Holiday weekend ana was
blessed with two good days and one not so good
day. The purpose of the event was to raise
money forlUNICEF through sponsored flying, the
sponsorship being either for distance, height
gain, duration or whatever measure of skill the
pilot came up witti. While not all pilots took part,
participation was very high and it would be unfair
to single out Individuals 8s'1he efforts of everyone
were very mefilorious.
While the stickers and posters were being distributed, a Dartmoor GC member rang up to say
that she had sold the stickers sent to her for £1
each - excellent salemanshipl At the Enstone
Regionals a sweepstake was rUR as 10 the first
TP of the Sport Class on the following day (entry
fee £1 ). A large number of pilots and,crewcontri·
buted to the fund, the prize being a straight tenner.
Articles on the event appeared in numerous
papers and magazines. Some people even went
canvassing on the radio. Flight International ran
a short article for the benefit of older aviation
enthusiasts, all thanks to the kind and tolerant
efforts of Nikki Campbell.
How much was raised? Before costs (about
£320) the fund currently stands at £1650, an
excellent'lota'l. We Ihave -been criticised in some
quarters for not organising more exciting publicity (admittedly suggested in the tirst article in the
August issue, pI64). We did tl)' and now have
more knowledge as to how to go about it, Irealising that a lot more organisers would be needed
for any future event. If you have any ideas for a
project for next year or would like to t:lelp on a
commillee, please don.'t hesitate ,to drop a line to
Sooker GC.

a
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JOHN GIBSON

The increasing adoption of more powerful
winches, and renewed interest in winching generally, tlas revived many old arguments about
launch tactics, which range from an initial gentle
climb to 2,OQft, a relic of ancient times, to the
t:lighly dangerous tail-scraping heave into a
steep climb straight off the ground, an affront to
good airmanship, Winch drivers do not always
properly understand how to keep the launch
under control, either, Pi.lots have alWays (ended
to switch to panic mode when the speed goes
over the placard limit. This article explores the
rotation into the 'climb, the safety aspects. of its
profile, and the effects 01 exceeding the placard
speed with the aid of a few simple examples. It
expands on parts of the wider survey given in my
article. in the August 1985 issue, p170, and
should be read in conjunction with it.

Getting into the climb
The basic technique for safe entry to the climb
is simply stated. After lifting off with sufficient
nose down control for level flight if possible, the
nose should be allowed to rise over a period of a
few seconds provided the airspeed is increasing
or has reached the climb speed, never too steep
for a safe recovery at any instant and reaching
the climb attitude at a safe height with minimum
wastage of field length. It cannot be emphasised
too strongly that in a normal launch the nose
wants to rise and only needs to be allowed to do
so. This is so even when the initial nose up
moment from the cable pull has been suppressed. Many glider pilots probably assume that
aircraft in a steep climb have to be kept there with
the stick back, but that is quite wrong. For other
aircraft types, the stick is pushed forward in the
climb.
Any aircraft trimmed for level 19 flight and held
at constant angle of attack will start a loop if the
speed is increased. If the increase is 41.4% the
9 will increase to 2 in the initial level flight. The
extra lift produces a pitch rate to which is added
and extra 9 's worth in the vertical where graVity no
longer opposes the lift and a further 9 's worth in
inverted flight where gravity assists. If a steady
climb angle is required the lift must be reduced to
half the weight at 60° or zero at 90°, the thrust
partly or wholly replacing it in supporting the
weight.
Similarly a glider held in level flight at the lift off
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UNDERSTANDING THE
WINCH LAUNCH
John shows the way to safe and effective Winch launching
speed will go into a climb without a further aft
stick movement simply because the speed is
increased by the winch. It will settle into a steady
climb when the resultant of the lift and drag
forces equals the resultant of the gravity and
cable pull forces, amounting to the equivalent of
some 2g or so (Figs 1 and 2). Pulling against the
cable load is the primary reason why a glider in a
winch launch climb needs the stick to be bascially somewhat aft rather than forward. It is flying
normally and would stall in the normal way if the
stick is held fully back.
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Additional stick inputs are required resulting
from the cable moments. The initial nose up
moment should be opposed by a nose down stick
input. As the nose rises this moment r~duces,
usually becoming nOse down in a steep climb as
shown in Fig 3, so the stick has to be backed off
during the rotatiofl .and may need, to become
nose up or even, on- the stop. The pitcl1 rate in the
rotation, 15°/sec or SO, creates an increase in the
tailplane angle of attack only counteracted' by
considerable up elevator. The pilot's job is to
regulate the Inatural rotation over the required
timesparl into the full climb angle by balancing all
the forces,with the stick. As the height increases
further, the increasing cable angle automatically
brings the nose round again towards level flight
at the top.
Some .gliders are known to require the stick to
be held fully forward at the start of the rotation. 11
the manual says SO, believe it! However, the
glider cannot leave the ground until it has flying
speed, aM it will acquire additional speed at Ihe
ate of 19kt/sec for a pull equal to its weight. Such
a pull will overpower the eleva'tor on many gliders, but then the reducing 'nose down cable
moment and higher lail power with speed permits

the. nose to be held to a moderate attitude if
desired. Proper winch control can provide an
optimum acceleration. If the pull is weak the
speed will increase slowly' but then the nose can
be held down. Gliders will not normally climb
excessively steeply if the pilOt does not wish it.
Once in the climb the stick is unlike'ly 10 be much
forward of neutral, but excessively aft CG may
cause, this and pilots who feel uncomfortable with
the behaviour are advised to carry cockpit ballast
as well as to check the weighing.
If the nose has been held down while the
speed increases rapidly, all the needed climb lift
will be provided by 'moving, the stick back, but
initially it will have been more nose, down and
ends up in the same position, or course,. In practice the lift will usually come from a mixture of
speed increase and some slick pull. If the nose
will not rise at all without being 'pulled up there is
not enough speed fQ(, a 110rmalclimb. ObViously
the rotation, is governed by a quite complex
summation of effects, but the task boils down
simply to stopping the nose from coming up too
quickly.

Safety considerations
Stalling in the ,rotation is sometimes feared,
probably because pilots cannot distingllish the
angle of attack from the atti~ude, but they cannot
inl normal flight either and rely on nying at the
correct 'speed. The launch is no different as can
be seen from Fig 2. The other vital safety
requirement is the ability to recover from a cable
break at a low height. Decelerations of t4kt/sec
in a 45° Climb and 1Okt/sec at 30° make it obvious
that the nose must be lowered very quickly
indeed to get rid of the large "gravitational drag".
Aerodynamic drag is worth only! to 1kt/sec. Very
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UNDERSTANDING THE WINCH LAUNCH

From a practical point of view the key points for
evety pilot and winch driver to understand are:

For the pilot
• Given a safe speed the glider can be allowed
to rotate into the climb sooner thafT has been
the practice in the past. Even so, the nose will
need to be restrained from its natural tendency
to rise and must not be allowed to do so too
quickly. The climb entry must be progressive.
_An increase in speed may result if the climb is
not started or not steep enough; speed in
excess of the placarded limit is not, in itself, as
critical as most pilots believe. In any case an
initlaJ overspeed will Occur from time to time.
• The factor which should limit the steepness of
the climb in the early stage Qf'the [aunch is the
abiHty to recover if the cable breaks.
.From a steep nose-up attitude (40-55) the
recovery must be made quickly - probably
needing full control movement; otherwise a
critical loss of speed may result (14kt /sec in a
Wclimb!).
.Havlng lowered the nose below the normal
attitude (for the speed required) it will take time
for the glider to accelerate; monitor the airspeed.
• Undue concern (due to a lack of understanding) of either too high a speed or too steep a
nose-up attitude may cause panic action freaction which is itself counterproductive to safe
conduct of the launch or launch failure.
- The launch can be made a good deal safer by
using the strength of weak link which is
allowed (rather than the 1000lb link) so long as
the cable doesn't become the weak link!

When the cable breaks, the surplus lift starts to
pitch the glider up, and the pilot takes time to
react 10 get the, nose down. Assuming a simplified manoeuvre in which the climb is continued
at the initial angle for 1sec followed by an
immediate low g pitchover, the approximate
height ,gained and the speed over the top for a
range of starting speeds, climb angles and pitchover g are given In Fig 4. These take only 2 or
3sec altogether and anything more leisurely
reduces the speed even more. So loog as zerog
or less is maintained the glider is not yet stalled,
but it is at this point that things can go seriously
wrong. Failure to lower the flOse to well below the
normal flying attit,ude to pick up speed is sometimes terminally compounded by the decision to
attempt a circuit. The correct actiorl is to get the
nose well down, keep the left hand 011 the notthe-going-in-,to-Iand lever until there is enough
speed and then only if it is needed, and land
ahead if there is room, but it does not assure
safety if the height at the cable break is too low
because the lost speed cannot all be regained.
120
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For the winch driver
• For an rpm-gOverned diesel there is an initial
rpm appropriate to the wind conditions which
wilt ensure that the glider's limiting speed will
not be exceeded even if it does not climb.
-If a launch is too fast (the glider has signalled)
then the reduction ofpower should be gradual
because a sharp reduction will cause fuel cut
olf and cable back release.
- The speed of a "torque-governed winch is controlled by the pilot. It will accelerate to maxImum if the pilot fails to climb. In this situation
rpm should be reduced.
_The launch can be made a ,good deal safer by
using !he strength of weak link which is
allowed (rather than the 1000lb link) so long as
the cable doesn't become the weak link!
• Supacat is torque-governed; note also that petrol
engine winches have similar characteristics.

Bill Scull, BGA Director Of Operations
high pitch rates can be generated at zero or
negative g at 40kt airspeed and attitudes between 45° and level flight, eg some 40° to 50°fsec.
Inverse with speed, they are only two thirds as
large al 6Okt. This Is Ino lime fOl' hall measures
and the stick should 'be on the forward stop. It is
profoundly important that the pilot shOuld not be
confused by the ensuing physical sensation,
because the glider cannot be in a 'stall with the
stick fUlly forward and the nose rotating downwards.
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At best, a descent to the cable break height in a
mirror image of the ballistic climb will have lost
some Skt due to aerodynamic drag. Even a pilot
prepared to put himself in a steep climb at 15ft
will probably recognise that a 45° dive at this
height Is not a brilliant idea, and the necessity to
round out reduces the speed recovery still
turther. The deceleration due to a wind gradient
may equal the gravity induced acceleration and
cut off the recovery completely. Although a wind
gradienl increases the speed in, .a slow launch
while the glider is still attached'to the cable in a
shallow climb, it may increase the ballistic speed
loss at the top of ,the recovery pitchover after a
cable break near the ground, by steepening the
flight path because it partially blows across it
instead 01 inlo it. As the glider Illitches over into
the wind the gradient is less aM imparts less
speed increase.
All this can be avoided by controlling the rotation so that the full climb is reached with a suHicienl safety height cushlol'l. This does not need a
gentle 'climb to this height, just a continuous
steepening over 8 few seconds rather than all at
once. After ensuring a safe speed to initiate rotation,the pilot only needs to Ilook for Ihe increase in
indicated ,airspeed rather than the exact knots. If
the speed stops increasing or drops at any point

the rotation is stopped or reversed accordingly. A
combination of speed and climb attitude unsafe
for cable break recovery cannot occur and there
is no risk of stalling. The stall speed of the glider
determines the safe limits, obviously, a 2Sld $tall
and appropriate launch speed greatly scaling
dowrl the "Oops'" factor. The safety height for a
steep climb cannot be judged with any great
8ccuracvbut 150ft is 'ample while 1COft (two wing
spans) is sufficient given a good speed. If abreak
does occur the speed cannot be judged from ~he
attitude and it is essential to keep an eye on the
trend of the ASI.

Speed control
The pilot has lio control over the power the
winch driver gives him, of course. The driver /:las
to understand the launch and !how the winch,
shOuld be controlled accordingly. No winch
should be operated without the required information about glider Iimits being known by the driver.
They are easy to determine. With ani rpm governed diesel, selection of an initial rpm appropriate to the wind conditions will ensure that the
placard limit will not be exceeded even if the pilot
does not climb, and this rpm selection, may by
good design also be suitable for the climb. The
torque depends on the error. between actual and
demanded rpm and the maximum can be generated by much less than "full throttle", so it should
be advanced at a rate whicb matches the
required take-off acceleration and.climb rotation
pattern. If the launch is too fast the driver should
react to a tail-wagging glider by a reasonably
gradual throttle reduction, because a sharp one
will instantly cut off the fuel and drop the cable off
the glider. Too low an rpm selection will also
cause the cable to drop QIf, regardless of the
power available.
The speed of a torque governed winch is controlled by the pilot. It will accelerate to maximum
rpm if the pilot fails to climb, because the cable
load will not match the 'sel~ted torque. The
driver should then reduce power to limit the rpm,
or set the rpm Iimiter if one is fitted. A high torque
giving fast acceleration may result in ar'l overspeed during the rotation into the climb. .Experience has shown that excessive acceleration can
be avoided by first selectirtg a lower initial torque
before increasing it to the climb value 8S the
glider nose rises. At the other extreme, a reduction in torque setting or10Cllow a selection will nol
cause the cable to fall off as it always tries to pull
at the selected value and a normal speed can Ibe
sustained althoughlthe Climb angle will be low. A
low speed can only occur if too steep a climb is
pers'isted with but the cable will not fall off.

Structure loads
,Despite talk of 70· climbs, in generalllot mLlCh
more than 45 to 55° is 'possible in Ihe early part 01
the launch. The wing lift and bending loads are
determined almost exclllsively by the climb
angle, controll'ed by the pilot but limited by the
weak link strength 'and winch torque. "(he lowest
wing lift to break a given weak link OCCur at the
start of the launch. The maximum ,possible wing
lift occurs at the top 01 the launch, but here the
pilot cannot control the load with ally accuracy
because small changes ,in attitude produce large
changes in the lift.
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WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND
FIBRE ROPEs/CABLES
Let us try and reduce YOl,Jr runn ing' costs
by quoting for your requirements of:

'Towing Wlre$/Cables
Advise length, size and construction
Ropes
Advise length, size and type
Galvanised and Stainless Steel
Fastenlngs
Thermal Clothing
Your enquiries will be welcome.

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead
Merseyside L41 5Ea
Tel 051·647 5751 Telex 627826

Contact Antony Sedgwick

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments
Barograph Calibration centre

Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
IN r. leomlnster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX

Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)

!
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STORCOMM
TWO';WAV RADIO
TR7603 Air Set

lR7804 Vehicle Set

Each set fitted with all four gliding, channels
130.4,130.125, 130.1 and' 129.9.
'Volmet' 128.6 optional OA channel 4.

* Full
power transmitter
speech qual ity,

with excellent

* Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.
"* IExtremely rugged and reliable.
* 'Full back-up,serviceand spares available.
"* CAA anc:! NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Technical
Spe<:ifications FREE from

GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422
H.T. Communications. P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesell, TW16 7TA

TALK TO THE GROUND AND
KNOW WHERE YOU ARE!

THE NEW HAND-HELD
HT 830 720 CHANNEL
NAV/COM/VOR
Transmits and receives on 720 channels
and receives all VOR frequencies, giving
an LeD readoul of your present VOR
radial. Ask about accessories (240v
transformer at £20 needed if you haven't
a 115v shaver ,plug option at home)

£425 + VAT
delivery extra
CAMPBELL DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
Bilton Centre, Coronation Road,
Cressex Industrial Estate,
High Wycombe, Bucks
Tel: 0494 459535
Telex 946240 ret 19008300

t

The wing stress at a given lift is higher than in
free flight because the bending relief afforded by
the wing mass is only the 19 due to gravity without the additional inertial force fmm theg manoeuvre. With a ,typical weak link strengttl ,of less
than twice the glider weight the Iift cannot exceed
three times the weight, and the wing stress is
then never more than the 4g free flight case.
Such ,a lift requires a Ilaunch speed of more than
1}5 times the stall speed and will give a grossly
steep initial climb or needs pOle bending with
high winch power at tl)e lop, thQugh many
winches could not pull ,this load. Pulling the
speed down (if this can be done) reduces the
maximum possible loads, 1.5 times the stall
being enough for any sensible launch. Use of a
weak link and launch speeds !no higher than
reql,Jired give large safety margins.
There is little uniformity in placard speed limits.
It seems that designers simply select a value
adequate for the launch and tor which formal
certification calculations are presented. Speed
variations alter the drag, but having only a slight
effect on the lift and cable load for a given climb
profile and insignificant effect on the wing bending stresses. The maior effect of speed oAgliders
is associated with large tail loads and wing !Orsion, and it is not surprising that pilots feel that
the launch placard speed Is· a danger limit. The
system of loads is shOWri in Fig 5 for a .glider in
the level! flight launch stressing attitude.
Lift acts through the fixed aerodynamic centre
near the 25% wing.cliord poSition. Tlhere is also a
pitching moment at the aerodynamic centre
which is independent of lift, is almost invariably
nose down and increases with the square of the
speed. (The lift and moment can be combined
into a lift force at the wandering centre of pr~s
sure, which may be more familiar to many bu.t
does not help in this discussion.) Zero or 'Upward
tail lift is required to balance the lift of the glider
because the CO is at or aft of the aerodynamic
centre in all tailed gliders. A downward tail lift is
needed to counteract the pasic pitching moment.
In normalllight the total tail lift is the sum of these
two and whether it is up or down depends on the

Send for our
programme.,
Information ill
German and
English

Segelflu,gschule Oerllnghausen, Flugplatz, 0-4811 Oerllnghausen - Tel: 0049-5202-72323
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strength 01 the basic pitching moment, the CG
position and the wing lift. In the launch, another
downward tail lift is needed to balance the nose
down pull ()f the cable when this passes ahead of
the CG.
Of the seven significant forces and moments
which apply loads to the glider structure in the
winch launch, five depend on the weight and
climbing attitude. These are the gravity force, the
r::abIe pull, the wing lift, and the two tail lift components which balance the offset of the wing lift
and the cable pull from the CG. The remaining
two depend on the speed. These are the basic
pitching moment and the tail lift to balance it, and
only these are larger than normal when the
placard is. exceeded. Values typical of a singleseatefglider are illustrated in Figs 6 and 7. Obvi-

the nett moment at typical lift values lies ill the
shaded area irl tlie speed Irange from the
assumed placard limit Vw to 1Okt above it. Even
when well above the, placard speed the load is
small compared with the maximum torsion
moments to whicn the wing' is designed. Whatever tM wing torison is at any speed, it is
reduced by pUlling 'up" intQ the launctil climb.
Fig 7 shows the tail loads. TtJedownload 10
balance the basic pitching moment reaches
200lbs at Vd. TI'1e upload to balance wing lilt is
zero at tlie25% chord fOlWard CG and is added
for various g at aft eG. The design loads are
provided bytt:le addition of sudden cQntrol inputs
at Vm and Vd. The tail trim loads lie in the shaded
area fOl' the same launch .conditions ·as above.
This represents the winch launch case if the
cable pull acts throughl the eG. The load
changes :by 651bs due to CG variation but only
181bs as a result of the overspeed. At the aft CG
the overspeed can actually reduce the tail load to
zero. Generally these loads are trivial compared

!
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ously on other gliders they will vary widely with
size and speed but the relative proportions will be
similar. The wing lift is represented bytheg value
which would result in free flight, though in the
launch this is replaced by the resultant of gravity
and cable pull.
Fig 6 shows the torsion at the root of each
Wing. The basic nose down moment increases to
nearly 1OOIbs ft at Vd. Added to this is a moment
equal 10 the lift times the distance. from the
aerodynamic centre to the shear centre, near
enough at the spar, giving the maxirnum torsion
of about 11 OOlbs ft at -1.5g. In the winch launch
February/March 1987
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with the total design loads. If a normal climb
attitude is maintained, the cable pull and the
added tail load to balance it will also be normal. in
which case the effect of the overspeed is still only
the extra 181bs. It is possible to generate a higher
tail load by pUlling back harder and making the
climb steeper, but even at Vm it cannot exceed
the design manoeuvre load. With typical glider
dimensionS this would break a weak link of well
over twice the glider weight in any case.

Placard problems
There is nothing to be gained from exCess'ive
speed. Itleduces efficiency and launclil pert.ormance by increasing thacable drag and reducing. the effect of the winch "driving, away from the
glider" III a wind (see my first article). Initial overspeed will occur from time to time, but living in
terror of it is counterproductive and liable to lead
to accidents due ,to precipitate action. Pilots who
cannot bring themselves to allow the speed to go
1kt over the placard need not do so but should' at
least abandon the launch without panic. Even so,
avoiding the flying cable chute and sorting out
the unexpected landing is physically a higher risk
than continuing. If overspeed is experienced:, the
normal launch profile can be begunl without any

serious effect on the loads. It is obviously prudent
to be gentle with the stick and to maintain a less
steep climb if it is gusty, as cable breaks ara then
more likely because gusts can temporarily
increase the lift above normal limits. Althouglil full
rudder is designed for at Vm there is no point in
applying larger loads than are necessary, and
fishtailing with half rudder ampl.y signals the
winch driver to slow down. If the speed remains
much too 'high then release can take place at
leisure well away from the ground.
The winch placard li.mit as usually interpreted
is an anomaly, for in no other flight phase is the
glider expected to operate close to the limit
throughout. For all practical pu~poses it is lift
loads which will break ,the glider, not speed
loads, yet the OSTIV and earlier BCAR/E
requirements set no upper limit on .cable strength
and dQ .001 require a weak link. Orily a minimum
strength of 500k9 is recommended for "the cable
or the weak link, where employed", and the
manUfacturer is left to define its maximum
strength and the limit speed. T,he speed is the
least ,controllaljle element In the launch. Apart
from the vagaries of the operation, gusts can
take the speed well over a low Vw before the
cable can be released, which is rather pointless
anyway if the gust increase has already vanished
again. In fact, OSTIV has no launch gust
requirement at all.
Many gliders have a limit ar()und 1.75 times
the stall speed, at which they cannot be damaged even with unbreakable cable, as well as a
specified weak!link strength of less than twice the
weight. This is like manufacturers having their
cake and eating it. Pilots get egg on their face. To
be consistent -with the needs of normal winch
operatioAS, it would be more logical to require:
- the glider to be certified for a specified weak
link, for example with a strength of twice the
unballasted weight.
- the launch placard to be set at the speed
where limit Iloads are reached in a extreme
gust, or Vm if less,
- a normal' launching speed range to be recommended.
Then we could get on with the routine of winch
launching, unworried: by needlessly tight restrictions. Ever:! without this, no pilot should feel there
is any mystery about the launch. TihOugli great
alertness is necessary, it is a simple operation in
practice. It just needs to ba. understood.
El

BRIAN WEARE
GL1DER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
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AN.AL STATISTICS
GLIDING CLUBS

AIRCRAFT
lJ)

N

n

(3

(3

a.

0
5
3
2
3
4
2
3
2
11
2
1
3
1
2
3
2
4
6
3
3
3
6
1
2
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
4
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
9
5
3
2
3
1
2
2
3
3
5
2
2
3
3
2
0

1
0
2
1
4
2
3
1
3
10
1
1
3
0
1
3
0
4
0
2
2
3
5
1
1
2
4
3
3
0
2
1
1
2
3
0
3

0
5
4
6
26
0
20
20
20
60
12
6
40
0
11
19
6
33
4
1
2
35
55
12
2
11
26
26
13
4
12
12
30
12
2
10
6

ANGUS
AQUILA
AVON
AVRO
BATH & WILTSBLACK MOUNTAINS
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE
BooKER
BORDERS
BRACKLEY
BRISTOL & GLOS
BRITISH AEROSPACE
BUCKMINSTER
BURNCAIRNGORM
CAMBRIDGE
CHANNEL
CONNEL
CORNISHCOTSWOLD
COVENTRY
CRANFIELD
DARTMOOR
DEESIDE
DERBY & LANCS
DEVON & SOMERSET
DORSET
DUMFRIES
EAST SUSSEX
ENSTONE EAGLES
ESSEXESSEX & SUFFOLK
HAMBLETONS
HEREFORDSHIREHIGHLAND
IMPERIAL COLLEGE
INKPEN
KENT
LAKES
LASHAM
LONDON
MARCHINGTON
MENDIP
MIDLAND
NENE VALLEY
NEWARK & NOTTS
NEWCASTLE & TEESSIDENORFOLK
NORTHUMBRIA
NORTH DEVON
NORTH WALES
OUSE
OXFORD
OXFORDSHIRE
PETERBOROUGH
RAE BEDFORD
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NO. OF
AEROTOWS

HOURS

CROSS-

0

Cl
::J

4
28
6
126
78
16
13
20
6
9
5
30
20
6
1
23
13
0
10
7

1
1
1
5
3
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
1

'"

c

LL

0
2057
3022
1684
7200
43
3999
2216
3564
13000
2259
5449
8857
21
3718
5967
1100
8839
8323
1673
2765
7735
12889
1320
1907
3897
7796
8442
4018
524
5487
2800
8833
2659
2049
1500
3311
600
1710
8807
1142
34056
22000
2394
2570
11277
1493
5291
1170
3980
31SO
500

2314
7365
5257
1280
1232
700

0
0
0
983
7200
0
697
2216
0
13000
2259
7
5695
0
2143
1825
127
2596
5
22
112
2585
7926
1320
0
3897
0
1164
694
0
878
450
800
2659
1536
1500
0
50
1710
3953
1100
13899
4500
2360
0
141
0
0
0
3607
S04
180
1
740
0
0
1232
0

0
208
449
392
6500
657
1475
2965
1572
NIK

1551
1362
5370
19
1170
2005
601
3952
944
400
480
0
4833
630
183
3765
2909
2492
755
105
1060
1000
2690
1322
600
1000
567
220
571
8980

0
240
370
6SO
3500
0
7435
NIA

SOO
100000+
2360
1427
24260
600

14405
68SO
800
38392
N/K

1000
0
21400
20170
1640
0
N/K

4647
32854
2SO
2SO
3000
20000
36000
3500
3100
1500
450
1400
1970
6000

309

N/A

142SO
9000
14SO
677
4003
159
903

92503

2225
554
800
242
1200

10175
SOO
2000

1472
614
120

55000
27SO

N/K

27SO
2975
7133
64
2208

N/K

N/K

0
16
52
63
82
141
110
70
91
426
80
80
278
12
84
132
29
196
71
28
49
201
283
71
34
111
161
170
110
18
139
40
205
100
60
67
45
50
52
220
37
389
351
80
46
215
28
64
32
163
81
10
38
117
90
45
65
16

Estimated

c

No. of

u,l5

Temporary
Members

53
2
31
2
2
60
9
0
21

0
187
200
125
1500
400
262
400

N/A

2000
385
245
400
5
725
680
200
1190
1000

~

Cl

~

l-

0
0
0
1
4
0
3
1
0
7
1
0
3
0
1
2
1
2
0
0
1
0
5
2
0
3
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
1
0

MEMBERSHIP

COUNTRY

lJ)

see Lasham

1
3
1
0
6
0
2
3
2
2
1
2
2
0
1
2
3
1
1
0

ALL
LAUNCHES

KM

n

::J

ALBATROSS
ALTAIR

~

OCTOBER 1, 1985 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1'986

z

10
4
39
0
0
0
56
12
0
40
105
78
0
0
2
91
71
40
0
50
0
5
0
0
0
10
0
1
20
0
161
49
10
0
72
20
32
16
0
3
41
13
0
4

90

600

161
590
2000
210
171
426
612
650

300
40

900

300

2370
SOO
155
300
SO
981
1856
120
3200
4500
300
0
894
30
535

150
615
2SO
2000

136
400
879
275
0
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RAffiESDEN
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT
RSRE
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
SHAlBOURNE
SHROPSHIRE
SOUTHOOWN
SOUTH WALES
STAFFOODSHIRE
STRATFORD ON AVON
STRATHCLYDE'
STRUBBY
SURREY & HANTS·
SURREY HILLS'
SWINDON
'ffiENTVALLEY
UlSTER
UPWARD BOUND
VALE OF NEATH
VECTlS'
WELLANO
wesT WALES
WOLDS
YORKSHIRE-

2
2
2
4
2
0
2
2
2

2
3
2

2

10
7
1
30
10
12
25
19

()

2

4

1

3
3
0
3
1
2

3

1
1
11
2
1
3
1
0
0
1
2
0
2
4

6
0
6

221

RAfGSA
ANGLIA
BANNEROOWN
BICESTER
CHILTERNS
ClEVELANOS
CRANWELL
FENlAND
FOUR COUNTIES
RJLMAR
HUMBER
WREKIN

ARMY GLIDING ASSOCIATION
KESTREL
SOUTH WEST DIST (Wyvern)

4

1
0
3

0
0
0
2
0
1
3
1
0
0
0
0

I

3015
3500
1122
8698
3700
715
6087
5235
2529
2428
700
1831
I

149
30
0
5571
0
715
4567
1360
0
21
50
0

952
3320
1878
400
468
125
208

10050
16081
15816
100
2256
20
150
0
4837

200
850
50
3500
12500

51
50
20
214
59
29
204
118
78
66
40
39
228
58
33
60
51
25
45
27
37
32
171
284

506
920
156

2977
2850
0

5903

Included in Lasham's return

0
12
15
0
0
1
47
6
4
10
2
2
38
1
4
2
1
0
0
0
7
10
7
27

118
12
80
1100
500
25
442
625
260
420
130
136
1
224
250
90
150
375
25
260
130
1566

1
2

1281
1090
2821
190
3018
797
8109
6300

0
56
184
0
3
946
3400

142
280
945
550
130
1086
60
461
106
1386
1100

1232

60

349098

116907

~24814

611946

8323

1431

45199

2
0
7
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
2

0
6
17
4
0
8
5
6
1
2
0

0
1
4
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
1

4246
7339
15547
4720
3583
6166
6353.
6270
4139
2778
5312

31
80
5071
145
1910
431
35
71
111
0
420

537
1524
5285
1041
1481
1489
1146
1385
662
464
1100

969
5500
34157
5535
15253
10449
3292
12295
980
4829
2716

62
85
275
66
82
75
92
86
53
45
116

0
31

200
100

2
2

4
4

3
6

1
1

4500
5853

150
200

700
1124

3000
7000

3

2
6

2
2
6

2
2
6

3
2
2

1782
1122
4326

1275
501
3136

360
551
1009

SERVICE CLUB TOTALS

46

51

68

19

84036

13567

CIVILIAN CLUB TOTALS

221

160

1232

60

349098

GRAND TOTAL

267

211

1300

99

433134

CIVILIAN CLUB TOTALS

0
6
19
10
2
9
0
6
8
16
42

0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0

160

2
6
6
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

2

I

2
2
1
2
3
4

.1

0

478
1243
5000

0
215
0
~257

650
81
N/K

530

'No stalisliclI received.
I.4st year's figures used.

ROYAL NAVAL GSA
CULDAOSE
HERON
PORTSMOUTH
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500

0

148

75

300

2
0

150
70

0

300

102
120

0
0

160
80

3398
1100
760

50
50
163

3
0
47

200
100
497

19858

111233

1522

158

2605

116797

24814

c 11946

8323

1431

45199

130364

44672

723179

9845

1589

48004
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BGA &GE ' ERAL NEWS
GLIDING FOR THE DISABLED
Robert English, a war time Stirling pilot and
later a test pilot at Boscombe Down, is now
disabled and giving much of his time to raising
£15000 to buy a Motor Falke. The hope is that
it will be used to give flights to the disabled and
be shared between bases in Yorkshire and
Edinburgh SO that it will be available to as
many as possible.
The idea for the scheme came from Dr Lesley Freeman, wtlo is researching muscular dystrOPhy in Edinburgh and is a glider pilot. She
discovered that a young patient was living (or
the day he could have a flight in a glider and so
she took him up, was amazed at his clinical
improvemenl and decided' this was such valuable therapy it should be available for others.
This was where RooM came in. He calls her
his inspiration and has sel himself the task of
raising the money, though despite his hard
work over the last year he is still £12000 short
of the lotal.
ROOert, who has ,been a glider pilot and had
his last t1ight in June on the 50th anniversary of
the day he went solo in a powered aircraft,
wrote 600 letters to industry with little success.
Now, to create some publicity and donations,
he is considering: doing a double parachute
descent strapped to an instructor and hopes to
persuade CM 10 allow trim to do a version of
wing! walking with his wheel chair, minus
wheels, strapped 10 a wing.
If anyone would ilike to contribute or help in
any way, contact ROOert at The Waldernheath
Holel, Cornwall Road, Harrogate HG1 2NE, Tel
0423 521:383.

OSTIVPANEL
The OSTIV Safety and Trainirng: Panel, previously known as Ihe, International Safety and
Training Committee, mel under the chairmanshi() or Bill SCull at OOslmalle near Antwerp
rrom November. 4-t 6 with representatives of
13 countries Irom Europe, Australia, Canada
andl the USA. The hosts were lhe Flemish Gliding Association.
The accidents data collected Indicates that
there are 110 grounds for complacency with
generally a slig'ht increase in the rate of fatal
accident and the rate 'involving serious injury
being much worse. The meeting gives an
opportunity to exchange ideas on measures to
try and improve this state of affairs.
There was a comprehensive agenda; gliding
in Bel'gium, Accident Data and Trends, Standards for the Glider Pilot Licence, Flight Safety
Programmes, Stall/Spin Awareness and Spin
Training, Stall-warning Device for Gliders,
Aerotowing Accid'ents- and Prevention, Pilot
Safety and Spinal Injury etc.
W. G. Scull, director of operations

NOBODY WANTS US!
Three requests this time from airfield operators
asking, tJ9 10 tell you not to land there unless
absolutely essential.
1, Langar - the parachuting club do not welcome gliders (specially pilots with the initials
- JJ),
2_ Pershore - landings during the week can be
34

ROYAL COUPLE MEET THE BRITISH TEAM

The Duchess of York is photographed talking to the British team at the Royal Aero Club reception
on November 28 at the Royal Aeronautical Society's headquarters at Irlamilton Rlace, London. The
British team members were also presented to the Duke of York who is president of the Royal Aero
Club. Photo: Charles Milligan.

unsafe as well as prohibited under the Official
Secrets Act, and gliders could be impounded,
Weekend landings only if the gliding club is
operating.
3. South Marston - now the home of Honda
motor cars which are often "nipping" along the
runways as test tracks.

130,125 MHz Primary use
Traini'ng (lead and follow). Other
cross-country location messages
Secondary use
Local and other flying Competition start and finish lines
130,1 MHz

EXTRA RADIO FREQUENCY
Following representations from the BGA we are
pleased to announce that the CM have
assigned an additional frequency for gliding
purposes. This is 129.975 and will be for
ground to air or air to ground use OI')ly and
known as the "commo" glider field frequency".
Clubs will be allowed one fixed ground installation per ,airfield ,upon application to the CM
and the frequency will be limited to use within a
height of 3000ft above the airfield and 10nm
range.
We strongly recommend that clubs apply to
the CM for permission to use 129.975 as an
"airfield control" frequency, Whilst the new frequency will take some time to become widespread because of the fitting of additional
crystals we would eventually hope to discourage the use of existing frequencies for airfield
control purposes. This will help to remove
some of the radio traffic from 130.1 in particular,
To remind you the BGA recommended frequency utilisation is now as follows:
130.4 MHz
Cloud flying and relating crosscountry location messages only

Primary use
Competition start and finish
lines, local and other flying
secondary use
Training (lead and follow)

129.9 MHz

Ground to ground only, retrieve
recovery

129.975 MHz Ground to air and air to ground
only, Airfield control and advisory service

WATCH OUT FOR THIS BAROGRAPH
Richard Swallow had his Winter barograph No.
59656 stolen from his car In ,a car-park in Exeter on, October 7, Glider pilots are asked to be
on the look out for "9ny offer cf a bargain price
barograph.

GLIDING TO BE INVESTIGATED
The Sports Council has commissioned a
research team from Oxford Polytechnic's
Department of Town Planning to investigate
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gliding, in particular the problems of site
availability and use, access to airspace, the
existing level of participation and future trends.
They have been working closely with the
BOA and i1 the new year hope to poll a cross
section of gliding clubs and talk to members
about the various issues and problems they
face m their plans for future development. If
anyone has any information they think will be of
interest they would be grateful for it in advance.
Altematively, if club members would like more
Information about their work, don't hesitate to
contact them. The address is The Department
of Town Planning, Oxford Polytechnic, Gipsy
Llr'le, I-leadington, Oxford OX3 OBP, Tel 0865
435/452.

BRUNT TROPHY
The Brunt trophy is awarded for the greatest
gain of height by a member of a university gliding club while the pilot was a genuine student.
Claims to A. S. Gibson, 8 Earl's Court Square,
London SW59DP.

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES

ALL THREE DIAMONDS

No.

Name

214

Allan. M. D.

215
216
217
218
219
220

Evans. J, W.
Lucas. Annabel
Cousins. A.
Payne. A. D.
Richards. E. W.
Gorely. T. D.

Club
Midland
(in Spain)
Cambridge Unlv.
Lasham
Kent
Bristol & Glos.
Bicaster
Four Counties

1986
20.6

Club
Lasham
Shropshire
(in Spain)
Midland
(in Spain)
Booker (in Spain)
Bristol & GIos

1986
9.9
28.7

Club
Shropshire
(in Spair.)
Booker (In France)
Ulster (in Spain)

1986
28.7

28.9
30.9
1.10
12.10
12.10
17.10

DIAMOND DISTANCE

In lhe mammoth haul of lenticular jewellery last
September and October, the final tally was 50
Diamond heights and nearly 100 Gold. Most
were gained at Aboyne, including Diamond
climbs by two Danish visitors; it is not often that
cwerseas pilots come to Britain for badges, but
aregular export trade is being established between Deeside and Denmark.
Amongst the 15 pilots achieving Diamond
height at Aboyne on September 30 was
Annabellucas, who thus became the third British woman to complete "All Three".
Not an wave soaring comes from Scotland,

BGA

however; Penelope Minnitt reached Gold
height from a bungy launch off the Long Mynd,
and at Dishforth Jane NaSh gained her
Diamond height one morning, then handed
their PIK 20 to husband Steve to gain his in the
afternoon.
In Charles Wingfiekfs letter in the last issue,
p285, he was under the misapprehension that
the BGA will refuse a height climb unless oxygen
is used; although such a policy was briefly
implemented about 20 years ago, there is no
stipulation in the FAI: Sporting Code on oxygen.
Nevertheless common sense should dictate
compliance with the Recommended Practice
No. 26 In BGA Law$ and Rules to use a reliab'le and serviceable oxygen system above
12000ft.
Gordon Camp, FAI cenificates officer

No.

Name

1/334
1/335

Lincoln. A K.
Levi. A. R.

1/336

A1181\ M. D.

1/337
1/338

Parker. T. J.
Smfth. D. A.

28.6
24.7
18.6

DIAMOND GOAL

No.

Name

2/1502 Hicks. I. H.
211503 Morrow. W. B.
2/1504 McNair. W, A.

1.8
9.8

2/1505 Downham. E. H. C.
2/1506 Dale. G. G.
2/1507 Daser. W.
2/1508 Reid. A. G.
2/1509 Pritchard. B. W.

London
Dorset
Oxford
(in Austria)
Essex
in South Africa

31.8
18.6
28.7

Club
Midland
(in Spain)
Essex
Coventry
Kestrel
Kestrel
Clavelands
Cambridge Univ.
Trent Valley
Lasham
Kent
Kent
Lasharn
Wyvern
Wyvern
Surrey & Hants
Essex
Kent
Kent
Kent
Essex
Essex
Trent Valley
Ral1lesden
Burn
Kent
Booker
Yeovllton
Inkpen
Wyvern
Bristol & Glos
Bicester
Bicaster
Bicester
Deeside
Booker
Blcester
Bristol & Glos
Yeovi"on
Bristol & Glos
Blcaster
Bicaster
Deeside
Booker

1986
20.6

24.8
27.12,82

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No.

Name

3/731

Anan. M. D.

3/732
3/733
3/734
3/735
3/736
3/737
3/738
3/739
3/740
3/741
3/742
3/743
3/744
3/745
3/746
3/747
3/748
3/749
3/750
3/751
3/752
3/753
31754
31755
3/756
3/757
3/758
31759
3/760
3/761
3/762
3/763
3/764
3/765
3/766
3/767
3/768
3/769
3/770
3/771
3/772
3/773

Forrester. J.
Guard. M, J,
Nash. Jane
Nash. S, R.
Walker. Amanda
Evans. J. W,
Baines. R. G,
Lucas. Annabel
England. P. C.
Moorman. D.
Seseman. M. J.
Scarle. D. H.
Law, M. J.
Gilkes. G. N.
MoIloy. P. M.
Johnson. Ann
Kemp. M. P.
Moulang. M. C.
BuK, Gillian
Davis. K. S.
Ward. M.
Tay tor. M. A.
Ellis. M. P.
Cousins, R.
Ashurs~

A.

Hyel1. C.
Murray. W. J.
Welsh. S. J.
Payne. R. D.
Brown. T. H.
Spalding, M. J.
Macfadyen. I. D.
Marlow. Patricia
Bailey. R. M. C,
Rlchards. E. W.
Dunthorne. P. A.
Hyet1. A A.
Woo/lard. M. G.
Williams. M. D.
HUll. J. A.
Dash. D. J,
Neal. A. E,

22.9
28.9
28.9
28,9
28.9
28.9
29.9
30,9
30.9
30.9
30.9
30,9
30.9
30.9
30,9
30,9
309
30.9
30.9
30.9
21.9
19.9
28.9
1.10
6,10
6.10
9.10
22.9
12.10
12.10
12110
12.10
1210
12,10
12.10
12.10
12.10
17.10
17.10
19,10
22.10
23.10

MAil ORDER

Superb gliding sweat shirts
now available from the BGA
Shop. Order now at only
£9.95 each inclusive of
post and packing.
Available in yellow or
royal blue, sizes S, M, L, XL.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list

February/March 1987

Telephone 0533 531051
35
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3/774
3/775
3/776
3/777

Chambers, V. J.
Hartfield, L J.
Hawtree, R.
Gorely, T. D.

Lasham
PortsmoU1h Naval
Essex
Four Counties

23.10
23.10
2.10
17.10

Club
Shropshire
(in Spain)
Coventry
Lasham
Surrey & Hants
Coventry
Blcester
Bicester
Booker
Bicester
Avon Soaring
B<cester
Essex
in South Africa

1986
28.7

GOLD BADGE

No.
1172

Name

1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184

Guard, M. J.
Cherrill. J. G.
Walker, Jin
Stevens, F. R.
Brown, T. H.
Spaldlng, M. J.
Bailey, R. M. C,
E. W. Richards
Burke. E. D.
Stonebanks, P, J.
Reid. A. G.
Prilchard, B. W.

Hicks, I. H.

GOLD HEIGHT
Name
Treadaway. P. J.
Minnitt, Penelope
Crust, S. A..
Cullum, A.. S.
Gues~ B. C.
Forrester, J.
Moss. S. C.
Wllson, F. P.
Hopping, K. D.
Guard, M. J.
Manser, D.
Garside, Julie
Moorman, D.
Driver, M. J.
Lynch, G. W.
Heath, J. N.
Cherrill, J. G.
Chapman, c. J.
Walker, Jilt
Dennay, V. R.
Tay1()(, M. A..
Phillips, M. J
Moutang, M. C.
Brennan, P. A..
Strathern, M.
Fairslon, B.

28.9
2.10
6.10
9.10
12.10
12.10
7.10
12.10
12.10
23,10
24,8
27.12.82

Club
Cambridge Univ.
Cambridge Univ
Trent Valley
Trent Valley
Trent Valley
Essex
Bristol & Glos
Hambletons
Clavelands
Coventry
Kent
Kent
Kent
Surrey Hills
Essex
Southdown
Lasham
Surrey & Hants
Surrey & Hants
Fulmar
Ranlasden
Trent Valley
Kent
Wyvem
Bristol & Glos
Booker

1986
9.9
2.9
21.9
21.9
22.9
22.9
28.9
28.9
28.9
28.9
30.9
30.9
30.9
30.9
1.10
2.10
2.10
6.10
6.10
7.10
19.9
22.9
30.9
30.9
2.10
5.10

Essex
Booker
Coventry
Avon Soaring
Fulmat
Fulmar
Borders
Borders
Fulmar
Fulmar
Illcester
Bicester
Booker
Bicester
Bicester
Avon Soaring
Avon Soaring
Inkpan
Bristol" GIos
Enstone Eagles
Enstone Eagles
London
Bicesfsr
Staffordshire
London
Chilterns

RoIlason. J. A.
Sloner. Anne
Slevens, F. R.
Morris,C.
Smith, G.J.
Francey, J.
Bardgen, A. J.
Robson, D.
WesIon, R. A..
Gelder, D.
Brown, T. H.
Spalding, M. J.
Bailey, R, M. C.
Richards, E. W.
Ling, G. W.
Hueler, P. J.
Burke. E, D.
Godwin, R. B.
Dunthorna, P. A.
Bun, lP, G.
Sparkss, K, W.
Mijlar. J. A. K.
Slonebanks, P. J.
GiR, P. J.
Cooper, R. G.
Fellows, L

7.10
9.10
9.10
10.10
12.10
12.10
5.10
5.10
12.10
12.10
12.10
12.10
7.10
12.10
6.10
9.10
12.10
9.10
12.10
13.10
15.10
23.10
23.10
23.10
26.10
31.10

7356
7357
7358
7359
7360
7361
7362
7363
7364

GOLD DISTANCE

Club
Shropshire
(in Spain)
Booker
Ulster
London
Oxford
Essex
in SoU1h Africa

Name
Hicks, I. H.
Morrow, W. B.
MeNair, W. R.
Downham, E. H. C.
Daser, W.
Reld, A.. G.
Pritchard, B. W.

1986
28.7
1.8
9.8
31.8
28,7
24.8
27.12.82

SILVER BADGE

No.
7348
7347
7348
7349
7350
7351
7352
7353
7354
7355

Name
Gent, A.
Browne, R. A.
Smnh, D. A.
Ling, G. W.
Mnchell, S. J. L.
McErtaan, L.
Slorry, J. G.
Beecham, R.
JOfOY, W. S. R.
Symon.Alllson

Club
1986
Peterboro' & Spaldlng 13.5
643GS
7.9
Four Counties
14.9
Blcester
19.7
Cotswold
7.9
Cranwell
14.9
Slrubby
16.9
Southdown
10.9
C()(nish
14.8
Deaside
1.9

7365
7366
7367
7366
7369
7370
7371
7372
7373
7374
7375
7378
7377
7378
7379
7380
7381
7382
7383
7384
7385
7386
7387
7386
7389
7390
7391

Duncan, Rachel
Jones.R.
Dash, D. J.
Pearce. W. R.
l<arczewski. T. 8.
Marrion. H. J.
Burgess. Susan
Pirie, M. A.
P8Itington, B.
Baufd. A. J. W.
'Pu!1ock, D. S.
May, J. I.
Chicot, L.
Richardson, M. J.
Thomas, C. R.
Slat1ing, Julie
Bruce, K. H.
Sterneroink, J.
WIliltingham, Rachat
Robertshaw., S. P.
Hall, J. S.
Rushbrooke. P.
Tayfor. G.
Harvey, G. R.
Stembrowicz, R. K.
Jotvlson, J.
Denna, J. A.
Scibor-Klaminski, J.
Dewia.A..
Carver, S. J.
Guest, B. C.
Lynch, G. W.
Truman, A. G.
Bashlorth, R. L
Forrest, A.. G.
Rambler, C. J. 8.

Bicester
Lakes
Deeside
Bicester
Coventry
Cranfield
8icester
Deeside
Lasham
SGU
Kent
Bicaster
South Wales
SGU
Surrey & Hants
Newart< & Nons
Midland
Deeside
Bicester
Derby & Lencs
SGU
Lasham

Mend\p
Derby & Lancs
Ouse
Fulmar
Booker

Lesham
Avon

Derby & Lanes
Trent Vdey
Essex

RAE
Derby & Lenes
Deeside
Derby & Lancs

7.9
7.9
19.9
24.8
23.6
14.9
19.7
21.9
31.8
20.7
4.9
31.8
15.7
30.7
9.9
14.9
16.8
20.9
19.7
18.9
7.9
10.9
30.9
7.9
11.10
23.9
9.9
11.10
13.5
7.9
22.9
29.9
10.9
28.9
20.9
28.9

Calendars. If you didn't gel that glidingcalendar for Christmas, don't worry. The BGA still
have a few of ,the excellent 1987 Soaring
Calendar, which features 16 top quality photographs worthy of framing.
Alternatively, the Aerospace Information
Centre of 26 Church St, Stapleford, Cambs
CB2 50S and Hobbies of 9 Knoll Ad, Fleet,
Hants GU34 BPA have copies of the Segelf1ug
Bildkalender. The 13 colour photographs are to
the usual superb standard and defy being discarded as the months go by.

1987 NATIONALS PROMOTION LIST
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

36

McAndrew, G. E. (155)
(ISO)
Miller, A. S.
(lSC)
Smith, J. L. J.
(BC)
Jones, A.
Chaplin, B. M.
(ES)
(BS)
AspIand, W.
Tanner, L. E. N. (EO)
Austin, D. C.
(NO)
(NS)
Atkin, P.
Billy, J./Clad, B. (ISS)
(ISO)
Morris, B. C.
Pobjoy, D. E.
(ISC)
(ES)
Dale, G.
Buckner, G. G.
(BS)
Mitchell, K.
(155)
(BO)
King, Sally
Metcalfe, I. J.
(EO)
Gaunt, T. R. F. (NO)
(NS)
Payne, R. D.
Hutchinson, S. M.(ISO)
logan, M. W. B. (155)
Somerville, S.
(lSC)
(Ol)
Stuart, T.
Cowderoy, R. I. (ES)
Clarke, A.
(Ol)
(BS)
Spencer, J.

27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

50
51

Bastin, J.
(OL)
Walsh, A.
(BO)
Macfadyen, T. E. (Ol)
Costin, M. C.
(EO)
lyttelton, C.
(Ol)
Jones, P. A.
(ISO)
Watson, A. J.
(155)
Randle, M.
(OL)
Rees, A. J.
(NS)
Metcalfe, J. I.
(Ol)
Cunningham, G. W.
(ISC)
Farmer, A. T.
(Ol)
Parker, S. J. C. (ES)
Taylor, K.
(Ol)
wens, P.
(BS)
Mortimer, R.
(Ol)
Hancock, A. R. (155)
Ashdown, I.
(BO)
Zealley, T. S.
(Ol)
Wright. R. H.
(EO)
Stingemore, G.
(Ol)
Hunl, S.
(NO)
Durham, M. W.
(Ol)
Lincoln, A. K.
(ISO)
Rowland, C.
(Ol)

52
53
54
55
56
57

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Fox, A. L.
(NS)
Mather, A.
(Ol)
Knowles, J. A.
(ISC)
Camp, G. W. G. (Ol)
lee, M. E.
(155)
Parry, N.
(Ol)
Hamill,G.
(Ol)
Gidding, J.
(BS)
Sponiswood, J. D.
(ISO)
Bond, M.
(Ol)
Cuming, M. F.
(BO)
Baker, R. J.
(Ol)
Hawklns, Parn
(EO)
Hardy, M. F.
(Ol)
Murphy, T. J.
(NO)
(Ol)
Harmer, P. M.
Boyden, M.
(ISC)
Charlone-Green, J.
(Ol)
(NS)
Sheffield, R. J.
Read, G.
(Ol)
Jones, S. J.
(ISO)
Charlone-Green, Mary
(OL)
lucas, Anna.bel (ES)

75
76

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98
99

(Ol)
Gildea, C. J.
Smith, E. A.
(Ol)
St Pierre, A. H. G. (Ol)
Stafford-Alien, P. (BC)
(Ol)
Feakes, A.
Cumner, G. M.
(EO)
Freeman, D.
(OL)
(NO)
Baker, P. E.
(Ol)
Scougall, B.
(ISC)
Norman, lynn
Brisbourne, R. P. (Ol)
(ISO)
Young, J. R.
Smart, A. M. B. (155)
Dall, R.
(Ol)
Manwaring. A.
(Ol)
Warren, J. R.
(ES)
Wand, J.
(BS)
Oswald, C.
(Ol)
Reed, J.
(EO)
Curthew-Sanders, N.
(Ol)
Austin, T.
(NO)
(Ol)
Hatding, R.
MitcheK, T. M.
(155)
Stonebanks, N. (SC)
Steiner, P.
(Ol).

100 Kingerlee, J.

(ES)

150=Inter-Services Regionals Open Class; 155 = InterServices Regionals Sport
Class; ISC=lnter-Services
Regionals Club Class; BC=
Booker Regionals Open
Class; BSaBooket Regionals Sport Class; EO=Enslone Regionals Open Class;
ES=Enstone Regionals
Sport Class; NO= Northern
Reglonals Open Class;
NS=Notthern Regionals
Sport Class; Ol=1986
Nationals Promotion Oualifying list.
In the last issue, p283, ~
should have read the 1987
Nationals Priority list and not
1986.
J. D. BENOIST,
BGA Competitions
Committee

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

EO JOHNSTON

Last

season Dave Nunn, the winner of ,the
National Open Ladder, had four flights in his
L8-4 covering a total 01 1588km in 22hrs 22min,
an average of 71 km/h. There were also sing'le
flight entries which gained the pilots Silver disIlr1ces.
Cross-country flying is all about enjoying the
sensation of using free energy to see the countryside from the air. The whole idea ot, t,he
National Lad€ler is 10 encourage pilots to apply
some direction to their cross-country flying with·
out entering a nine day Comp, helping them Ily
further and faster and, I hope, get more from their
gliding.
To run any competition all that is needed is a
system by which the competitors can be compared. In the Ladder's case there is a simple
method of awarding points for the best four
flights. Any cross-country over 50km or height
gain over 5000ft will get a score, but some will
score much better than others.
Rather than simply quoting the rules, let us
look at what we are trying to achieve with the
L8:lder competition and how that is reflected in
the scoring system. First, it is a competition
because pilots.achieve better results when they
know their contemporaries are trying a similar
flight. Glides are stretched a little further and
cOmbs worked on a little harder.
Next, we want to make the most of our flying.
That means going fast, because you can only fly
an a/R from Lasham to Portmoak if you are
quick. Therefore there are speed points, and
plenty of them.

Popular misconception is it
encourages. people to dash
round re/atwely small tasks
However, we don't want the Booker Boy Racers to go wizzing round 100km triangles at
2OOkm/h and win thei-adder. Instead we award
points for speed, but many more speed points for
the same speed around a bigger task. One of the
most popular misconceptions about the Ladder
is that it erlCQurages people to dash round relatlvely small tasks. Say a pretty competent driver
takes his machine round 400km at 65km/h,
another pilot in a similar glider would have to do
83.5kmlh round 300km to equal his score.
The Ladder is there for everyone to i,oin in, so
k's all handicapped. And no complaining from
those of ~ with low performance gliooros. Tim
Macfadyen got tired of coming second 'on the
National Ladder when flying K-6s and SHKs, so
he suggested that closed circuit tasks should be
windicapped. Atter a,ll, the wind does usually
blow in England. For Ladder purposes if' you get
back the wind has been blowing at 10.:]Skt all day
- dead across the runway at Aston Down. This
gives lower performance gliders better handIcaps for when they get home again. By the way,
afterTim improved the lot of wooden glider owners he promptly bought an ASW-20 and It then
took him until 1984 to Win the competition!
Finally, the only way to really go further is to
stretch yourself. That meaAS setting an ambitious task and going for it. Before you launch you
must declare where you are going (no more than
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ENATIONAL
LADDER
Ed, National ladder steward, explains just how it works, its
philosophy and scoring system as well as its problems and
complications, so you can have a stab at it this coming
season.
three TPs) with no alternatives or fall backs. If
you chicken out ,belore you get to the Big Dipper
at Great Yarll10utll you dOn't get any speed
points.
After "finally", we come to the ,people whO
don't get back, who turn back or may have just
gone for a stooge about. Those honourable diehards who go on until they reach the only field
they can find with-a pub in one corner and a bull in
the other are rewarded with a measly 2pt/km.
The stoogers and. those who give up are given
only 1pt/km. This is because if you tum back you
will never be sure o.f how far you could actuany
have gone. ,6;ISQ, in encounters with fields (not to
mention bulls or barmaids: fathers) glider pilots
all too freQl:Jentfy come off worse, so I am defi.
,nitelYlilotgoing to give any field landing bonuse~.
Last Of all are height points. You can claim
points lor a height gain greater than SOOOft, but
it's only when you are up to Diamond height are
the lpoints really good. So we have a system for
scoring where you have to set your own lask
which must be a$ long as you dare with up to
three TPs. If you fly like a demon and get back,
you get toos of points. If your mate flies pretty fast
and l00km further, ile will beat you. If he lands
5km short he ~ts the consolation of a bar story
about bulls and barmaids but not many points.
And everyone can play. You don't have to be
aiming for 750km to make It worthwhile. The
Iladder he'lps to give direction to early crosscountry pilots and a good idea 'of yourperfOl'mance whether you are doing Silver distances or
Diamond flights. It's also great 10 see your name
up in lights on the club no·ticeboard and In SaG.
That is the essence o,f the ladder competition.
A nice simple way to award points for glider
flights. Except, that is, for the complications!
There are a few recurring themes whiCIl periOdically hunt the Ladder.
One slight problem is that if .some valiant pilot
flies 751 km but still lands a few miles short of the
airfield he gets very few points. Unfortunately I
can't think ola simple way to reward such efforts
without causing a complete distortion of the scoring system ~e the objectives) throughout the
ladder. Most Ladder contributors agree but If
anyone can suggest a simple way to reward
these incomplete long distance flights I would be-delighted to hear from them. TheSe are the people whO are pushing back the frontiers of our
imagined limits and should have recognition for
their effOrts if possible.
Next, evidence of flights. Until last season the
pilot's word that his declarationwas made before
the launch was accepted and that he had

rounded all the TPs correctly. We all know just
how tempting it is te cut the last few kilometres off
the turn, especially if it is nto wind, at about
1500ft and you have just run into a 6kt thermal.
Without having to take the picture it is difficult to
force yourself to go that bit further.
To set against this temptation is the sheer
volume of Ladder flights. Cotswold GC generally
turn in more than 80. Repeat that over each club
in the country and you have a great deal of
photographs to process. There is about a fifty fifty
split amongst the clubs on whether photos
should be required. I feel a compromise coming
on.
At the moment we allow any crub to require
photos if they wish, but to keep it at local level.
However, I leer that I can't award a National pot
without photographic evidence so if you think YQU
have. a chance of winning the Ladder you must
take photos. You can keep them undeveloped or
get them certified ill! the normal way but at the
end 01 the year I1 will need them Irom the top three
pilots In both sections of the competition. Any
pilot unable to supply photos can not finish in the
top three places.

Hope it will encourage more
clubs to require
photographic evidence of
Ladder flights
To make life easier I am allowing some liberties with how films are dealt with. These suggestions will, I hope, encourage more clubs to
reqUire photographic evidence of their Ladder
flights as they are aimed at getting around the
problem of developing films without getting them
cuI. The more clubs who encourage pilots to take
photographs the better as it is a good discipline. I
always carry a camera and go through the
motions, even if 1don't have any film. This year
the film will be there.
So what of the Ladder in the future? I think It is
an effective and simple way for pilots to oompete
with each other in their club and across the country and thereby improve their cross-country
skills. And that is the way we intend to 90 on.
Think back, you cross-country pilots, 10 your
most memorable flights. There are the long
flights and'the fast ones, but ,frequently it is the
slower struggles when you know you should
have tu~ned back but didn't that end up as the
most memorable. If not, just skip Oil to the next
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Brand new
original R.A.F.
paragraph. The Ladder encourages pilots to
stretch themselves and on the way experience
the best of cross-country flying. Every time a
Ladder flight results in one of these memories,
then the competition chalks up another success.
So we will keep it simple, progressive and
hope to get more people interested. One way to
jump forward would be to follow the lead of the
Germans and Australians who incorporate their
Ladders in their Natlonal rating system. That
thought is still a twinkle in my eye but I hope it will
prompt some comments.
Finally, to join 'in the Ladder competition ask
your club ladder steward about it. 'He will have a
copy of the rules. 11 you haven't got a ladder
steward, then shame on you. Drop me a line
straight away. Tile calculations are very easy, or
if you have a BBC micro I have written a ladder
scoring program in Pascal (stored TPs, gliders,
pilots and all). It won't even cost you mUCh. Then
all you have to do is fly further and faster and get
your submissions tQ me on time!

a

(Write to Ed c/O of the Cotswold GC.)

BOOK

REVIEW
Turnpoints by Gren Seibels, available at
£15.50 including p&p from Hobbies, 9 Knoll
Road, Fleet, Hants GU13 8PA.
At first glance Turnpoints appears light reading, and so it is, but the contents are of great
value to any participant in our sport. Once
again he has brought together and recorded
experiences and opinions on many aspects 01
soaring.
Instructors, computers, cross-country techniques even the psychology 01 those who participate in our sport are all covered in a way which
makes the reader question many 01 his or her,
perhaps long held, opinions.
Gren writes as he sees and this gives the
book an immediate authority. The content, ideally illustrated' by a large selection 01 black and
white photographs by George Uveges, are so
varied they make Turnpoints a potted history
of on!" man's soaring life.
I can endorse the author's own suggestion
that the book provides good reading for both
present and potential soaring pilots.
JOHN GLOSSOP
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FLYING
OVERALLS
•

SKYCRAFT

•

Services Ltd
6 FRENCH'S ROAD
CAMBRIDGE CB4 3LA
TEL: (0223) 315273

Bulk purchase of
these superior top
quality flying
overalls to buy at
1/3rd of the
originat cost

NEW PROPELLERS, OVERHAULS
AND REPAIRS.
FROM THE SPECIALISTS.

o
HOFFMANN

Size
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

PROPELLER

Height
165·173
165·173
165-173
173-180
173-180
173-180
180-189

Chest
84-91
91-99
99-107
84-91
91-99
99-107
91-99

Size 1 to 4 £24,
Size 5-7 £28, P&P £2

,

SUNSAIL

-

introduces

FOTOTIME 2
- the NEW turning point and time camera

- timing to within one second
- the only camera where sealing is obsolete
- the only cemera offering start tima end height
control (when used with Aarogret)

- deliveries commence Spring
£275.00

1987~

•

price approx.

rn

M Urban Trading Ltd,
101/3 Brixton Hill,
London, SW2 1AA
Tel: 01·6740121

AEROGRAF
The Barograph
0And - An wing sea.1ing tape

Also -

ALSO A LIMITED AMOUNT
OF USED EX-RAF Z
HARNESS AT £46 carr £3

SUNSAIL (Andrew Davisl
2 Padstow Close. Macclesfield. 0625 23564

.....................................

Conventionally-Configured
Microlight-Rated
Whisper-Quiet

AMF Microflight limited,
Membury Airfield,
Lambourn, Berkshire,
RG16 7TL, UK

What are you waiting for?

Telephone 0488 72224
Telex 848507 (MIFLI)

~

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

YOUR LETT'ERS
THE USE OF OXYGEN
Dear Editor,
I am surprised that you pUblished the letter
from Charles Wingfield in the last issue, p285,
which suggested a more lax approach to the
use of oxygen than that recommended by the
BGA. The original article by Or Murray Wilson
(June issue, p122) was authoritative and sound
in its advice.
Mr Wingfield's attempts to draw conclusions
about the use of oxygen in gliders from his personal experiences of climbing' are fatuous on
several counts. Firsl, loss of concentration and
Insight, apathy and a raise reeling of well-being
are early effects of hypoxia - one cannot
decide whether one's own menta') faculties are
affected by hypoxia. Secondly, when climbing
mountains the exercise involved tends· to stimulate the circulation, and also maintain body
temperature whereas in gliders, especially in
winter wave, one is frequently profoundly cold
and virtually immobile. Thirdly, survival in these
circumstances in a glider at high altitude
depends on a higtl degree of concentration and
fine judgment in several areas.
When 66 year-old bronchitic Mr Wingfield
(his own description) trekked to 18 OOOft in the
Himalayas he was almost ,certainly hypoxic but
probably in a tow risk situation. Genuine high
altitude mountaineering without oxygen is the
realm of dedicated specialists who do it to
enhance the challenge ot their sport and to
reduce the ~istic support requirements.
The risks of hypoxia do not increase linearly
with height. I can remember being at 11 500ft
one day without oxygen. Another young and
very fit non-smol<il1!!l pilot was 2000ft higher
also withOut oxygen. It took about ten minutes
on the radio before ,I could persuade him that
he was 1BO· disOl'ientated and not where he
thought he was. There were only three octas of
elood cover below us and we were over familiar
terrain. He was I'lQt aware ,of having been
hypoxic until we discussed it after landing.
The BGA rule that oxygen is advised at
10000ft and recommended at 12 OOOft is correct and Or Murray Wilson's excellent article
should be required reading for all glider pilots.
JOHN P. GALLOWAY, Gfenrothes, Fife
(See etSG Gliding Certificates)

WHY DO YOU NEED OXYGEN?

Dear Editor,
The letter from Charles Wingfield ends by
stating that a climD 10 15000ft will probably
prove safe. This is probably true and the same
adjective could be applied to advice to exceed
any other limit. The existing oxygen recommendations are based on physiological
research and military aviation experience
IllIined in the Second World War. Aircrew then
were all selected fit young men. Ascent from
sea level to above 1OOOOft will give a deterioration in all measured performance, and if flight is
prolonged at medium altitude in unheated aircraft, can lead to falling body temperature,
once called "chronic anoxia", which further
Impairs mental and physical processes but will
not recover until rewarming.
Acclimatisation is too slow for aviators, but
when operating from airfields well above sea
February/March 1987

level, the oxygen limits could be calculated
from that.base. Charles Wingfield probably
drove up Pikes Peak frorfl' Denver, itself some
5000ft asl, so no! surprisingly he was better
acclimatised than his car!
It is the task of the BGA and other airworthiness authorities to recommend safe limits for
competent pilots. If one has a good reason to
go outside these limits, it is necessary to first
research and then understand the experiences
of others. Aviation can be a hard taskmaster
and those of us who have been around some
time l1ave buried too many good friends to wish
to see old lessons relearnt.
PETER SAUNDBY, Ministry of Defence
(80th letters are from medical doctors.)

RADIO AND AIRSPACE
Dear Editor,
In considering Vic Carr's letter in the last
issue, p286, some facts are worthy of notice.
It is not true that the cost factor argument
has no merit - £500 for a 720 channel radio is
a major expense for owners of gliders such as
the Olympia advertised at £1850 in the same
issue. I have checked the current sailplane
register and around 40% of Ihe total gliders are
wood and fabric in the £1000-£6000 range of
value. Gliding is not just a rich man's sport, and
many of these pilots also wish to fly crosscountry.
In a recent survey we found that 78% of gliders go cross-country (the sample covered a
third of the total gliders, a reasonably representative sample) but only 21 % have more than six
radio channels. Many have no radios at all. In
the same survey we asked clubs various questions about radio and airspace and the
response was four to one in favour of retaining
access without the need for radio - Vic is not
alone, but he is in a minority.
Until there is a major shift in ownership patterns and opinions, I believe it is still my duty to
negotiate for access to airspace wherever
possible without forcing pilots to increase their
investment by a substantial percentage.
CHRIS NICHOLAS, BGA Airspace Committee

ANY ADVANCE ON 229 AND 244?
Dear Editor,
Gordon Camp's comment in the October
issue, p232, on Graham Pratt having a higher
Gold Badge No. (1162) than Silver (933) suggests a little competition.
Graham's difference is 229; but I can offer
942-698=244, but I am sure others can beat
us. Any offers? (You don't have to have a
Cambridge Silver to compete!)
THE ARMCHAIR PILOT

ANSWERS TO AUSTRALIAN LETTER
Dear Editor,
HaVing chaired the Cross-country session at
the Harrogate BGA Conference last year during which Justin gave his "Gliding Ethic's"
speech. I would like to comment on some of
. the points raised in Mike Cleaver's letter in the
last issue, p285.
First, it should be said that Justin's speech
was very enthusiastically received by the large
audience and some of the points he raised

debated by the Comps Committee this winter.
The general tone of Mike's letter is that the
ban on cloud flying and the extent of the
restricted airspace in force today does not represent a threat to the Australian glider pilot's
perception of his freedom of the air, therefore it
is acceptable for these things to be made
illegal. This is a dangerous precedent to establish because if the situation deteriorates it will
be hard to reverse the trend.
In the UK we have a potential example of
such a problem with the imposition of the
Upper Heyford mandatory radio area. Many of
the pilots I have talked to are now avoiding this
airspace. Instead, they should be encouraged
to exercise their right to fly there just as they
did before, otherwise there is a danger that the
authorities will incorrectly conclude that it would
not matter to the gliding movement if such airspace were prohibited to us altogether.
The CIVV debated the merits of mountain
sites for World Championships at the March
1986 meeting, reported in the June issue of
S&G, p139. Although our view, represented by
Tom Zealley, was against mountain sites for
World Championships, we are certainly not
against competitive flying in the mountains.
There is growing popularity for such events in
Europe, ie the annual World Cup for Mountain
Gliding at Vinon, France, and we would
encourage any pilot seeking to reach British
team standard to gain competitive experience
in a variety of different terrains and conditions.
JOHN TAYLOR, chairman, BGA Competitions
and Awards Committee
Dear Editor,
Contrary to Mr Cleaver's lack of imagination,
Sooker has obtained increases in the height of
. the London TMA on request during competitions etc. This is despite Booker being within
26km of Heathrow, 43km from Luton Airport
and 26km from Northolt which is London's
military airfield, (Bacchus March is 38km from
Melbourne's Tullamarine) and the London TMA
having over five times more traffic than the
equivalenl around Melbourne.
It is obvious from Mr Cleaver's comment
regarding the "perceived need" for cloud flying
that he fails to understand the concept of flying
as a recreational activity as alas do most aviation bureaucrats.
BRIAN SPRECKLEY, manager of Booker GC
Dear Editor,
Inspector Cleaver really advances the most
extraordinary arguments in favour of restriction
that I1 have ever read. His reasons for a ban on
cloud flying appear to be:
1. It is rarely necessary.
2. Not very many pilots want to cloud lly.
The same arguments are equally true Of gliding as a whole; it's 'rarely necessary (except for
the sheer ;Pleasure of doing it - incidentally I
actually enjoy clOUd flying) and only a tiny fraction oflhe population want to glide (less than
1.3%). Doubtless some successor 01 Inspector
Cleaver's will justify a total ban on gliding in
just those, terms - hopefully long after I'm gone.
Regarding the accidents to the low finishing
gliders - it must be obvious that any competitive pilot will attempt to "circumvent ,the rule" in
39
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that way at every opportunity; the ritual washing of hands by the 0 of A reduces their
responsibility by the same amount as it did for
Pontius Pilate.
C. C. ROLLlNGS, CFI, Booker CG

NOSTALGIA
Dear Editor,
'I was intrigued by the mention in the obituary
to Ken Fripp (in the last issue, p281), of his
having built a biplane hang glider whilst a
schoolboy at Dulwich. Thi$ $Ounds like the
same sort 01 contraption that. I fashioned in
AugI,Jst 1930 from plans published in the then
"Boys Own Paper", with a braced wooden
framework (hopefUlly of ash) and laced on
calico. Launching, was on fOOl, as now, and I
can confirm that with perseverance it did,

A
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TWIN III ACRO
FOR MID 1987 DELIVERY
G1098 THIRTY SOLD IN UK
SPRING 1987 DELIVERY
SPECIAL INSURANCE
FOR ALL GROB OWNERS

JOHN ADAMS
Soaring (Oxford) Ltd., Lower End.
Ewelme, Oxon DX9 6HB
0491-31f84
Telex 83141 attn Soaring

brJefly, actually sustain flight. Mine was eventually destroyed through lack of picketling in an
increasing wind, so I, had to wait until March
1935 in a nacelled Dagling along the DI,JMtable
ridge for myoid "C" (No. 381) which I have yet
to improve on, without an engine!
Amid tbe incomprehensible complexities of
the present day sport, or at least of its competitive side, it is :refreshing to be reminded of the
sheer exhilarations of the early days, with
primitive machines, methods and aspirations.
What a joy it was for ab-initiQS to make an
early start on a Sunday, after Idpping on the
floor of the t;>ar in the orginal wooden clubhouse, and spending the day in the company of
such as Doe Stater (bless him), Dudley Hiscox,
Sebert Humphries, Eric Callins, Philip Wills, Kit
Nicolson, Joan Meakin, John Furlong (he of the
Otlfur rings), Dan Smith, and many others. I
was Sebert's air experience passenger in my
photo from a Kassell two-seater in the September 1934 issue of S&G, p144.
REG RESTALL, Taunton, Somerset

A COMMENT ABOUT SUNGLASSES
Dear Editor,
During the summer I bought a pair of Suntiger sunglasses, having read about them in the
August issue, p184. They 'live up fUlly to all the
claims m~de for them - the Clarity is superb
and the cloud definition outstanding.
However, there is one characteristic which I
feel should be brought to the attentiOn of glider
pilots and that is the severe distortion that can
occur to one's perception of altitude, particularly apparent below say 100011 agl. It takes
only a few flights to adjust to this phenomenon
but it could catch out the unwary !pilot in the
early stages. Indeed', I feel it might even be
advisable to take a check ride first ,time round.
On my first flight wearing my SUfiltigers I was
convinced that' was at 900ft agl when my
altimeter was showing 500ft. /I evellcrossed
my mind that I had failed to zefO the instrument
before launch, but quickly realised my error
when I lifted the ~Iasses for a quick peep to
find that I was at only 500ft! Fortunately I was
well within range the circuit. On subsequent
flig.hts I confirmed that this had not been a
one-off freak.
Having adjusted to my Suntigers and the distortion I must say they are the best sunglasses
1have ever worn - worth every penny!
STEPHEN YOUNG, Elgin, Scotland

oe

George Coppen replies: We are pleased to
hear that Mr Young is very impressed with his
Suntiger glasses but we cannot understand

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained ,from most Gliding Clubs in Gt.
Britain, alternatively send £10.80 postage included for an
annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaugtran Way, Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the
magazine and gold-blocked with the title on the spine are only
available from the B.GA
Price £4.25 including post and packing.
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why wearing them seems to ,give him difficulty
with heighl judgment. To date some 4000 pairs
have been sold and nobody else has reported
Mr Young's difficulty. This would suggest that
the glasses do nOt cause distortion. The lenses
are high quality and optically Qorrect to avoid
any such problem. Tlhey clarify" they do not
magnify. Suntigers have an effect on colour
perception and it may take an hour or two to
adjust to this initially. Perhaps Mr Young has
had a little more than usual difficulty with the
colour adjustment.

SCORING SYSTEM CRITICISED
Dear Editor,
To follow on from Brennig James's letter in
the October issue, p223, regarding competitions, here are two examples from the 1986
Standard Class Nationals of how polarised
towards speed is the present scoring system.
On Pay S, with a 290.4km task set, John
Cardiff won witho 265.5km. Soaring conditions
were difficult with heavy cloud oover and weak
thermals, requiring good scratching: skills and
cloud flying. Because only four competitors.
passed "Y" ,the day was devalued to an almost
worthless level by the current rules, giving the
winner 4pts!
Day 4 had tfle first seven IPilots whizzing
round an 'underset task of 296..4km at speeds
of over 9Okm/h In strong and consistent conditions, and no fewer than 38 pilots got .round.
Such 8 day is wonh 1000pts to the winner.
I' think the scoring system needs some revision to reward and encourage a broader spectrum 01 soaring skills. AI the, moment weak
weather skills are undervalued.
MALCOLM HAYES,London

FEAR OF FLYING
Dear Editor,
Whilst admiring the determination of Anthony
Edwards(OCtober Issue, ,p21 0) in overcoming
his fear 01 flying and resuming his gliding
activities, lit was with oonsiderableooncem that
I read amongst his advice, on "fear reduction",
a comment suggesting that "... the real cure is
to minimise Iilead movement whilst lhermalling
- move your eyes instead .. ."
I'm son)' if Mr Edwards and his fellow sufferers find it a problem to move the head under
moderateg loadings, but it is, I consider, of
vital necessity that the head should be constantly on the move, most espeCially durIng
tunns, if adequate look out is to be maintained.
As was said in a BGA Safety Pane'l .report on ,8
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doOOIe fatality following a mid-air collision
"Good look out techniques should be habitual
and (in tuming exercises), look out is much
more important than good handling."
fm afraid that it is just not good enol,lgh for
someone to circle in close proximity to other
gIlders but not maintain a proper look out
because moving the head results in a return of
afear d flying. The only time I could condone a
"Ooo't move the head" policy would be for a P2
il a two-seater with all instructor where the
instructor is aware 01 the physical limitations of
his pupil. Back to the drawing board or the
InstiMe of Aviation Medicine - Mr Edwards - I
might be the guy sharing a thermal' with you!!
BILL TOOTELL, Wellington; Salop

GEL COAT ARTICLE APPRECIATED
Dear Editor,
Unlike Brennig James (see last issue, p287)
I found George Thelen's article on "The Mortality of Gel Coats" (Octooerissue, p226) both
Interesting and informative. But then I have
much to learn and an appetite for any new
Insight into my existing knowledge.
On reflection there must be many like me
who do not have easy access to German airworthiness publications or even an owner's
handling notes for a glass glider but who still
wish to feel Informed on such matters. I am
also convinced that there must be many
would-be contributors to S&G who are dissuaded from giving utterance to their thoughts
in anticipation of this sort of snobbishly disdainful put dOwn from the "experts".
Brennig Jarnes's remarks on problems with
Kevlar seem to indicate that what we really
need resides with him. So why not put your pen
where you mouth Is B. J. and give your alternative. Don't forget to make it as :interesting and
as well iUustrated as the object of your criticism
- and woe betide you if there is some innocent
flaw in ~I
TONY MOSS, Bedlington, Northumberland

PERCY PILCHER
Dear Editor,
I was most interested in the article on Percy
Plcher by William Malpas in the last issue,
p268, but was sorry to see that It contained a
nunter of errors that clearly emanated from
IIIIllIabIe secondary sources.
I have been researching Pilcher for the past
14 years or so, and this spring the Smithsonian
Institute Press is to publish my biography of his
le lrld work, under the title Another Icarus:
PIrcy Pllcher end the Quest for Flight.
Pemaps I may be anowed to make a few comments on your article.
ft is wrong to attribute the fatal crash of the
Hawk to B snapped guy wire. An investigation
01 the circumstances of the accident and of
statements by eyewitnesses reveals a very different and more complex structural failure.
The HaVt1<'s undercarriage was primarily
Intended to facilitate manoeuvring ot the glider
on the ground and to absorb vertical landing
, 8hocks. It could never have withstood the type
of landing described by Mr Malpas "... round-
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ing out and holding off just as our gliding
instructors now teach us". In fact, Pilcher used
the technique still practised by hang glider
pilots, of stalling the machine just above the
ground and dropping to the ground with virtually no torward speed at all.
He did not make "hundreds of glides" near
Eynasfocd. His total gliding time from 1895 to
1 B99 was extremely low. Certainly he made
"tens of glides~, but far fewer than his mentor,
Otto Lilienthal.
There is not one ounce of contemporary evidence to suggest that Pitcher ever contemplated the use of "the vertical air currents
which he was convinced existed higher up". He
never even mentions such currents in his writings. Pilcher's prime Intention was to use gliding experience as a stepping stone 10 ,powered
flight. Nearly all of his flights, including the one
ot "270m" (estimates vary greatly as to the
actual distance covered on this flight), were
made entirely under tow - not just for the initial
launch. He never used a seat in any ot his gliders.
Pitcher's final glider, the triplane, was not
Hargrave inspired. In fact it was directly
inspired by the multiplane and biplane gliders
tested by Octave Chanute and Augustus Herring in Indiana in 1896 and 1897.
Finally, it is really misleading to say that "He
was about two years ahead of the Wright
Brothers", because the comparison·is false. It
must be remembered that his only control was
by body swinging, whereas the Wrights
developed a h.lIl three-axis control system
using pilot operated control surfaces. This
meant that they could build a much larger
machine able to carry an engine, yet still retain
adequate control, while Pilcher's weight-shift
system limited the size of glider or powered
machine that he could manage. The key to the
Wright's success was the mastery of' control
before the application of power. Pilcher's
approach was the very opposite of this" and it
severely handicapped his experiments.
What is especially interesting about his work
is that, like the Wrights, Pilcher made a conscious decision to have an unstable machine
that depended upon his movement for balance
and control, at least as tar as lateral stability
was concerned.
PHILlP JARRETI, Chessington, Surrey

Willlam Malpas replies: It is not surprising
that after 14 years' research Mr Jarrett finds
some simpliflCations in my one page article.
None of his comments materially affect an
assessment of Pilcher's work. Much more serious, however, is Mr Jarrett's confusion in comparing Pilcher's approach to that of the
Wrights. The key to the Wrights' success was
indeed mastery of flight control before the
application of power. Pilcher's approach was
exactly the same, not the very opposite as Mr
Jarrett claims. It is precisely because Pilcher
learned 10 glide before anything else that he
was in the mainstream ot aeronautical progress
along with Caytey, Lllienthal, Chanute and the
Wrights; and, incidentally, thal he now finds a
place in the series "Looking Back."

BRENNIGJAMES

NOT WHAT
IT SEEMED
Flying down a river that runs
uphill!
On August 2, 1977,atabout 11oohrs, when I was
flying from Vinon in my SF-27M to Feurs, having
participated in, a gliding contest there, 'I happened to 'look out of the window and noticed that
the ground: was slowly getting nearer. I, immediately experienced an acute attack of lhe screaming dib-dabs because I was following down the
course of the Loire. Surely I wasn't 1BO" off track?
I took a fi rm grip on myself and poured myself a
drink from the cocktail cabinet discreetly hidden
behind the instrument panel. I took a hard look at
the river and found that the water was, in fact,
travelling in the correct direction, but 'it was only
the ground whiCh was sloping the wrong way.
I eventually arrived at Feurs which was ,waterlogged, and when I landed the lower six inches of
cockpit filled up with water, so I had to remove my
shoes and socks and paddle to the control tower
for assistance. Everything got sorted out eventually and I got home in one piece.
I was reading Nature recently and by chance
discovered the explanation for my observation
(Norman S &Chase, Nature 322 p4BQ--451). 5.5
million years ago, give or take a few weeks, the
Mediterranean was a dry lake and lhe Nile and
RhOne ran into it through deep gorges which
have subsequently silted up,.
Eventually a waterfall was established at Gibraltar which eventually cut a deep enou9h gUlley
to fill It all up. This was almost guessed at by the
ancients. If you read Herodotus he observes how
after the annual inundation In Egypt the level of
the soil rose, so that parts which in living memory
had been marshy had dried out, and he concludes that it was his belief that Egypt had once
been an arm of the sea.
When the Mediterranean filled up, it is' now
very deep in places, the immense weight of the
water caused the sea-floor to descend and also
caused the surrOUnding land to tilt, so the Loire,
which originany ran down the slope of the land,
slowly cut a gorge as the ground tilted, thus maintaining its original direction, of flow.
The reason we know the Mediterranean was a
dry lake, rather like the Dead Sea or Edward's Air
Force Base, is becauseIf you drill cores out of the
deep sea-bed they are full of evaporites, namely
laminations of salt and fossilised vegetation.
These evaporites are about 1km thick, so the
process went on for a very Jong time.
The authors' calculate that the weight of water
would have depressed the sea-floorO.85km, and
the weight of water plus salt deposit 1.9km, quite
enough to account for the tilling of the massif
central. Depending on the rate of tilting, there is a
possibility that some of the rivers may have
reversed their direction of, flow, while remaining
In their existing beds.
This obviously did not happen to the Loire or it
would be running into the Mediterranean and I
would have landed back at Vlnon.

a
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CLUB NEWS===========
Copy and photographs for the April-May
issue of S&G should be sent to the
Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge eBl 4NH, telephone 0223
247725, to arrive not later than February
10 and for the June-July issue to arrive
not later than April 7.
GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH

December 3

ANGUS (Arbroath)
It has been a good soaring season, although
when the thermals were there so was the wind.
GUy Davidson flew a 270km O/R, landing short
at a milk bar!
As a result of hard work by Bill and Jim we are
on the way to having a new winch. At the moment
we achieve an average of 1700ft with the old one.
R.S.
AQUILA (Hinton in the Hedges Airfield)
The hard core (with emphasis on hard!) of the
club enjoyed our most successful expedition at
the Long Mynd with durations by Martin Bell,
Alan Goodman and Jim Hughes and a Bronze C
finally by John Rayment - 27 years after his first
solo!
Congratulations also to David Alexander and
Steve Williams on going solo back at base.
J.R.
AVON (Bidford-on-Avon)
We have had a good year, the best days being
midweek. Our members have had too many
badge claims to mention, so well done all of you.
We also reached the Inter-Club League final for
the second year.
Our trip to Feshiebridge in October was a great
success with everyone getting a badge claim our thanks to Cairngorm GC for their help and
hospitality.
We have increased our single-seater fleet to
five with an Astir CS.
D.B.M.
BATH & WILTS (Keevil Airfield)
Tmphies were presented at Our annual dinner in
November to Joy 'Lynch (the Gordon Mealing
trQPhy for outstanding service o\l,er many years
in editing our newsletter and instructing) and Bob
Hitchen (Keevil ladder trophy for coming 2nd in
the "Tin .and Timber" competition}, his first contest.
Congratulations to Phil Gascoigneand BeriIlard McBride on their full Cat rating; to Tony
McBricle alii going solo and to Dave Strange on
gaining his aircraft Inspectors' certificate.
We thank the backroom boys - Roger Slade
and MelWYl'l Pock (tugs), Peter Higby and Cyril
Needham' (gliders~ and Cave Strange and
RichardMarsh (towing, vehicles) - and all'instructors who have braved the weather to keep us
flying in 1986.
T.K.
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BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
We have had some quite soarable days in
October and November which has kept
enthusiasm high.
The Aboyne expedition was a tremendous
success with everyone gaining Gold and
Diamond heights. OU1 of a possible 20 ~lying
days, 17 were flyable and all were wave days.
We hope, with a bit of luck. that Paddy Hogg, and
Martin Spalding have broken the UK two-seater
height ,record. with a climb to, 27300ft, Ted
Richards climbed to 29800tt but unfortunately
couldn't get any higher due to icing. Congratulations to Jeff Ling, Bob Dennay, Pauline Day and
Nipper Stonebanks on their Gold heights and
Trevor Brown, Mike Hughes, Martin Spalding,
John Hull, Mossie Williams and Ted 'Richards on
Diamond heights. A special congratulations to
Ted 'Richards on gaining all three Diamonds in
only four months. The next expedition is to the
Austrian Alps in May.
Sadly, we had to say goodbye to our resident
American, Danny, who has been flying with us for
three years while at Upper Heyford.
C. &G.
BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)

Karina Hodgson who went solo after school on
her 16th birthday.
All qUiet on the Booker front this issue with much
of the club absent - either flying or crewing at
Benalla!
Fleetwise, the ASW-20 has been sold to make
way for something faster, and the spare Puchacz
will be up for sale just as soon as the tail is stuck
back on.
Our annual records show that every single
Booker prang last year - bar one - involved an
instructor (the instructor has since left!).
Finally, congratUlations to the Booker members of the British team (too numerous to mention individually),

M.F.C.
BORDERS (Milfield)
Our Bocian had a confrontation with a large straw
bale while attempting a field landing - sadly it
was written off and been replaced by a Blanik.

We hope to start full time flying during the
summer, perhaps doing holiday courses and
offering visiting pilots our facilities and excellent
soaring.
We now have winch and aerotow launching
with 1600f! from the winch on good days. Our
hangar is nearing completion after many hiccups
and delay~.

T.P.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
(NympsfieldJ
A succession of enjoyable .wave days have
helped make up for the dismal summer. Members have exploited' them to the full, soaring over
the beautiflJl Severn valley at 9000ft.
We are preparing for the Western ,Regionals
from July 4-12 and applicatioos are welcome.
We are building a K-13 trailer for an expedition to
France this summer.
Andrew Davis left for the World Championships with his Discus and our good wishes.
N.W.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
The wave returned in the autumn with many
badge claims. The best was by Keith Hopping
who achieved a Bronze leg, duration, Silver
height and Gold height simultaneously in a winch
launched K·8. Not to be outdone, Terry Potter
has taken to romping around 400km on wintry
Sunday afternoons.
The occasional non-soarable day has prompted much hangar fattling, including a revamped
kitchen and the start of the long awaited tug
servicing bay.
P.W.
COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
A successful expedition in OCtober to Feshiebridge and Aboyne resulted in Gold heights for
recent Silver C pilots Vanessa Mayo and Mike
Gribble (over 17000ft) and for Simon Housden.
Congratulations also to Dave Jehnson on a flight
to 1OOOOft for his Bronze leg and Silver height!
The Macfadyens are going to Kenya in
December/January to help its club move from
Njoro to the new site at Mweiga.
Our annual dinner-dance is on January 16
when Betnard Bentley will receive the Holland
trophy (best pre-Silver); Richard Furley and AIison Rumbelow, the Macfadyen trophy (twoseater cross-country);. 'Larry Bleakil7l the Bleakinl
trophy (height gain) and Rey P9I'ltecost the Holland trophy (club ladder) and the Daniel's trophy
(best flight), Roy's 520km in his Std Cirrus was
the highest scoring on the National Ladder,
G.M.
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
We' have had some interesting arrivals at Irlus-·
Bos including a Spitfire and a Dakota piloted by
our ex-lug pilot, Rory Ellis. The intrepid duo, Lou
Frank and Norman James, have made yet
another remarkable flight ill the T -21, this lime to
the Isle of Wight.
The weekend mini-courses are very successful. We welcome new instructors Jonathan
Walker, Trevor Tiltey and Phil Spencer. Foll'owing -their success last year, trial' instruction vou·
chers are again available and make an Ideal gift.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Congratulations to 16 year-old Adam Rice on

goilg solo and also to Dave Shatford.

The two or five day holiday courses start in
April with achoice 01 mixed aerotow and winch or
tolal winch courses. We also have a two-seater
CIO$$-eountry soaring course and the 15 Metre
Nationals in August.
D.LS.
CRANFIELD (Cranfield Airfield)
TOIlY and lan Weatherheadr have bought a Dart
from Syerston and Tony has'become an assisIant Cat. Congratulations to Mike Briggs and'
Aobert Hammond on going solo and to Jeff Luck
and Ray Mariott on gaining their Sil\l8r Cs, :Ray
also completing his Bronze C last summer. .
Our thanks to those who helped with the trial
instruction evenings, especially to our Iriends
who bought a T-21 from 'Dunstable when our
Bocian had a snag; to Ken Catlin lor standing in
while our secretary was overseas and to Harvey
Britten who gave two excellent aerobatic dis~ys, one at Cranfield Institute's 40th anniversary.
The tug syndicates' "new" Rallye is operational after ex1ensive refurbishment by our CFI,
Derek Wilcox.

P.J.W.
CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
We held our AGM on November 29 followed by a
peIty in the clubhouse. We looked back on a
lPod y&81 with lots of cross-country flying and
badge gains. We hope to have more expeditions
this coming season,

8.J.H.
CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
~ soaring season got off to a good start and
congratulations to Jane Richardson on her 5hrs,
Jock Weiron going solo and to Floyd Christofferson. Mark O'Connell and Jock Weir on gaining

Bronze legs.

Our open day was a great success with our
complete neet operational including the recently
acquired Falke. Silver distance routes have been
planned and it is hoped that some completed
Slt.ier Cs wil emerge in the near future.
P.J.
DARTMOOR (Srentor)
".. a glorious Indian summer. November
llroIqlt the Dartmoor monsoon though we were
.. able to fly thanks to all the work by a small
fOUP early in the year. To our great joy we
I88Ched the 2000 launch mark before the monIOOIl set n, which we feel is quite an achievement for a small weekend only club. We are
Innly estabflshed here, accepted by the farmers
end landowners and at last our finances are
IOUnd.
We had a presentation to Tim Parsons of the
North Devon GC who has given so much of his
tlme as acting CFI.
F.G.M.
OffSIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
The autumn invasion tested our resources and
we were not found wantingl The weather was
mild and breezy with little rain, so there wasn't
Februsry/March 1987

When Essex GC members Gillian Bull and Michael Jefferyes were married on October 25 both their
gliders, a DG-100 and DG-202, were rigged outside the church to form a triumphal arch. Photo: Ray
Elwell
the usual quagmire in the rigging area.
October produced wave soaring on all but
three days and even on one of those a ~rn door
in the shape of Ralph Jones's trailer got airborne.
On 19 days heights over 15 OOOft were achieved
and ten of those included gains of 20 OOOft. It was
hard work keeping the oxygen supplies going.
The flying hours are still being counted but are
probably in excess of 3000 for a two month
period. We believe there were 21 Diamond
height claims in the month.
November was less good but still enabled a
few of our friends to get some satisfactory soaring.
L.E.N. T.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Our 1986 launch rate isn't much down on the
previous year, with Competition Enterprise helping to give us a total of nearly 33000km.
Congratulations to Peter Hill on his Bronze C.
As he has a PPL, we are hoping he will become a
tug pilot.
The field extension is coming on slowly with
the grass seed germinating.
D.A.R.
EAGLE (Detmold)
Our thanks to Andy Harkins, who leaves us on
posting, for his unstinting work as CFI. Dave
Campbell has taken over with Mike Heelis as
DCFI.
At our AGM trophies were presented to Andy
Harkins, Annie Kelly, Dave Braine and Mac
Thompson.
CongratUlations to Dennis Brunneye on his
Bronze C and to Mac Thompson, Paul Greener
and Dave Braine on completing their Silver Cs.
D.M.C.
EAST SUSSEX (Kitson's Field)
Kitson's Field is now our official address ensuring that Mike's name will be associated with the
club for many years to come. Our thanks to Nikki
Pelling who made the arrangements for this tri-

bute. An ambitious 5/10 year plan will be discussed at a special meeting in January.
1986 wasn't a good year but moral is high. The
special rates to encourage new members was
very successful and our training fleet has been
working to capacity. Congratulations to the crop
of new solo pilots; to Graham Pratt on his Gold C;
Mike Pierpoint and Larry Matthews on their Silver
C and to the many others with Silver legs. But
commisserations to Fred Bishop who missed his
Gold distance by a whisker - literally a few
metres.
J.S.
ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
At last an informal agreement has been reached
to allow us to continue flying off the main runway
and we are now waiting for a formal document to
process. We now expect that visiting glider pilots,
UHMRA permitting, will be welcome during the
week, but note that the fence on the south side of
the runway has been removed up to the first
crossing. Perhaps we can manage some midweek flying ourselves in 1987!
John Halford,CFl, is moving to the south coast
and we are sad to lose him. Our thanks and best
wishes go to him and Jean. Geoff Dixon is our
new CFI.
An encouraging proportion of our short course
members have become full members.
R.J.P-B.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadleigh)
The last two months have been poor and now
either the K-13 or K-21 will be out of action for
their Cs of A. We welcome two more instructors,
Peter Smart and Jim Harkins, the latter being an
A10 pilot from USAF Bentwaters.
Members will be pleased that we have at long
last a lease for our club.
V.H.
HEREFORD (Shobdon Airfield)
We have replaced our Super Cub, which was
expensive to maintain, with a Rallye Commodore
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HOFFMANN PRO,PELLERS for MOTOR GLIDERS
HARDL Y ANYONE WILL KEEP PACE WITH OUR SERVICE

We stocl< NEW & EXCHANGE units
We collect for HOFfMANN SERVICE & deliver fast
We use our own TRANSPORT to save TIME & MONEY
We operate SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
We PROTECT our PROPS with PRQPTAPE - allways in stock
We SUPPORT our CUSTOMERS & are available for ADVICE

SOARING EQUIPMENT LTD.
193 Russell Rd., 8'ham 813 8RR. Tel: 021 449 1121. Telex: 335176 T'FSTRS G

Cotswold Gliders
(Prop. T. Cos:)

C. of A. Inspections and overhauls to all types
Major or minor repairs in glass. metal and

wood

Keslrel/Libelle aileron drive rebuilds a
speciality
Wiring and rewiring of complete glider
electrical systems
Trailers manufactured or repaired
Write or phone
TONYCOX
18 Stanlon H.rcoUl1 ROlld. W1tney, Oxon OX8 6LD
0993 74892 (elfflfl/ng.)

YOU CAN'T SCRAPE

Neogene
Paints
Your specialist paint
manufacturer
C664 High Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 753
C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753
C666 Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics
C667 Scheme "z" Type
Thinners
C668 Low Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 751
C965 Fabric Adhesive
C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner
C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope
The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.

Colour Matching Service
Large or small quantities
supplied
Consult our Technical Advisory
SeNice:
Printa Inks and Paints Limited.
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,
London W2 5HQ.
Telephone 01 289 2271
Neogene Paints (Scotland) Limited,
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 HL
Telephone 031 443 8793
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the frost from your canopy with a
Superchip Nav Computer Mk. XVI
BUT YOU CAN WITH YOUR JSW CALCULATORI

CANOPIES

CALCULATORS

£6 & £9.60
K-8 to Nimbus 3! State Sailplane type
"DOLPHIN" NETIO CONVERSIONS .. £32 & £61
Suitable fOf mo~t $imple varios. The cheapest
available, and the easiest to fitl

*

FOLDING NAV RULERS

£2.50 •

Designed by JSW especially for glider pilots!

VARIO TEST KITS

,

£3.00

Keep your varios tip-top all the time!

PricJ>s include UK postage
SAE for product details to

JSW SOAR'ING

MOST
SHAPES
AND SIZES
IN STOCK

1 The Jollies. Cronc;lall
FARNHAM. Su"ey
Tel: 0252·850299

eJ z. @~@ dfl.@.~ '@.r1!!.Vr1@
ASSOCIATES LTD

IlfI'

WHEN ONLY
THE BEST WILL DO

*
GOOD, OPTICS

*
FITTING IF
REQUIRED

*

PESCHGESB.ECTRONIC VARlOMETER AND NAV
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ARE

THE BEST
-

TliE MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
OFFERS YOU
Excellent accuracy
Unequalled TE compensetlon
Exeanent response
No calibration or altitude errol'$
M..lmum durability
Easy Installation, only pilot and static needed
Optional dial LC raedout as illustrated

niEBEST
ROTARY

BOB REECE, Rematic

VEN11I.ATOR
Prevent dampness,
humidity, and heat
build-up in your trailer.

School House
Norton, Nr Worcester

Contact:

Tel Worcester
(0905) 821334

TED LYS

BOBSZULC

54TORBRYAN
46 GREAVES AVE
INGATESTONE
WALSALL
ESSEX CM4 9HN
TeI: (0922130810
Tel: (02n) 352418
EVENINGS
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operational flying and some unfortunate accidents.
M.S.

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING
(Crowland Aimeld)
Belated congratulations to Bob Darby on his
Silver height and to Peter Wilson on his Bronze
C. We are looking forward to getting a wlnoh,
have marked out our planned runway extension
and are refurbishiDg the fleet 10 take the unaccustomed winch forces. The Rallye back up tug
is for sale.
P.N.W.

Father and son Mike and Stuart Abbot! and Mike Sugars of Surrey Hills GC have put in many hours'
of work to bring their T-31 to its present pristine condition. They bought it from the Ministry of
Defence and it was the last T-301 Stuart flew when being taught to glide three years ago by 615
Gliding Schoo ATC at Kenley where Surrey Hills are based.

and with the gradual' increase in flying hope to
acquire a second tug.
.
Anumber of clubs have been making good use
ofour., particularly on week days, and we are
keen to encourage even more visitors. London
GC, on their second' visit this year, Ihad good
wave in October with a bestclimb of 2QOOOft and
anumber of Gold 'heights.
Our best wishes to Artdy Williams whO is going
to live il Australia and belated congratulations to
Tony Maitland for a joint first in Enterprise.
M.D.
KENT (Challock)
Our annual dinner-dance in October was a huge
success with trophies presented by Mollie Manser. Tony Moulang swept the board by winning
!he League 1 trophy, Best Flight cup, Besl Four
Flights from Kent cup and the Instructors' bowl
and shared the Two-seater cup with GeoffJohnson and the Ridge-run trophy with Robbie Judd.
The Best Flight from Kent and the Best 100km
Triangle trophies went to RM 'Cousins; lhe
Lsague 2 trophy, Davina Hoolahan; the Ladies
Irophy, Ann Johnson; Silver Distance cup, lan
MacLeod and the Ab-initio shield to Christine

Bel.
JoIvl Hoye stepped down as CFI and we thank
IMI for his three years' hard work. Mike Kemp is
I1Ot# CFI.
Congratulations to Bob Burden and Phil Taylor
on going solo and to Ron Baker on his Bronze C.
J.G.
MENDIP (Weston-Super-Mare)
We have gained two new instructors, Peter
.lones and Robert Merritt, Dave Nevill has his
Bronze C and Graham Taylor his Silver C,
Graham collecting the height and distance on his
tst cross-oountry. Dave Capel has QOl1e sole>
nl Dave M'cFarland and Martin Horn have

Bronze legs.
Although we suffer from 0ff shore breezes we
Wl soar the Mendips in south-westerlies. Chris

Crabb, Paul Croote, Phil Hogarth and CFI Ron

Perry had some good cross-eountries in 1986.
FtbruaryiMarch 1987

We now have a clubhouse so our social side is
also on the up and up.

G. T.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Yet again we have broken all previous flying
records as the club continues to expand and
increase its activity. At the AGM in November
Paul Fowler retired as secretary, his place taken
by Paul Garnham, and Dave Cole from the committee, though Dave will continue to supervise
the clubhouse extension. We thank them both
and welcome Howard Rutherford to the commit-

tee.
N.B.
NENE VALLEY (RAF Up wood)
We held our annual group members' meeting on
November 22 when Jim Rignall was elected
chairman, with Roger Emms as Secretary and
Richard Meayers as treasurer. The rebuilt K-7
has its C of A and congratulations toJohn Young
on becoming an instructor.
T.S.
NORTH WALES (Pen-y-Parc, Nr HoIywell)
Summer didn't arrive until October when members made Ihay on the badge flights. Edgar
Davies, one of our oldest members, got his B, as
did Mike Lloydand Mark Robert$. Andy Deyes
went sole> alier persevering for five years -and
Geoff Glazebrook has both 'Bron~e legs.
Congratulations also to Robert Vaughan on
his SilVer ,height, to Rory McGough on becoming
our second home.-grown assistant Cat and to
Brian Sedgewick on completing' his Silver C.
, D.J.
PEGASU$ (RAF GCitersloll)
Eric Cooper is back from hospital fully recovered
from his accident. Congratulations to Riok Fells
and Cl1ris Marsden on going solo and to all our
trophy winners at the AGM in November.
last year we achieved 5175 launches and
some 740hrs despite bad weather; weekend

SCOTTISH GUDING UNION (PMtmoak)
One of our gliders was missing - at least for a
night. A pilot caught out on Bishop Hill In orographie cloud made a safe landing but when he
returned with a retrieve crew couldn't find the
glider. With darkness setting linaOO a gale blowing the search was abandoned, Tf\e next day
they were relieved 10 find it with ooly minimal
damage In a narrow gulley with {he wings almost
supported by higher g(e>l,Ind ()n bOth sides.
October was good with at least one Diamond,
seven GOld heights and many SilVer legs.
Congratulati0ns to George Miller on Ilis Silver
C, to Vic Roberts andl Peter Glennie on going
solo, Peter for tbe second time after a 16 year
break, and to those who collected trophies at the
ermual dinner-dance, especially Brian Scougall
whose Diamond, distance and other flights gave
him three.
This year we have an increase in members,
launches and course members and Qur fleet is
c()lli1p1ete with two of everything (K-13, K-S and
Sport Vega) plus the Bocian. The spare K-13 we
are building, is almost complete.
The bar has been given a refit. Winter flying
coliltinues on Tuesdays as well as at weekends,
end from tl1e start of the CQurses at the end of
March we resume seveh day operations and
welcome visitors.
M.J.R.

SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill, Nr Hungerlord)
We had 99 club flying days, which is high for a
mainly weekend operation, and 32 trial instruction evenings.
With the help of the Sports Council we are
buying two training aircraft. This will reduce our
debt to our patrons Monty and Wilf who have
supported us since our inception in 1979 by renting us aircraft.
We willr congratulate Jonathan Mills when the
weather anows him to complete the flying part of
his assistant Cat course.

R.S.
SHROPSHIRE SOARING (Sleap Airlield)
We have had many wave flights over the last
year, some. to 26000ft and cross-countries as far
as the Welsh coast.
Hans and Litta Wiesenthalsadly have left us
after a five year stay. Hans packed in SOOhrs,
comilig with a MosqUito and leaving with a Ventus, and showed us what a 15m ship could do.
. Lilta, the perfect crewperson, was a great asset
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Congratulations to John Bachelor and Colin
Whatmough on going solo and to John Storry on
his Silver C. Alan Ely's wave exploits are, an
inspiratioF'l to us all and we still haven't figured out
how CFI Phil' Becker can fly cross-country into
wind when we can't manage it downwind!
Past members are welcome to visit us, especially those from the Bardney days.

to the club and our thanks to them for all their
inspiring efforts.
Hans Wiesenthal, Allan Levi and Dan Hicks
went to F'uentemilanQ$ in Spain in July and on
·one day flew 750. 500 and 300km respectively.
Our horizon at· Sleap is now tentatively five
years. Anyone got a spare airlield?

PLU.M.

P.J.T.
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
SWINDON (Sandhll/ Farm)'

Our tw1n-drum winch is being fitted with professionally built, re-designed boxes which we hope
will give better launches. We thank Peter France
and others for this work.
October gave 'us training dayswith some wave
most weekends, whilst November brought 1.5
times the average rainfall, leaving an often waterlogged field. On November 15 Angeles Yorkas
contacted 4-6kt wave over Hereford climbing to
19000ft.
K.A.B.

We are now well established at Sandhill Farm
with both winch and aerotow facilities and can
look forward to the season with optimism rather
than desperation.
Last year we achieved our first cross-countries
from the site. CongratUlations to our three new
instructors, Les Clark, Steve Parsonage and Jim
Whelan, and to Kevin Hale whO resolOed after a
two year lay-off.

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

STRATFORD-ON-AVON (Long Marston Akfield)

An end of season four day task event produced
very creditable cross-country flights, particularly
from the wooden ships with Phil Potter (Skylark
3) completing a speed 1OOkm triangle and Frank
Jeynes a superb 180km O/R in the club K-8.
Our special thanks to retiring chairman Peter
Candy for his superb leadership over the years.
Tony Edlin has taken over, demonstrating his
seemingly boundless commitment to the club.
Congratulations to Sharon Edlin on going solo
and to Chris Morris for his Gold height at
Feshiebridge. Our wave hunters are planning a
return trip to Portsmouth in the spring.
C.M.

(TALGARTH)

Bookings: Secretary, B.M.G.C.
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye
Powys HR3 5NT
Tel: 04974-583/0874-711254

---

122 Main Street, Stillington,
York Y06 1JU

20B.

James McLeod. our 73 year-old veteran who
soloed last year, gained his Silver height on
November 30 with a wave climb to 7000ft.
B.B.
VINTAGE

The annual Vintage Glider Club perlormance
prizes went to Werner Tschorn (Germany) for a
31 Okm triangle from Frechen, near~ologne, in a
Weihe and tou Frank and Norman James (1 -21 )
for 210km from HusBos to the Isle of Wight.
Restoration prizes were won by MichaellBeach
(Gull 3), Bill Manual (building again his 1931
Crested Wren), David Strange (~-3). Hughes
Beslier, France (Arsenel 411 H, Christian Ravel
and Pierre Plane. France (Air 102) and Paul Ser-

--

Special features:
Fin waterballast tank
All controls inclUding ballast
auto-correct on rigging
GLASER - DIRKS
,-_-J,~/I---_w_in_g_S_e_n_ti_re_IY_Ca_r_bo_n_fi_br_e
_ _-=--SAILPLANES

I
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UK Agent Since Inception
DG Instrumentation and
C of A Our Speciality

I
I

,
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Ten members had a highly successful trip to
Aboyne in September which looks like 'beooming
a~regular pilgrimage. Everyone had a wave flight
of over 10000ft during six good days with
Qiamond height for Bob Baines and Mick Ward:
and Gold height for Mike Phillips, Briar\ Guest,
Steve Crust and Andy Cullum.
We have two more instructors, John Williams
and Paul Holland, John being the club's
youngest at 23.
CongratUlations to Vin Geraghty on his Bronze
C and to Earl Masztalar'on going s%and quickly
converting to the K-8.
L.W.

I

AUSTIN AVIATION

BG-liIlIf -

TRENT (Kirlon-;n-Lindsey Airfield)

Jim Weston and Jeremy Bryson are representing
Ireland in the World Championships and we wish
them every sucees.
Our Citabria tug is for sale after many years'
good service as well as a DG-400/17 and a PIK

Situated in the Brecon Beecons Netional Park
amongst the highest mountains in South Wales.
Telgarth has more soarable days than any other UK
gliding club. Longest ridge roules; wave ,n all wind
directions.
In 1985 the Club average flight duration was 11
hours. Surely the premier location for any soaring
course. Courses run from mid March to mid October
and include holidays. introductory end advanced
mountain flying cross country courses.

Following a shaky start to 1986 when closure
was considered, we now have a sound financial
base, equipment and aircraft in good order and a
solid band of keen pilots. Our thanks to those
who made it possible.

P.M.

ULSTER (Bellarena)

GLIDING
CLUB

STRUBBY (Strubby Airfield)

We 'have the use of some adjoininglland for a
NE-SW strip. The major task is to dismantle our
hangar from South Marston and re-erect it on the
new site.

I

Ask About

,
I
I

New OFVLR wing section with low bug and rain sensitivity
Span - 15/17 metre
Wing area - 10.95 to 11.59 sq metres
Empty weight - 255kg. Max weight 525kg
Water ballast - 180kg both 15 and 17 metres
DG-300 wins Northern

The New Glass-Fibre Trailer

r

Telephone Easingwold (0347) 810·255
24hr Ansafone takes 2min message

t==:=::::;.,i=::=:=j

1

* DG-300 47300 OM ex-works
*OG-101G 38200 OM ex-works
Option list for DG·600 is now open for 1987
'This price is for complete aircraft LESS instruments

I

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

ries and MOnster Oldtimer Club, Germany
(Goevier 2).
ABAC 7, 'Gull 3 replica and Dagling in Britain
and a RhOnadler and Habicht in,Germany should
all fty this year. Work is alSO proceeding on a
Grunau 8 two-seater, a Grunau 9 primary, the
V·20 and a Sky in Holland, - it was flown to 1st
place by Philip Wills in Ihe 1952 World ChampIonships in Spain.
Our thanks to Peter Woodcock and Sally
Shephard,forselling £1600' worth of our goods at
the International Rally at lasham.
We have two International Rallies this year in
Germany and Austria Md our National Rally is at
C8JTllhiU. Details from the secretary, Gooff
Moore. Aerwa, Shootersway Lane, Berkhamstead, Herts., Tel. 04427 73258.
C.W.

WELLAND (Midd/aton)
Congratulations 10 Mart.in McEvaddy, Dave
Strachan, Wallace Wilson 'and Bernard Underwood on their Bronze Cs; to Bert Creighton on
going solo; to Andrew Parrish and Dave Stanbridge on resoloing and to Alan BLJshnell, Barry
Chadwick and Keitl1 Start on gaining their assistant instructor ratings to give,- us seven instruc-

ns.

from August 16-22 and' handouts will be available soM.

0.8.
WREK/N '(RAF Cosford)
The MT is improving new that we have finished
the Beaver. Our thanks to Des for delivering it
and a special thank you to Pete Evans and John
Phillips whO spent eight ool'lSecutive weekends
building it.
Congratulations to M. Salt on going solo, to I.
Salt 01'1 converting to the K-18 and D. Rhodes on
his Bronze leg.

WOLDS (Pock/ington)
Awards at the annual dinner.dance in November
Included sue Room (most progress), Derek
Roddie and Mike lhompson (most meritoriQus
ffight) and Club ladder la Alan Hunter who ,also
lied fOl the Longest Flight oup with Les Cooper.
Our annual programme of Bronze C lectures is
wen underwa~. run as usual by Ray Andrew.
We seem to have located a source for that
bogey of Falke Stamo engines - :pistons, - and
wfD be glad 10 'let anyone have the information.
The WoIds Two-seater Competition will be

JOHN
EUIS
0165-89431

Cor both beginners and experls.
ProCessional instruction, full grOund
crew. tropical sun and superb soaring,
together with excellent accommodation
and Cood.

J.A.
WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
The October expedition to Aboyne was a great
suocess. Congratulations to Steve Welch who
reached 24500ft, a pOssitlle Club reoord, to Mike
Law and Don SCarfe on Diamond heights with
2005Qft and 20400ft respectively and to Pete
Brennen on Gold height to 15OOOft. Commiserations to Pete Howarth who missed his Diamond
by 1,OOfl after climbing to t9'700ft.
Best wishes 10 Paul Shaw who leaves for
Germany in the New Year.

/J.B.

W, wish our chairman, Don Martin, a speedy
recovery. Work on our new winch and general
refurbishment of equipment continues during the
winter.
R.H.S.

gliding holidays

---PIGGOTT-.------

Windcones made in MinistryofDefence
Hypalon@, also In nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright Of'ange.
National. Advertising Flags and
Banners.
.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Timber - suitable for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOTI BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanlord Rivers. Nr. Ongar. Essex eMS 9PJ

BC

SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

Tel 0277 363262

Powered Sailplanes (UK)

BOB
MeLEAN
0904-83653

D-G400

le,UK ~a.c~ory. trained and approved repair agents for a.lI Glaser-Dirks' ilR/4 neIE

LEAN' A\l)ATION"lHE AERODROME, RUF
February IMarch 1987

, YOR
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COTSWOl.D GLIDING CLUB

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL lYPES OF SAILPLAN ES
BY BGA INSPECTOR

HOIUIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.

JOHN SMOKER

FULl DETAILS fROM:

9 ANSON WAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422
Holiday course members and visitors
welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £115 to £160 with accommodation (flying extra). For details write to
Bristol and Glos Gliding Club, Nympsfield,
Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3TX. or phone

ERIK BLACK LAMONT
56a SCHOOL ROAD
CHARLTON KINGS
CHELTENHAM GL53 BBE
Tel: 0242- 31031

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS

0453 860342.
Open all week April-OCtober

Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

BORDERS
GLIDING CLUB

FABRIC

GALEWOOD AIRFIELD, MILFIELD
WOOLER, NORTHUMBERLAND.

Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

Ideally situated at the foot of the
Cheviot Hills. Provides Wave,
Thermal and Hill Soaring.

(I

COVENTRY
GLIDING
CLUB
• Good launch facilities
• Aerotow Winch

LeN .

• Good field

:)1

• Beginners
Welcome

NOW flYING 7 DAYS,

*
*
*
*

IApril to October)
•
•
•
•

Winch & Aerotow facilities
Resident Instructor & tug pilot
No airways or controlled airspace
Courses from May to September
Write or phone [he Secretary

0670 790465
April 1987 onwards
06686 284lAirfield)

If

Holiday Gliding Courses
for Beginners
and
Motor Glider PPLs
and Conversions
Stay in lovely 16th Century farmhouse
Ring L1. on 0304 824888.
or write,

Food
Accommodation
Video & TV
Excellent -Bar - Real Ales

• 5 day & 2 day h\Jliday COlilrses
(Intensive training courses held
weekly)
Coven1ry Gliding Club
Husbands BO$wQrth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics. LE17 6JJ
Tel: (08581880521 . (0858) 880429

The Secretary, 22 Ma.on. Rise.

Broad.r.ir•• Kent CTlO 1AZ

I

The club is open ·to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Ouxford
throughout the year, mostly at weekends.
We run 3 day "IntrOduction to Gliding
Courses" in April and May, and full 5 day
courses for Ab-Initios and Solo pilots from
the end of May to the end of August.
For general information write to

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Road, Puxford. Cambs
For Course details write to

The Course Secretary
.
6 Camslde. Chestertol'i. Cambridge
Tel. 10223.67589
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CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
at

Perranpor.th,

Cornwall

Courses from May to September
Under BGA instructors. Beginners welcome.

Trevellas i\irfield is only one mile from
Perranporth's golden
sands.
one
of
Cornwall'S favo\:lrite family holiday centres.

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
14 14a, KENWYN STREET, TRURO
0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evening)

NORTH HILL BROADH~MBURY·DEVON •

Our 'ri.ndl, club ,I, ,et in th. fin••t
cauntr,.iil. cia.. t. the M5-ideel far bath
gliel.r pilot•.•nil '.mir,.
BfGINNf~S' TASK WfEKS
5 O.y 'CDurw Jun. 15-21
[11'5
Augusr 3-1

j

•

•

SUPACAT

•

Cl'60

•

c;i~:"L:.~=:

Apply: Norm.n ,Ion.. 11 W.II...,., W.,!

•

•

••
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

• Wave ,Thermal. ,Ridge
• Minimum Air Traffic Restrictions
.. Hard Surface Runway
• All Aerotow ,2 Two Seaters
• Grob 109B Motor Glider
in the mud/cloud/
,
launch queue/rut?
Try us:
• Caravan, Camping, Trailer Spaces
• Canteen, Bar, Airfield Facilities
• Full membership from £35

STUCK

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Shobdon Airfield, Nr. Leominster

059284·220
THE

GRANGE

Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September.

PORTMOAK?
The newly opened GRANGE at
Scotlandwell welcomes glider pilots
and their families. Friendly
comfortable accommodation. Only!
mile from airstrip.
Phone for brochure and rates.

High on the Wing, the fields below
Black hedged and grey and white with snow
Winter ridge soaring with waves on high
Alone on the wind with Gold in the sky.

Good local soaring and cross-country.
Courses to suit your requirements.
Private owners welcome.

High on the hill I try in vain
to reach a wave, that height to gain
Slots that open and move away
Closing the gaps for another day.

Please contact:
Course Secretary
Marchlngton Gliding Club
Marchlngton Airfield, Morton lane
Marchlngton, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283 222046

High summer and climbing blind
Groping for Gold or a Diamond find
Thunder and lightning as gyros sing
Beaten by ice on perspex and wing.

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
Holiday courses from June to September - beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the
year - Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SLMG).
VIsiting Aircraft welcome ideal
cross~untry site cheap aerotows
and temporarY membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site
- licensed bar.
Write/o

The Course Secretary, B. L. Owen
&4 Chapel Lane
Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 OON
TeI: Wymondham 605444 Evenings

High on the Mynd perchance to dream
of near miss stories of Gold agleam
Like fisherman's tales of derring-do
The yarns of the bar are (almost) true.
High in the blue of Australia fair
I went digging for Gold and Diamonds there
Blue mountains and forest and desert too
The drought and the distance but no breakthrough.
High on the downs near Cissbury Ring
The summer sun glints on a distant wing
An out and return and a hope for Gold
Ends far from home, frustration untold.
High on the launch at Sutton Bank
The tow plane out on the starboard flank
An iced up Ottfur and hailstones too
Wave slot that beckoned is lost to view.
High on the mountains of Wales I flew
Looking for wave and that Gold breakthrough

,SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

Doug Carter

VISITING

FOOLS' GOLD!
MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB

I never found it
No longer can try
Grounded for keeps when my luck ran dry.

Advertisements, with remittance, should be sent
to Chelron Press Ltd, 7 Amersham Hili, High
Wycombe. Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate 35p a
word. Minimum £7.00. We can accept black and
white photographs at £3.00 extra. Box numbers
£2.40 extra. Replies to box numbers should be
sent to the same address, the closing elate for
classified advertisements for the AprlVMay Issue
Is 4th March, 1987.
SERVICES
CONTACT MARTYN Wells for glider repairs and maintenance. Aluminium trailers ex-stock. Fittings, rigging aids etc.
All al compet~lve prices. Tel 0608 84217.
WINCHES BUILT safe and strong. Can deliver on trade plates.
Tilt cabs for easy maintenance twin drums. TeI John Bourne
0405 860907.
PUBLICATIONS
PILOTS INTERNATIONAL, Br~ain's new magazine for all Air
Sports. Send £9.00 (special price for gilder pilots) for annual
subscription to: Pilots International Limited, 12 Elrnbank Way.
London W7 3DG.
NEW ZEALAND "Gliding Kiwi" otticial Gliding Magazine 01 the
NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and alternate months.
Write NZ Gliding Kiwi, Private Bag, Tauranga, New Zealand.
£8.50 Stertlng for year's subscription (Inclusive or postage).
AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monthly publication of the Gliding
Federation of Australia. Editor Allan Ash. A complete coveraga
of Australian Soaring and exclusive features 01 international
Interest. Subscription. Surface mail $A 18.20, airmail SA42.oo,
payable in Australian currency or by International money order.
Box 1650, GPO, Adalaide, South Australia 5001.
"SOARING" - otticial monthly Journal of the Soaring Society of
America. The only US periodical devoted entirely to the sport.
For SUbscription send S25.OO US by international money order
or International cashiers check payable to the SSA at PO Box
E, Hobbs, New Mexico. 88241-1308, USA.

CANOPY DOCTOR
CANOPY REPAIRS, MODS., etc.
Robin Bull, April Cottage, Lower Hopton.
Nesscliffe, Salop, SV4 10L
Tel: Nesscliffe (074 381) 231
Nat. Grid Ref. SJ 381 209

SUTTON BANK

For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING -12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record Is 30 200ft. Club record gain is 29 500ft. Both from the winch
Our rates are amongst the best - £8.50 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our fully licensed
residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES - April to October
Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
February /March 1987
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NIMBUS 3: approx 650 hrs, no accidents, no
gel cracks.

FLY WfTH THE EAGLES - AGAIN!
Start the Season. Gliding in ITALIAN
ALPS at Aero Club Valle d'Aosta
throughout APRIL for SPRING WAVE.
Single seater & two-seater flying in
British registered gliders (Italian
licence not required). Facility for
Private owners. May require tug
pilot with Robin DR400 experience. (Aosla again Autumn.
Courses/holidays arranged UK
May-August). Details from
Nigel Palm er, 10 Bradley Close,
Longlevens, Gloucester G12
9LA. Tell04521 414558.
FOR SALE
DAMAGED REPAIRABLE Schempp Hirth Open Cirrus. For
details lel 0778 347506.
DAMAGED REPAIRABLE M 100-S (not previously advertised). Trailer available. For details tel 0778 347506.

GRP TRAILER: low line, outstanding towing,
excellent brakes, easy loading.
INSTRUMENTS: Alt, T&S, mini vario, NH,
Bohli, chronometer, voltmeter, Dolphin,
electric nav vario, 4ch memory 720ch
radio, drag monitor, A 12A oxygen system.
EXTRAS: C of G shift, disc brake, large outboard tanks, reprofiled wing.
ANCILLARIES: inclUding 70 gallon waterballast trolley, towing out kit, lrestles, water·
proof covers for the complete machine.
PRICE: MUCH CHEAPER THAN NEW!

Tel: John Delafield (08675) 2357 (days)

NIMBUS 2(57) complete compemion outfit. Full panel, parachute, barograph, battery charger, ground radio with AMF
trailer including waterballast trolley, solo towing gear, wing
covers, solar charger. Tet 0488 72224 (day), 0488 82649
(eves).
INSTRUMENTS, SECONDHAND In good order. Altimeters,
ASls, varios, T/S, aocelerometers. Tel 0778 347506.

PIK 2OE, high per10mlance motor glider. Well equipped with
GRP trailer. 1/4 share based Burn, Selby. £4000. Mike J<1yce,
0924 360458.

WOODEN CLOSED trailer to suit 15m sailplane. Exterior
covered GRP and paimed. £550. Tel 0778 347506.
STD CIRRUS, C 01 A, Registration 724, lull panel, barograph,
old parachute, good metal trailer £9850. Currently at Dlshforlh,
could arrange to view Lasham. Tet Peter Williams 0784 61500
ext 290 (days). 0252 511314 (eves).
CAMBRIDGE Mk 4 vario with speed director. Also
aocelerometer. Tel Chris Littleton 01 624 2934.

ASW-20FL. New Jan 83. One owner. Full instrumenls: Cambridge vario and Mk 4 speed director, Wlntervario and Dolphin,
Avionic Dittel720 radio, horizon, Schiantz compass. Wing and
fuselage covers. Tow-out gear. Komet trailer. New C of A win
be provided from date ot new ownership. Beat the failing £.
Only £19000. Tet Laurie Beer, 02406 3384 eves.
KESTREL 19 share based Husbands Bosworlh. Excellent
condition. Comprehensively equipped. Represents best share
available today. Tet 0604 890166.
KESTREL 19m. Fantastic performance for money. Hull complete with all mandatory mods and metal trailer. £85OO+VAT,
instruments negotiable. All offers considered. Tel 0483 232576
eves.
VENTUS B, 15/16.6, comp panel, parachute, barograph, AMF
trailer, all fittings and tow out aids, view at Dunstable. TelO908
566171 (eves).
VENTUS B, 15/1 6.6m, less than 50 hrs from new and immaculate. Many extras inc oxygen, Bohli vario and compass, Cambridge nav director, Becker720ch radio+groundstation. Cobra
aluminium trailer, parachute, fabulous package. Gordon Lane
01444 2069,
1/2 SHARE Cobra ISm outfit. Excellent condition, based Usk.
Tet Pontypool 55623 (eves).
BLANIK IN good condition. Transport to UK can ba arranged.
Offers to Tim Dickenson, Avionics Support, RAF Akrotirl,
BFPO 53.
Std CIRRUS 'hull and basic instruments. Good condition. Airbrake mods, waterballast, £10500. View Nympsfield. No time
wasters please. TeI 0249 657133.
SPECHT - TWO'SEATER vinlage trainer with or without
trailer. Offers 0760 62501.
I.·SPATZ 55, good condition, fuselage recently stripped,
repainted and re-covered in Ceconile. Basic instruments,
covered trailer Included in price of £1950 ono. Tet Les Cooper
075923579.

STS AV760 VOR. A 720 channel radio with VOR navigation
lacillties, LCD display, ten memories, 4 scan modes, clock,
many other features. Supplied with Niced, aerial, 2 chargers,
3 yr guarantee. £370. Leighton Buzzard 384301.
CARMAN Ml0o-S complete w~h Instruments, radio, parachute and Winter barograph. Performs slightly better than
K-6CA. Excellent condilion with C ot A to Sepl87. Comes with
closed 2 yr old glasS/ply trailer in good condition and all rigging
aids. £4500. Tel 0296 415251 (day) or 0844237011 (eves).
COBRA 15, C of A, full Instruments include Bendix horizon,
nicads, PZL with Dolphin, Cook electric with audio, wooden
trailer with riggingltowlng aids, all fOl' £5500. Also Winter barograph, oxygen, parachute, TR 720 radio, Pye Ranger mobile.
Tel 0962 712201.

(08675) 4125 (eves)

OPEN TRAILER to suit K-6, K-8 etc. Easily modified to other
types. £150 ono. Tel 0778 347506.

MISTRAL C, 1985, low hrs, excallent condition, basic instruments, 1:37.5, with or without trailer. £12300-£13700. Tel
Belgium 011 36 3100.

GOTTA FRIEND? Two 1/3 shares available in Lasham based
PIK 200 (carbonspar). Ballas~ naps and brakes. Full panel,
radio, barograph, parachute. Factory trailer, lull aids. £3700
per share. Tel 01 669 2905 or 01 643 4193.

PARACHUTES. ie Security 350 (with bladders) £500 8eget.
nug Bildkalenders (few left) £9.78. Price list of books etc with
SAE, Hobbies,9 Knoll Road, Fleet, Hants GU13 8PA. Tet 0252
615365 (eves).
SYNDICATE DISPERSAL sale - two vgc K-8 type L-Sptaz
gliders, trailers etc. £1800 each (negotiable). Also prime condl·
tion SHK, radio, oxygen etc. Trailer requires recover, hence
only £5500 ono. Tel Brian, 083483 630 after 7prn.
WILLS SWALLOW with original logo. Excellem cond~ion, one
years C of A, with trailer. Tel 0241 73566.
K-7 recently refurbished and recovered with Seconite. Excellem condilion, one year's C of A. TeI 0241 73586.
K-8, good condilion, total energyvario, excellent altimeter, C of
A to Sept, open trailer, £3500. Tel Mike Grange 0437 720895.
NIMBUS 2B, fully competition equipped with all instruments
and radio, oxygen, parachute, barograph. One-man towing out
aids and recently refurbished trailer. £15250 ono. Tel 0529
304534 eves.
CLUB LIBELLE. Very well equipped with closed trailer, £7500.
Well known throughout the RAFGSA. Can be seen at Cosford
or Cranwell. 0476 73163 or 0949 60055.
SKYLARK 4, new C of A, excellent condition. Trailer, barograph, £4400. Also new parachute £500. View Dunstable. Tet
044275618.
STD L1BELLE, immaculate complete outfit. New metal trailer,
full panel ADC, oxygen, water, air and ground radios, parachute, barograph, rigging aids etc. Tel 0769 4216.

GLASS TWO-SEATER; realistic offers invited lor this ideal
syndicate or advanced training outfit: comprising t 881 Schaibe
Delphin SFH34, excellent Instrumentation, superb fully fitted
AMF aluminium trailer. View at Booker. TeI Woodward 0494
449022, Neal 062882 4669 (answerphone).
TIMBER TRAILER, glass-fibre finished, suitable for K-13 or
similar. TeI 0763 89460 (Harts).
SCHLEICHER ASK·14 single-seater motor glider based on
the K~. Low engine hrs, electric start. new 3 year C of A, full
panel and redio equipped. Pristinecondition. £1 0 500. Tel 0296
661158 or 025 672 2719.
ASW-20L, iolstrumented to Nationals standard Including 720
channel radio, oxygen, 81moet new thin-back parachute, 1oWout aids and good metal trailer". Low hrs, fine condition and fu.
ColA. £19500. Based at Dunstablti. rei Robin May 0582
604043.
K-6E (1969), vgc, no pr8l'l!ls, one owner !orllastlOyrs. WellInstrumented. including .l8ctric vario, Irvin TE and neltO,
TM~1 radio, EB 62 parachute, LinMe trail&{ (1979), in excel·
lem cond~ion with rigging aida and tow-oul. Smith,. 0963
251107 (eves).
K-13, shares for sale. Excellent condition, low hrs, metal trailer,
radio, full Instruments, barograph, based Lasham. £1200 ne~
TeI 07372 48419.
NIMBUS 2C (1981). Superb condition, under 300 hrs, complete with custom-mede Comet trailer. TeI 01 9304785.
LS-3, excenen1 condMlon, glass-fibre trailer, basic instruments,
electric vario, 720 channel radio. B'I"gain £145OO+VAT. A
Misler, Norway. 'tel 0284 4809 (day), 0267 6565 (eves).
KESTREL 20M, C of A ,10 August 87, Tarva glass-fibre trailer,
instruments, redio. parachute, \Wo-man rigging aids. £11 500

ono. Tel' Pope (office) 01 741 2194.
MOBILE RADIO for car. Pye Cambridge remote-unit type.
Fitted 130.4, 130.125, 130.1,129.9, 128.6 (receive VoImetS)
room tor a couple more. £f60 completll! with mountings, microphone. Recent I9rvice, working order. Fendt, 015791813.
Set heavy-duty wing covers ASW-20L - offers.
PARACHUTE - SL1MPACK, directiOn Mcator, ASI, com·
pass, audio for any vario, gel battery charger. Alan Purnell, 9
Knoll Rd, Fleet, Hents, 0252 615365.
COMPETITION, SIDE by side two-sealer, 18m, genuine 38:1 ,
glass, Silene. Instruments, apecialworks canopy, full water·
proof covers, purpose buill aluminium iraller and rigging aids.
£11 500. Ken Balllngton 0283 63054.

PEGASUS WINGS, damaged but repairable. Also ASW-19
tailplane in similar condition with serlliceable elevalor. TeI Phil
Je"ery, 0279 850713.

STD CIRRUS, 1/4 share at Broker. Excellent.condition. Full
instruments, barograph, parachute, radio, easy rig aids. £2500
ono. Tel 0628 825261.

SAG BACK NUMBERS 10 1958. Soaring back copies also

JAFKOLKA. Good condition, regula~y ftown. Trailer, line
Instrumentation -C of Al yr from date of purchase. £2850. TeI
0797 8304 01' 04352 3719 (eve).

available. Send for details to Hobbies, 9 Knoll Road, Fleet,
Hanls GU13 8PA. Tel 0252 615365.

TWlM ASTIR No 97
PIPER PAWNEE 0, excellent condition. Engine 1Ohrs SMOH.
C 01 A due 1988. Tel 07592 4954.
FAUVEL Av36c. Airworthy. Sound structure, canopy needs
attention. British C of A expired. No instruments, road trailer.
£1225 or sensible o"ers. Tet Bedford (0234) 66575.
CAMBRIDGE Mk 4 vario w~h speed director. Tel 0488 72224
(days), 0488 82649 (eves).
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TRUST WITTER

Complete outfit. BGA-owned from new. Full instruments
(Including 2 A~;) parachules, barograph: oxygen (2 cyls);
redio; batterieS; fitted trailer. Ideal wave and cross-eountry
outfit.

See Yellow Pages for your nearest specialist liHer or stockist,

AVltlabl. now a' only 1113,500.

C.P. WJnER LTD. CHESTER 43

lelllGA Office, 0533 531051

Tel: 024441166Tlx: 61623 EURBAR G

SA/LPLANE & GLIDING

REBUl.T ASK.I3, re-covered In SeCon~e fabric, fully

NIIumented. Astir Club complete 'Nilh Instruments. Chihern
8IIpIanes, 0494 445854.

A8W2GL Complete 'Nilh oxygen. -parachute, trailer. towing out
Iidl EJcoIent oondition. Bargain at £18600. Coniacl either
c.rWllhaJI 044272577, Mike Bird 01·748 63«, Simon Carr
_748102.

ns.

1lG-131i, prololype. basic instrumen~
electric varlo and
IIIlIo, lCCeIerometer, metal trailer. fuR C of ~ 0500. TeI
(lRItc) 0455 63m 5. (home} 0455 635969.
.BUS 2<:, vgc. Mike Costin, 0604 52444 (days). 0604
817883(_).

1'Il2OB, 3rd World Champs 1976. Low hre, fulllnstrumenta_ADC. oxygen. trailer, All in immaculate condition. TeI 0232
162213.
IIm.AftK 28. £2200 ono. Futl instruments. wings recently
_iliad. Trailer negoVable. Contact Ted Hampson 01-836lIIIOO Ell 3279 or 02774-3895 (eves).

lONDOII SAIl.PLANES LIMITED. TM 61 and 62 radios still

IIIIIIN from sole agent. London Sailplanes Ltd, Tring Rd,
1luniIabIt. Bed8. Tal 0582 62068 for price details.

"IITY" STAINLESS weak links, 900 or 1100lb. Milier IinkslIPID 22SOIb. AsrrAow ropes. Winch chutes. Astleys Ltd. Gosbd. SI, CoventsyCVl 5OJ. (0203) 20m.
WANTED
K·7 IIId K-' i1 good condition. Details to T1m Dickenson.
~ Support, RAF Akrotirl. BFPO 53.
K·13 FOR Geneva Gliding Club. Could be eIIher in flying
ClIIllIIIon, or needing overhaul. or slightly damaged. Please
IIlld
Ind details (+ photo iI possible) to John Noble, 1
FlII-de-ChlpiIr,. 1213 Petit-Lancy, Swilzerland. Viewing In
IJI( will be .rranged.

0'"

ENTHUSIASTIC INSTFlUC.TOR required by the East Sussex
Gliding Club to run summer courses and weekday Rying at
Ringmer, Sussex. For mora i'lformatlon. please contact CF I.
Ron Spear. 5 Meadowcrofl Close. Gossops Green. Crawfey,

Sussex.

Learn to Glide in Sussex
with the East Sussex Gliding Club

LONDON GliDING CLUB requires a staff instructor 'or 1987
season. Ful rating end PPL desirable but no( essential. Excellent opportunity for someone with drive and personality. Apply
in wr~ing, CFt, Londor) Gliding Club, Tring Road, Ounstable,
Beds.

WINe" DRIVER required by Midland Gliding Club 'for 1987

season. beginning March. ApplY in wrling in the rl'st instance
10 Roy Oaling. Midland Gliding ClUb. The.Long Mynd. Church

Stretton. Shropshire SY6 8TA. giving aetall. 01 relevant
experience.
COURSE INSTRUCTOR required from Apr~ to lInd Seplember. Accommodation available. Contact P MoIIoy. Essex
Gliding Club, North Weald, E_x. rei 040244498'.

• Weekly Courses in Spring and Summer
• Visitors Welcome Advanced

Beginners and

• Camping and Caravans - by arrangement
• Close to Brighton, Eastbourne and The
Sunny Sussex Coast ...
So bTing the family!
For further details contact:
JOE SUTTON

Tel. Horam Road (04353) 2665

EXPERIEHCEDTUG pilo1 and course instructor required June
through Avgust 87. Ulster Gliding Club. cOntact Alan Sands.
0238532407.
liNNOUNCEMEHT9
WREKIN GLIDING CLI,IB celebrate 21 year. at Cosford wilh a
party and other eclivlies. Interested? Contact MIck 8oyden.
Wrekin GC, RAF C06ford. WoIverhamplon WV7 3EX.
ACCOMMODATION
ABOYNE. COMFORTABLE guest house in the vinage run
with the aviator in mind. Central heating. ,hower.. drying room,
parking. good food', Rexible mealtimes. sense of' humour and
reasonable prices. Mrs Campbel, Hezlehurst Lodge, (0339)
2921.

COURSE INSTRUCTOR AND TUG PILOT
REQUIRED FROM APRIL TO END
SEPTEMBER

by Buckminster Gliding Club.
Accommodation available.
Con/act CFI. 17 Moray Close. Stamford.
Lincs. Tel: 078052061

8HGA HANG GLIDING COURSES, for brochure wrile to
NSHG, Clough House. FREEPOST, Sowerby Bridga. West
Yorkshire HX6 1PW. TeI 0422 834989.

1OClAH. nwsl be good condilion with C of A. Tel024173566.
MOOE.LS

K«R,483or.imIlarwanted. Complete outfit preferred. Cash

&!IIIIbII. TII Eric Hughae, 0521 73505 or 0521 73447 any-

.....

MODELS OF any elrcran made to order, gliders a speciality.
SAE tor leanet and quote. Miler Avialion Models. Red Cot.
N_ St. Glemslord. Sudbury. Suflolk COl 0 1PY. England. Tel
0787 280425.

K«R, K-l8, or limilar, wilh or without trailer. AT Macdonald,

om, 20730 (day), 0376 21948 (eves).

HI il good condition or requiring only minor repair•. Also a
lIbble flaw. BIM Hatch, TeI 0202 709437.

IUPER FALKE or similar. TeI Cheltenham (0242)41171 or
!IIl3710 or 820269. or Stonehouse (045 382) 3475.

_It. 00-100,

Astir 77. PIK 200 or Vega requIred for
lIDeIIate purchase. Wilh or wilhout trailer. TeI Plumtree
1llIl?n)2518.

SOUTHCOTT FARM
Holiday accommodation in 200 year-old farmhouse
wlhin "10 mlns walking distance from Oevolf and
Somerset Glding Club at Nor" Hill offers: Self·
contaIned luxury cottage (sllleps'6 anddairyapartmem
. sleeps 2) or B\ld and Breakfast. Sel in 71'> acres Of
meadow and woodland, also troul pond. Open .all year.
SOUTHCOTT FARM, Sheldon. Nr Honlton, Devon
Tel. 040 484 253

COURSES
SITUATIONS VACANT

COURSE INSTRUCTOR required for 1987 Season. AccomIMdIIion available. Apply Channel Gliding Club, lal Dover
\0304)824888, or write to Secretary. 22 Masons Rise, Broad-"KentCT101AZ.

1987
16th·22nd August

I" WANTED"In good condijion. Win collect from ebroad.
CIIh W8illng. Tet 0462 676069.

IEHIOR COURSE Instruclor required from March to October
87 by Kent Gliding Club. PPL an advantage but not essential.
CorUcl MKemP. Wondyridge. 16 The Croft, Leybourne. Maid..... Kent ME19 500. TeI 0732 848436.

TWO-SEATER
COMPETITION

RE~DENTINSTRUCTOR

REQUIRED FOR 1,987 SEASON
by the Ouse Gliding Club Limited at Rufforth Aerodrome nr York. Details please
to the Secretary, 43 Mill Lane. Acaster
Malbis, York Y02 lW. Tel 0904 707693.

ALL TWO-SEATERS
ELIGIBLE
For detail.,
w-rit. or 'ing
The Airfield
POCKLINGTON
East Yorkshire Y04 2NR
T el. 07592 3579

1f

QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICESI
Trailer components
Axles, couplings, wheells
& tyres at unbeatable prices
Our hand built trailers
include many extras as
standard
Complete or part built to your requirements for home completion

For all your trailer requirements and
Sailplane repairs and maintenance contact

DAVlD SCHORElD . SCHOfIElD AVIATION ' UNIT 6cSOUJH MARSTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE· SWINDON· WILTSHIRE· TEL: .793 822300
Febru8IY/March 1987
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DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB

Western Regionals
1981

SPRING WAVE
SEASON

4th-12th July
Maximum Entry 40

Visit Aboyne in the Spring. All
our usual facilities are
available.

I

2 CLASSES (ENTRY
PERMITIING)

Max Heights 1986
April 18,500
March 18,000ft
May 26,500

Entry Fee £85.00,
Deposit £30.00
Application Forms from Competition Secretary,

M.. Pet White
27 Tenners Close, Brockworth, Gloucester

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Tel: Gloucester 864332

Tel. 033985 339 or 033985 236

Challock . Ash/Ofd •Kent TN254DR
Ring: Challock (023 374) 274· Of 307
Provides gliding holidays for both the
beginner and the more advanced
pilot, including professional
instructiorl in club gliders aAd full
accommOdation on the airfield.

The Northern Regionals
will be held at
SUTTON BANK
AUGUST 1st to 9th

Provides year-fOund launching
facilities for its members to go
soaring in either their own or a
club glider.

Two classes. Entry fee £85
including VAT
Launches at normal Club rates
(expected to be £8.90 to 2000')

~~

Normally over-subscribed. Enter now.

£185-£225
4 or 5 day holidays courses

Details from:
The Secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) Ltd
Sutton Bank Thirsk
Yorks Y07 2EY
Tel: 0845 597237

March·October
(All inclusive of professional instruction,
accommodation, meals and VATI

EDWARD SCHIRZ

LASHAM

Leading Pilots Casual Wear
~
'
I~

•

34", 36", 38", 40", 42", 44", 46"

.,

available.

i

Please send me the foikwving:- -

-

o~et."'o41

1 EOWARO SCHIRZ LAMBSWOOL JUMPERIS

I Colour
I Quantity
1Name

at £27.95 each

£

/

Add p&p ~ I
Total

I································
6

' enclose chequelPO payable to

1 Edward Schirz ltd for £ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
complete coupon and send to
IPlease
EOWARO SCHIRZ l m., FENHAM HOUSE,

I~~~L~~~~~~~
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I

.I

.lSize

I Address.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
1 Post code

Does YOUfhome club operate only at weekends?

-:c=

•

£

LONDON GLIDING CWB
Ounstable DIWRS. Bedfordshire
Telephone: Dunstable (0582} 63419
(Answerphone ·Service: (0582 65744)1
Open for gliding 7 dllYs 11 week
throughout the Yellr!
At the foot of the Chilterns, just off the
Ml. Easily reached from London and the
Midlands:

Thermal, Hill and Wave Soaring
Modern, all-glass solo and 2-seater fleet
Efficient launching by modern aircraft
and winch
Resident instructors, full catering,
licenced bar, accommodation
Visitors and New Member. Welcome:
ContllCt us for. Course Brochur. or
Membership Details

Kenl GUDIIIG CWB

FLY
THE NORTHERNS

100"10 PUfe New lambswool
Jumper in Navy or Red. Embroidared into the V-Neck jumper is
the original Edward Schirz motif
designed for the aviation world.
Quality guaranteed. If not cornpletely satisfied, return for full
refund. £27.95 plus p&p. Sizes

~

I

-I

At Lasham we operate all week. every week which
means we could provtde a use"",, sUpplement to your
training. Whether you are not yel 5010 and would
benefic from a week's consolidated Ins1ruction. or a
bu<ldlng crOss·coyntry pilot needing soaring or
fielll-Ianding lralning. we have Ihe expertise and
laci~tie$ to help.

Apart from our large two-seater fleet and excellent
aerotow and autot>w fadtlies. we have a
comprehensive briefing room tor lectures or
instructional videolapes d bad wealher prevents Ilyng.
On-srte accommodatlOO tor cluO expedihons
avaijable Oy arrangement

IS

always

AbSOkJte begl'lners are of course always welcome we have a large choice of courses and types of
memOership to surt your needs.

I

II
-l

Lasham Gliding Society

Nr. Alton, Hants
Tel

Her"ard

(025 6831 322

or

270

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG MYND

Stay in practice for ,the
summer with some hill or wave
soaring!
Try a bungee launch; winch or
aerotow into the hill lift or wave.
Visitors always welcome (prior
arrangement advised).
Holiday courses start mid-March.
Send now for details.
Roy Dalling, Manager,
Midland Gliding Club,
Long Mynd.,
Church Stretton,
Shropshire 5\'6 6TA
Tel. Linley (058861) 206

PORTMOAK
IS

THE

FOR WAVE -

PLACE

UK altitude record made

from here in 1980

FOR 'RIDGE -

our two hills give more
soaring opportunities

FOR THERMALS -

they're not bad,

either!
Holiday courses for all levels.
Good accommodation, catering and bar.

Recently expanded single and two-seater fleet
7-day flying wilh wind1 and aerolOw lacifities.
MolOr Falke available.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCO'rLANDWElL
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059·284·543
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Service and Choice
Thinking of replacing your TM6/61 wIth a 720 channel radio?
or of upgrading your variometer 7
or of a complete cockpit modernisation?
Then ta'l'k to •
for a genuine choice and free advice without pressure to choose
any specific product line - YOUR CHOICE
for example -

3 vario/nav systems

WESTERBOER VW910/920
£1290+VAT
(£1483.50 inc. VAT)

CAMBRIDGE MK4M
£945 + VAT
(£1086.75 inc. VAT)

AVIONIC DITTEL LX2000
£1060+VAT
(£1219.00 inc. VAT)

And remember -It's not just the pu rchase but the knowledge that
RD gi'ves you prompt no-hassle warranty back-up with the
m'ini'mum of IIdown" time. Factory trained engineer.
Plus our new service -, EQUIPMENT INSTALLA TION
Why not call in and see us at Kidlington - by appointment preferred
EXPORTS ARE NORMALLY FREE OF UK VAT
PLEASE WRITE OR 'PHONE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED -FREE - PRICE LIST

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23. Bankside, Stat'ion Approach.
Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE. rei: 08675-2357 (24hr Answering)
Telex: 265871 Monref G (Quote MAG10189 in all messages)

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
(R. Jones)

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS. reI: (0488) 71774

For Quality Repairs
At competitive prices, the price the job is
worth, not a "cheapy".
Carried out in proper:ly heated workshops,
next year's paint problems can be initiated by
wrong temperature and/or mix, which you
cannot see' until too latel
By trained conscientious staff, not self
appointed "experts".
Under supervision of a competition pilot who
appreciates that profiles need to be as original,
not just shiny whitel and weight increase the
minimum possible.
.
AND we are UK agents for SCHEMPP-HIRTH
Flugzeugbau GmbH, manufacturers of the
world's finest sailplanes.

